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Executive Summary 

Centra Gas Manitoba Inc. ("Centra") applied to The Public Utilities Board rthe Board") for 

approval of Rate Base, Rate of Return and revenue requirement based on a 1998 future test 

year, and revised sales rates to be effective January 1, 1998. A public hearing was held from 

March 9 to April 16, 1998, with final argument being heard by the Board on April 23, 1998. 

Rural Expansion 

In 1994 Centra commenced an expansion project to extend natural gas service to 14 rural 

communities in Southwest and Southeast Manitoba. Originally, Centra was to receive funding 

of approximately $19.0 million from the federal, provincial, and municipal governments, in 

addition to contributing $4.7 million itself. Although some communities were completed under 

budget, Centra encountered numerous problems during construction and ran into substantial 

cost overruns on the Southwest project beyond original estimates. These cost overruns 

included higher engineering costs, higher Assiniboine River crOSSing costs and interest during 

construction. In the Order, the Board denied $1.804 million of these costs finding that Centra 

could have more effectively controlled the costs and these additional costs were not prudent. 

Centra advised the Board that it is investigating the feasibility of servicing all major areas of the 

province south of Swan River over the next five years at a cost of approximately $300 million. 

Included in this application were estimated costs to be incurred by Centra in 1998 of 

approximately $11.4 million relating to speCific communities. Further funding would be 

requested from the different levels of government and customers. The Board did not allow 

these forecasted expenditures in Rate Base on the basis that every one of the proposed 

projects appeared to be at a preliminary stage such that the volumes, number of customers, 

and required capital expenditures are unknown and the viability of the expansion to certain 

communities is not certain. In addition, Centra has not filed any feasibility studies with the 

Board, nor had government funding been secured. 
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The Board considered carefully Centra's expenditures and practices in the infomtC!liion s\11)ruic~$ 

and technologies area. Centra has outsourced its information services and technology ~@ 

~SM/BC as part of the contract that its parent, Westcoast Energy Inc. had entered inio with 

~SM/BC on behalf of its subsidiaries. The Board expressed serious concem$ that no 10C<ID! 

service providers were considered or evidence provided that this was the le21st cost opti(;)li1l. 

Centra also is planning to enter into a contract with an affiliated compC!lny, Enlogj)( Inc., wh@r@~y 

that company would undertake to do all customer information system services, inc!udii'l~ ©mii1~, 

for Centra. Centra noted that its current billing system was not Year 2000 compliBlnt alnol wOnJiCil 

therefore require substantial modifications. The Board found that without being able to r®vn~w 

the actual contract that would set out the terms and conditions of service alolllg) with the [9r1e@$, 

the Board was unable to provide the requested approval in principle for the future con~~~. 

In 1995 the Board established a formula to be used to calculate a reasonable Retum Oliil EOjuity 

for Centra. The continuation of the formula was proposed and the Board accepted such 

continuation. The Board however denied Centra's request to modify the capitall structure used 

in the Rate of Return calculation. The Board considered all issues related to this mal~er ~1Iiild 

approved a Retum on Equity of 9.912% and an overall Rate of Return of 8.893%. 

Price Management 

In 1995 Centra entered into a price management program under a Policy Document elpproved 

by the Board. The purpose of entering into price management was to reduce price VOICliility ~nd 

gain control over price discovery since Centra would otherwise have to pay prices ihel~ ~oelied 

on the New York Mercantile Exchange. The price management program has no~ held ihti!l 

intended results. The result of price management for 1997 and 1998 is that gas costs of CSi'itr~ 

ii 
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are approximately $45.5 million more than they would have been had price management not 

been used. 

In addition to hedging volumes of gas, Centra hedged the basis differential component of gas 

cost which is the calculated difference between the price of delivered gas on the NYMEX and 

that delivered from Alberta. By late August 1997, in a series of transactions, it became 

apparent to the person executing the trades that unwinding the transactions as required by 

September 1, 1997 would result in losses of $6 million on system supply gas plus an additional 

$3 million on broker supplied volumes. Centra postponed unwinding the basis differential 

hedges to allow for a market tumaround. Unfortunately, the market did not respond, but losses 

increased to a total of $18 million. Notwithstanding that these transactions were reported, 

management did not take immediate remedial action. 

The Board found that Centra had violated the Policy Document goveming price management by 

allowing multiple positions to be open for the same undertying volumes of gas by keeping 

positions open beyond September 1,1997. Accordingly, the Board found that Centra engaged 

in speculation in its trading with the result of the additional $9 million loss. The Board 

concluded that Centra's management was imprudent and unreasonable in its actions, oversight, 

and monitoring. Therefore, the shareholder, not the ratepayer, should bear the consequences 

of engaging in speculation. 

Initially, Centra entered into passive hedging whereby once positions or hedges were put on, 

they were not lifted and Centra received delivery of gas at that fixed price. Due to the volatility 

of the market and rising gas costs, Centra began to engage in dynamic hedging in which the 

risk of the position is constantly reassessed, the positions are frequently reversed, and Centra 

often does not take delivery of the gas under many of these dynamic trade transactions. 

Originally intended as an interim plan, dynamic trading was used for two years. In the fall of 

1997, the dynamic trading lead to Significant losses. The market was highly volatile. Centra 

iii 
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periodically bought gas when the market had already run up and sold when the m~rne~ h~d 

declined. The Board noted that a hedging strategy which seeks to deliver al low fI){ed pric~ ~oi' 

the consumers is an appropriate mandate for a public utility; a trading strategy 01 deriv~tiv~ 

instruments seeking to capture a short term profit regardless of delivery of ~he g~s in an ~~emp~ 

to beat the market is not appropriate. The Board found that Centra had improperly entered into 

a trading rather than a hedging program in which it tried to beat the mari<at 

The Board found that Centra had entered into dynamic trading without the ;JplPropri~~~ pl~n, 

with inexperienced traders, and with inadequate supervision. The rigorous c@iiltroh~, checlt~, 

and balances were lacking, as was the attention paid by the Hedge Committae of senior 

management which only met quarterly. The Board found that the Hedge Committee did no~ ~d 

reasonably or prudently by allowing employees with very little experience to erngalge in dyrnalmic 

trading, with inadequate oversight. 

The Board recognizes that Centra does not make a profit on gas sales. ~f Cerntr~ pYrch~$®$ 

gas in a reasonable and prudent manner, then all gas costs are passed on to ihe m~ep~ye~. 

Similarly, decreases in gas costs are, and have been, passed on to ratepayers. Howsv®i', W 

gas is purchased in a manner that is not prudent, or is unreasonable, then ~he r~~epaJy®rn 

should not pay for that increase in gas costs. 

During this period of time the gas market was extremely volatile and such m;Jme~ cOi"ld~ioi1~ 

were unprecedented. Furthermore, market prices climbed substantially so Cef'i~raJ WalS 

required, regardless of price management, to purchase gas at an increased cos~ olus ao m~rne~ 

conditions. 

The final decision on the $45.5 million price management results is that $27.25 million is ~o b® 

borne by the shareholder due to unreasonable and imprudent actions of Centra, alnd ~he 

balance of approximately $18.25 million is to be included in gas costs to be paid by ihe 

ratepayers to reflect the volatility of the market. Centra has ceased dynamic aralding, h~s 

iv 
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reverted exclusively to passive hedging, and is currently reviewing the future direction of its 

price management program, and has been directed to report its plans to the Board. 

Operating & Maintenance Costs 

The operating and maintenance costs of Centra increased by 1.5% over the previous year. 

Although there were decreases in payroll, this was offset by the increases in the cost of 

outsourcing information technology services. There were a number of reductions in staff due to 

the outsourcing of information technology, meter reading, but this was also offset by staffing 

increases for rural expansion. The Board continues to urge Centra to pursue with further 

diligence the control of staffing levels. 

Gas Costs 

In this application Centra applied for rate increases of 3.1 % for residential and small 

commercial (SGS) customers and a 2.9% increase for large commercial (LGS) customers. 

However, the financial results of the decisions in this Order will reduce the requested rate 

increases to near zero. After the close of evidence and just prior to the issuance of this Order, 

Centra provided the Board with a current update of the 1998 cost of gas and options that 

Centra recommended to deal with the antiCipated cost of gas increase. It is the Board's view 

that once Centra has filed revised schedules reflecting the decisions of this Order, the Board 

will convene a public hearing to consider the application for higher gas costs and to review the 

changes resulting from this Order. Accordingly, all matters bearing on rates at this time will be 

considered by the Board at a future proceeding and a single rate change, if appropriate, will be 

approved by the Board. 

v 
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Centra Gas Manitoba Inc., ci-apres Centra, a damandA ~ Is R6gie des services publics, d
apMs la RAgie, d'autoriser une base tarim ire et des basoin! en revenus fond6s sur l'ann6e de 
mf6renee future 1998, alnsl que des torifs de vente "'vis~s applicables Ie 111' janvfer 1998. La 
R6gie a tenu une audience du 9 mars au 16 avril 1998, at entandu les conclusions finales Ie 23 
avril 1998. 

Expansion rum/s 

En 1994, Centra alanc6 un projet d'expansion afin d'6tendra son service d'approvisionnement 
en gaz naturel A 14 coIlectivitAs rurales du sud-est at du sud-ouest du Manitoba. A I'origine, Ia 
compagnie devait recevoir un financement d'environ 19 millions de dollars des gouvamsments 
fidAral, provindal at munlcipaux, en plus d'investir elle-mAme 4,1 minions dans oe projet. Bien 
qu'elle lit r6ussi • r.alissr Ie! travaux A un coOt moindre que c:elui qui avait 6t6 budget6 dans 
certaines Iocalit6s, de nombrewc probl6mes soot survenu! pendant Ia construction et la 
compagnie a dO engager des sommes oonsid6rablement superteures • calles prevues dans les 
devis, notamment dans les projets du sud-ouest. Les depassements de coOt comprennent, 
entre autres, Ie coat plus 'I eve des travaux d'ingenierie at de passage de la rivi6re Assiniboine 
et "accumulation des int6rtts pendant la construction. Dans son ordoMance, la R6gie a reNa6 
une partie de ees coOts, soit 1,804 million de dollars, jugeant que Centra auralt pu mleux les 
limiter dans I'ensemble et qu'elle n'svait pas fait preuve de prudence ~ "6gard des coOts 
additionnels. 

Centra a avis' la R'gia qu'eUe 6tudiait la possibilit' d'6tendre son service i taus les principsux 
centres de II province situ~s au sud de Swan River au cours des c:inq prochaina; ann~es, au 
coat d'environ 300 millions. La presente demanda englobait des coOts astim6s • environ 11,4 
millions que Centra se propose d'assumer dans quelques coI1edivit's pr6cisel. La compagnie 
entend aussi demander des fonds addition nels de dlff~rents niveaux de gouvemement et de 
ses clients. La R6gie a refus6 d'inclure cas d'penses pro;et6es dans Ie calcul de Ia base 
tarifaire pour 18 raison que chacun des projets envisag6s semble In tJ I"tape preliminaire, de 
sene que Ie volume de gaz, Ie nombre de clients et les d'penses d'immobi1iaations raquises 
sont inc::onnues et que Is viabillt' de I'expanslon dans certaines localit6s n'est pas assume. En 
outre, Centra n'a pas soumis d"tuda de faisabilite * Ia R~II. nl obtenu de financernent public. 

SysMmes d'i/1lbrmation et techno/ogie 

La R6gie a examin6 avec soin les d'pense; et pratiques de Centra dans Ie domaine des 
services d'information et de Ia ted1notogie. Centra fait appel. una soci6~ ext~rleum, ISMIBC, 
pour leS services informatiques et technologiques en vertu d'un contmt c:onclu avec cette 
entreprise par sa soci6t6 ""'re, Westcoast Energy Inc., au nom de sas finales. La Regie a dit 
s'inqui6ter s6rieusement du fait qu'aucun foumisseur de service local n'avait 't6 consideM at 
aUicune preuve apport" pour montrer que la solution choisie 61ait 18 mains coOteuse. Centra 
projettei:galement de condure un contrat avec une entraprise parente, Enloglx Inc., pour 
confler ~ cette demitre tous sas services. 18 clientele informatis6s. y camprls Is facturation. 
Centra a slgnal6 Que son systems actuel de facturation n'ttait pas prtt pour "an 2000 et devrait 
cln !ors sub!r des modifications majeures. La R6gie a d6dar6 qu'elle ne powait accorder 
d'autorisation de principe ~ C8 central futur sans voir Ie contnBt mArne at son 6nond des 
conditions de lenm:e at des prix. 
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len 1996, la R6gle I ~tabli una formule pour Ie c.alwl d'un rendement l"8Ii$onfi'l~b!@ (OOYf e®flWID 
$ur sas capitsux pmpres. La Compagnie I propos6 de continuer d'&.rtinser ~tt@ fui'fmB~. ~ ~YG 
~ R~gle II Iccept'. La R6gie III toutefois refus6 Is demande faite par C8ntm de ffiOOlUi@r ~ 
structure du capital utills'e dans Ie calwt du taux de rendement. l&\ Rr!gi~ ~ rofi~id@fl!l R©oo IQ~ 
points 1i6s ~ c:eite question et appt'Ouve un taux de rendement de 9,912 % SYi' ~ ~(9lii®l!m 
prop~s et un taW( de Mndement global de 8,893 %. 

lEn 1995. Centra i) institue un syst'me de gestkm du prix en 'lefty d'yn dOWffi@fi~ ~® (OOlj'(j~IJl@ 
approove par /a R~le. la but de ce syst~me 6tait de dlmlnusr les fluctuations ~1Jl (9)ffi! QR ~Q 
oontrOler II d6termination de c:e prix. Autrement, en sffet, Centra doit payer ~ (9lrh~ ~lJi ~@((® @~U' 
la Bourse des merchandises de New York. La syst6me "'I toutefois pa~ 1St,! ij@$ M~lJli~t5 
9seompt6s. A cause de son systeme de gastian du prix, Centm I p8ly~ ~5,~ mmi<m~ ©J® &Jiy~ 
pour son gaz en 1991 et 1998 qu'elle aurait pay6 sans ce syst~rml. 

lEn plus de chercher a couvrir tes quantites de gal. Centra Ii chefeh~ ~ IOOwfir iQ C?1!W~U'®61Ki@i (2]0 
~rix de base du gu, c'est-~-dire Ia diff!rence calculH entre Ie coOt @u gal! ii\?m \i.1Jl1I' I® I\r\I'Wl~ 
et Ie gaz ~ivr6 en AJberta. A la fin d'aoQt 1991. i la suIte ej'yne s6rie de tr~B1~di(j)~/;il, i® 
personne charg6e de "ex6c:ution des mar~s s'sst rendu compte que rmgi®r ~ ~61\2i@lQ1i@~@ 
~el que Mquls pour Ie 1- septembm entmTnerait des partes de 8 millionss d@l @@i~~ ~Mi' ~ ~~ 
foumi par Ie Mseau. et des pertes additionnelies de 3 millions 51.111' !es ©JlJlnijt~~ frumi®g ~f cQJ®~ 
©Oumers. Centra a done repouss~ Ie reglemenl des transadioma retati\?es t§3Y ©1ijf~U'@UlijGI ~® 
ba~ lfin de pennatt"' au ma~ de 51 rttabllr. Malheureus8r'nent. Ie maU'd'i~ f{t@ §'Q$;lR 19>®~ 
rr~tabii; IU oontrail1l, les pettes S8 sent accrues a 18 millions. Bien qlJ@ C!S nn$®©li©ft@ ®iQrfUq 

~t' rapport~es. la direction de Cantril n'a pas pris imm6diatemaf'llt des mG$ym$ oo~. 

u Regie a jus' que Centra Rvait entreint Ie document de politique ~gisHJi'1ft ~ ~@~ij©rl {9tn fjM 
~n peW1"n6ttant que plusieurs position8 restent ouveo1es pour leiS memes qu~ntit~ ~©Y~~OO~~@~ 
de gaz ;u~el~ du 1" septembre. En wns~quenCl, ia R6gie a condu ej~ ~nn ~'~~ii li~ ~ 
dra fa spkulation, qui a grossi ses pertes de 9 millions. La R~ie a d6da'" ~y~ ~ ©Ji~r£m ~® 
Centra avait 't6 imprudente et dllralsonnable dans 15t'SS actions, sa Syrvem~V'lw @~ ~©rl ©lm((fg~. 
Ce sont done las tfadionnaires, at non les abon~. qui doivent sut»tr les oon~~(jJ~n~§ t;lQ IG®~® 
$pecul~tion . 

Au d~but. Centra a faIt de O'arbitrage passif, c'est~iM qU'une ibis ~s ~$iRi©ro mJ OOIffif@~lIlU'@~ 
pris8s, Centra Ina les at pas levees at (j rec;u livraison du gaz au /prix fm6. P~i$, ~ ~'on~~~i~~ cQJ~ 
march' et I'augmentation du prix elu gaz. Centra a commenre • faif1l de r@ilrb~® i21~ffii~MG, 
oU Ie risque de la position est sans cesse reeval~ at les positions S~f\)t mlf\)V'@nD~®@; QR ~ 
bien d4H occasions, Centra n'a pas pris livmison du gaz dans CBS tnlru~adi@n$ ~~nIDffli~~Q~. 

~ ep6rcatioos dynamiqoos, qui ne devcalent etru qu'uoo soIuti@n pmvi!ll@iro, ooR @@ViRiIll~ 
p*ndant deux aM. A "8utomne 1991, rarbitrage dynamique a ~Ioftoo ©l~ID [OOL1lQ$;l 
oonsld#Jmbles. La 1rNI~ 'talt extrtmement unstable. II Nt parfois IMl'iWl tt ~~ ©1'lm~[m~®1i' ~t!l 
~m: qUElind Ie marc::tre 'tait ~ son plus haut et de Wfjdre apMs qu'U sit 1OOi~s~. lbm ~~!Q iJ 

ooUllign6 qu~ faire de I'arbltrage pour se ClDumr, et alinsi 6tablir un Fir.( fut® ~QdJ ~J@~ ~U' !Q 
lOOnsommateUl', e!t un mandat qui oonvlaftt ~ un YMOO pubflc; blile @M ~r~Q ~ R@i'ViiU@ 
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~o d'effets accessoires pour ~ailser des profits a court terme sans SI pr60ccuper de 18 Ilvralson 
de gaz et dans Ie but d'exploiter Ie march~ ne I'sst pas. La R~gie est d'avis que Centra a fait, • 
tort, des march6s A terms dans Ie but d'exploiter Ie march~ plutOt que des op~rations de 
COl.Nerture. 

La R6gie a conch. que Centra a fait de "arbitrage dynamique sans suivre un plan appropri4!. 
avec des marchands !)eu e~rimentes et qui n'~taient pas assez enCBd~s. les stnds 
c:ontrOles, freins It contrepoids n~eessaires falsaient d4!faut. de m!me que i'attention du Hedge 
Committee, oomit6 d'arbitrage fofTT16 de cadres superieurs, qut ne se r6unlt que quatm fois par 
ann'e. La R6gie a d~c1ar~ que ce comite avait et6 d'raisonnable at imprudent en permettant i 
des empJoy6s qui Ivaianl tris pau d'exp6rienc:e en fa mat~re de faire de "arbitrage dynamique 
sans supervision adequate. 

La R6gie reconnaTt que Centra ne fait pas de profits sur Ia vente de gaz. 51 Centra achete elu 
gaz de mani6re prudente et ralsonnable, 18 Compagnie mparcute toys les coOls du gaz sur les 
abonn~s. De ~e, touts baisse des coOls du gaz est repercut~e sur les abonn6s. Cependant. 
si "achat de gaz se fait d'une maniire imprudente OU d6raisonnable. les abonn6s ne devraient 
pas avolr ~ payer pour II hausse du coOt du gaz qui en r6sulte. 

le march' elu g2l% II et6 e~mement instable pendant Ia p6riode en question. et ees conditions 
6taient sans pn§akfent. De plus, Ie prix du march' a augment' consid~rablement et Centra .. 
dOl aeheter du gaz ~ un coat plus eleve • cause des conditions du ma~, gestian elu prix ou 
non. 

La d6cision finale pour C8 qui est des 45.5 millions qui ont r~lult6 elu systeme de gestion dtJ 
prix est que les aetioonaires doivent en assumer 27,25 millions, 6tant doone les actions 
imprudentes et deraisonnables de Centra, at que les 18,25 millions qui restent semn! integr'. 
au c:oOt au gal paY' par Ie! abonnes pour ref16ter l'instabilit6 du march6. Centra a oesse de 
faim de "arbitrage dynamique, fait axdusivement des op6rations de cowerture, comme 
auparavant, et 6tudie actuellement la direction future de son systeme de gestion elu prix. Ene a 
f'e9J j'ordre de faire rapport de son plan. eel ~ard a Ia R6gie. . 

CoCIIta de fondionnement at dOe1l'dtretien 

les coOts de fonctiotlnement et d'entratien de Centra oot augment' de 1,5 % depuis "an 
demler. Bien qu'Y y ait au una baisse des frais de personnel, aile a et6 neutralis6e par une 
hausse elu coOt d'utllisation d'une entreprise 8xt~rieYm pour ils services de technotogie de 
"information. On a pu nKfuire les effectifs en faisant appel. un Cfganisme elCt6rieuf pour Ies 
services de lechno&ogie de rinformation et 1a lecture des compteurs. mais iI a fallu embaucher 
allleurs en mison de fexpansion rurale. La R~gie continue (i'exhorter Centra i faire praw, de 
diligence pour contrOIer sa dotation en personnel. 

CoOtdu gu 

Dans 18 presente demands, Centra demandait una augmentation de 3,1 % du tarif pay~ par Ie&. 
abonMs MsldenUels at les petites entreprises, ret de 2,9 % pour les grand. ennprises. les 
impfications finand6res des d~cisions de la presente ordonnanea ra""'nemnt toutefois ootte 
hausse ~ presque ztm. A ie clOture de II preuve et justa avant Ie prono~ de "ordonnance, 
Centra a remis A Ia R~ie une mise. jour du ooOt du gaz pour 1998 et des moyens 
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U'~eommalnd~s par Centra pour tenlr oompt~ de II hausse att~ndu~ du ooU~ dlu @®~. lIID ~~~i@ ® 
d~cid' qu'el1e tiendra LInG audience publlque pour 6tudieO' 1m demande vls~f1q ij'ay~m®n~~al©la1 tOlu 
[prix du gaz et passer en mvl.I@ lei changements d'coulant de 1&11 pr6sente @Mlonli'i~ftoo Yf1@ ~©i\li 
que Centra aum d~pos' dGS b8r~mes "'visi& mMtant Iss d~cislons de !'rorooon~f'I~. ~®IT 
oon~q\JIent. 12 RAgle oons~rerl taules Ie, questlQln; qui influenoent ie5 ~ui~ ®ujOlUlli"ol'lf'it~i ~@li1g 
Yflil proehain@ instanoe at approuv~rl alom. si cell oonvient. un !!leui ehang®m®Q1q tJJ® ~i'W. 
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Centra's last General Rate Application ("GRAft) was based on a 1997 future test year and was 

the subject of Order 8/97 dated February 20, 1997, and Orders 13/97 and 33/97 whjch 

approved rates pursuant to Order 8/97, on an interim basis, to be effective March 1, 1997. 

In a letter dated August 22, 1997, Centra advised the Board that it did not plan to file a GRA for 

the 1998 test year because the revenue deficiency, forecasted to be approximately $1.5 million, 

did not in Centra's opinion warrant CD GRA. By letier dated September 2,1997, CAC/MSOS 

opposed this application and strongly urged the Board to insist upon a 1998 GRA to review 

rates. By letter dated September 15, 1997 the Board advised Centra that, considering CD cost of 

gas and Purchase Gas Variance Account ("PGVAft) hearing had already been requested, that 

other significant issues needed to be considered by the Board at an early date, and that 

currently approved rates expired on December 31, 1997, it was the Board's view that, in the 

public interest, Centra should file a GRA based on a 1998 future test year. 

Interim sales rates approved in Orders 13/97 and 33/97 included $1.64/gigajoule (uGJft) for 

Western Canadian sourced gas. Because the sctual cost of gas for 1997 was in the range of 

$2.55/GJ, the balance in the PGVA including the impact of price management for 1997 was 

projected to be approximately $45 million owing to Centra, and the cost of gas was expected to 

remain high through early 1998. As a consequence, Centra applied for interim sales rates to be 

effective December 1, 1997. Order 92197 dated December 4, 1997 approved recovery of the 

PGVA balance and other 1997 and prior deferral account balances as of October 31, 1997 over 

a 13-month period commencing December 1, 1997. Additionally, the Board approved an 

increase in the gas cost component in sales rates for Western Canadian gas supply from 

$1.64 GJ to $1.938 GJ. Order 94/97 dated December 5,1997 approved the interim sales rates 

flowing from Order No. 92197 to be effective December 1, 1997. 

By letter dated November 22, 1997, Centra filed an application requesting, amongst other 

things, approval of a 1998 test year revenue requirement, Rate Base, Rate of Return and sales 
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rates to be effective January 1, 1998. On November 28, 1997 Centra filed Volume ~ o~ it$ GRA 

and advised the Board that the increased revenue requirement being requested was 

$1,331,300, representing an overall increase in revenue requirement of one-hal!f of one ~rcent 

The Board was advised that updated evidence relating to other issues, including the cost of 

gas, cost allocation and rates would be filed on January 19, 1998. This informaliion W~~ 

subsequently filed on January 28, 1998, at which time Centra advised the Board thalt the 

revised application included a revenue defiCiency of $21,768,700, representing ali'il incre~~e of 

520,437,400 over the original application. This increase was almost I!f'ltir@lly altlributed to 

increased cost of gas related to price management activities. 

The Board held a pre-hearing conference on December 10,1997. Subsequently, Order 10~/97 

dated December 12, 1997 was issued which set out procedures to be follC)wedJ ~t the he~i'ing 

and included a timetable for the orderly exchange of information amongst the palriicipant$. 

Several deadlines set out in the timetable were missed, requiring the Board to postpone the 

commencement of the hearing from February 23, 1998, to March 9, 1998. 

Between January 23, 1998 and February 5, 1998, Centra and other parties held ciiscussion 

relative to Centra's request to seek Board approval to change two of the cos~ing 2ssump~ioi1$ iri 

the feasibility test used by Centra in evaluating its expansion projects. In a letter da~ed 

February 5, 1998, the Board postponed the public hearing process related to the examin~~ion o~ 

the costing assumptions used in feasibility tests until Centra files additionall informaJ~ion. 

In this application Centra requested the following: 

a) Approval of a 1998 Rate Base, Rate of Return and resulting sales rates to be enectiv~ 

January 1, 1998; 

b) Confirmation of 1997 rates which were approved on an interim basis in SOalrd Order 33/97; 
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c) Examination and approval of the disposition of the balances of various gas cost related 

deferral accounts and finalization of Board Order 94/97 which approved rates on an interim 

basis to be effective December 1, 1997; 

d) Confirmation of the Company's general terms and conditions of service and the Terms and 

Conditions of Service for Billing and Collection Services; 

e) Approval of rates for initial inspection and any subsequent inspections related to new or 

replacement gas installations, effective April 1, 1998; 

f) Examination and approval for future inclusion in rates of the expenditures related to the 

Distribution Facilities Information System (YDFISD) Data Conversion Capital Project; 

g) Consideration of other matters including the replacement of the Company's Customer 

information System, the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System ("SCADA"), the 

expansion of the Company's distribution system to rural areas of Manitoba, the cost 

allocation impact of transmission related costs in rural franchise areas and· the appropriate 

rates to consumers for such expansions, pre-approval of capital expenditures and 

frequency of disposition of the PGVA; and 

h) Other related matters. 

A public hearing was held in Winnipeg from March 9 to April 16, 1998, and final argument was 

heard on April 23, 1998. 
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A complete record of this public hearing process and copies of all exhibits alre on file alnCll ~r~ 

available for inspection or review at the Board's office. The Board has summau;&:ed the 

evidence and submissions of the participants at the hearing in this Order only io ihe emen~ 

deemed necessary to explain the Board's findings and conclusions. 
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1.0 Rate Base 

1.1 Applied for Rate Base 

Centra applied for a 1998 Rate Base of $286.576 million based on a 13 month average. The 

major components of this Rate Base compared to the approved 1997 test year Rate Base are 

as follows: 

Component 1991 1998 $ Change % Change 

($ thoYsands) 

Gas plant in service $385,925.0 $414,320.5 $28,395.5 7.36% 

Accumulated depreciation (119,925.0) (129,853.4) (9,928.4) 8.28 

Disallowed assets (1,067.0) (687.0) 380.0 (35.61) 

Net Plant $264,933.0 $283,780.1 $18,847.1 7.1% 

Contributions in aid of 

construction (24,592.4) (29,885.5) (5,293.1) 21.52 

Working capital allowance 34,325.4 32,681.4 (1,644.0) (4.79) 

Umity Rate Base $274,666.0 $286,576.0 $11,910.0 4.34@/o 
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Centra's 1998 forecasted capital expenditures for plant, met of contributions in Sli{i] 01 

construction, compare to the 1997 approved and 1997 actual amounts as follows: 

1991 1991 ~~~® 

Plalnt Calteg)ory Approved! Actt1JJa~ ~@(QlI1!l®§i1@©l 

($ ~hOIlJl~IIBUi'iS~ 

New business $ 9,413.6 $12,353.7 $28,746.~ 

System betterment 6,161.7 5,519.9 3,006.0 

General plant 5,364.6 3,309.4 9,429.~ 

Overheads capitalized 3,103.8 5,808.6 8,683.4 

Interest during construction 289.7 72.6 7~3.8 

11" «)iial~ $24,333.4 $21,@64.2 ~(;}@D(;}O'~. fl 

Contributions in aid of construction (869.0) (2,216.0) (~4,835.2) 

Net ;dditi@ns to pial1111t $23.464.4 $24.~.2 $3~,1.@3.(;} 

The major reason for the increase in forecasted 1998 capital expenditures reiBlies ~o Ruml 

Expansion Phase II which accounts for net additions to plant of approximately $11.398 milliolFi. 
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In Order 8/97, the Board directed that ... .in future GRA's each capital project in any of the three 

categories of Essential, Necessary and Justifiable be accompanied by specific details which will 

indicate how the defining criteria has been met.- and D •• each project applied for in Rate Base be 

prioritized." In this application, Centra submitted that rank ordering of capital projects is time 

consuming and subjective and does not add value to the budgeting or regulatory process. 

Centra restructured its current budgetary and classification system to more fully incorporate the 

ability to prioritize capital expenditures and submitted that this restructuring constituted 

compliance with the Board directive. In Centra's view, the revised priority classification used 

understandable and useable criteria which made sense in the business environment, and it 

expanded upon the existing system which was familiar to Centra personnel. The restructured 

Priority Classification System utilized by Centra is composed of three categories being Essential 

(projects which are predominately driven by requirements of safety and reliability of service), 

Necessary (projects which are required to maintain facilities in adequate operating condition to 

meet anticipated activity levels and maintenance of business) and Justifiable (projects that are 

warranted due to economic or other qualitative benefits.) 

1.3.1 Board Findings 

The fact that projects that have been classified as Essential projects are being deferred for 

lower priority projects is of concern to the Board. Centra was unable to prioritize its capital 

program at the request of the Board and instead provided sub-classifications of the current 

system. While this may be useful from Centra's perspective, this proposal does not adequately 

address the Board's concerns related to prioritizing projects. 

While the Board understands that projects may be deferred based on sound engineering 

judgement without compromising system integrity or public safety, the Board is concerned that 
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the deferral of Essential projects is contradictory to the classifi~tion requirements, paliiicul~rly if 

an Essential project is deferred in favor of a lower priority project that is either Nscess~ry or 

Justifiable. This strategy does not reflect proper management of the capital progrBlm. ~1 

Essential projects are required for safety and reliability. then in the interest of ~~fe~y ~no1 

reliability of the system, these projects should not be deferred. 

The Board will expect that Centra provide greater support for ail essential projeds ~t ftrtYr~ 

GRA's thereby providing greater certainty with respect to Centra's capit~1 requirement~. Th~ 

Board considers it inappropriate to substitute funds earmarked for an Essei"iti~1 project fall 0~11~1I 

lower priority programs, and then to reapply for the funds to carry out that s~me Essenii~1 

project in the next year. 

Centra's Rural Expansion Phase I commenced in 1994 to extend naiural gas service to ~~ 

communities in Sol.Htheast and Southwest Manitoba. Construction fair these projeds w~s 

substantially completed by the end of 1996. The program was funded to a lallge eldent by the 

three levels of government, pursuant to the Canada-Manitoba Infrastructure Agreeme:fii 

rAgreement"), in addition to customer contributions and Centra's investment The Agr~ment 

established the funding levels of program eligible costs for each of the three gove:mmeni~. 1"11~ 

contribution levels for each level of government was capped at approximately 27% of ihs I~s$er 

of estimated or actual eligible costs required for the construction of the facilities over 1 0 ye~rn. 

Total customer contribution requirements were determined using al 30 year Net Present Vallue 

rNPV") test in 1994. The 10 year capital costs were estimated to be $24.57~ millioi'l, with 

customer contributions of $0.832 million, each government's share at $6.346 million Blnd 

Centra's investment of $4.701 million. The feasibility tests assumed thalt 1,238 lIesidential alild 

508 commercial customers would be attached in the first two years. All of the necessClry 

transmission facilities and! a significant portion of the distribution systems Clrs now in plaJoo Blnd 

are operational. Actual capital costs to the end of 1996 are $25.173 mimon. The only additional 
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expenditures necessary for this program are for individual new customer services. The current 

10 year estimated costs are $25.659 million, $1.088 million more than the original estimate. 

Of the eight distinct take-off pOints required to serve the 14 communities, actual costs were less 

than estimated costs in six of these areas, by an aggregate amount of $0.871 million. The 

actual cost for the La Broquerie and Southwest Manitoba projects, however, are now projected 

to be $1.959 million greater than the original estimate. 

Centra submitted a request for final funding approval, pursuant to the Agreement. and 

requested that the contributions net out the lower capital costs in the six areas with the higher 

costs in the other two areas. Centra submitted that had the netting proposal been accepted, 

the total contributions would have been $23.084 million. This request was however denied, and 

Centra received less government contributions where capital costs were lower than the original 

estimate. Centra funded the additional costs in the two project areas where actual capital costs 

were greater than Originally estimated. 

On revised capital costs of $25.659 million, each level of government determined their 

obligations, pursuant to funding caps specified in the Agreement, to be $6.118 million. 

Customer attachments were less than assumed and this resulted in customer contributions of 

only $0.751 million. This resulted in a funding deficiency from the original estimate of $3.980 

million. 

The net result is that Centra was required to invest $6.554 million, $1.853 million greater than 

originally planned. The $6.554 million is the difference between the committed contributions of 

$19.105 million and the total estimated capital cost of $25.659 million. A total of $5.416 million 

is estimated to be added to Rate Base additions by the end of 1998, with the balance 

representing costs required to attach additional customers in the future. 
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Centra experienced significant cost overruns in the Southwest project. CentJj'2 ~ttribuieol ~hese 

cost overruns to four major factors being the Assiniboine River crossing ($667,000), incre~!lied 

engineering and consulting fees ($844,000), increased payroll and other costs (5178,000), 

increased interest costs during construction because of project delays (5586,000), fllnc1 cos~s 

necessary to prevent further job site vandalism ($95,000), for a total of $2.370 million. On €Jn 

overall basis, the total Southwest project exceeded estimated costs by approximately $1.87~ 

million. 

Centra submitted that it had retained the services of a consulting engineerilFlg firm to cOi1du~ ~ 

geotechnical investigation to assist in the determination of the vialbility of attempting a 

directional drill river crossing. Centra's contention is that there was nothing Olfl ~he engineer\$ 

report to suggest that directional drilling would not be successful, and Cei'iltral proc@edoo wi~h 

this method. Some thirteen attempts at directional drilling proved unsuccessful, and ev~mau~ily 

the open cut method was used to affect the river crossing. 

Centra contended that project delays resulted from circumstances beyond ia~ con~rol whiclil 

could not have been reasonably anticipated. These included delays in concluding funding 

arrangements with the various governments, contractor bankruptcy, valf1ol~li~m, ~nc1 ~ha s~r!y 

onset of an extremely cold winter. Centra's position in respect of all cost overruns is that ~II 

actions and resulting costs were prudent and should therefore be allowed by ihe BOalrci. 

CAC/MSOS argued that the various levels of governments had insulated themselves ~rom 

project cost overruns and that Centra was now attempting to "foist the additionBlI costs on its 

existing customers.' CAC/MSOS contended that the original 1994 estimaltes included aI 20% 

contingency fund to cover additional costs, which was lateif' reduced to 17%, in 1995, prior to 

the start of the project to cover potential cost overruns. 
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CAC/MSOS discounted Centra's argument that the cost overruns were not representative of a 

funding shortfall, as actual cost of gas, Rate of Return and operating costs were actually 

different than those used in the original feasibility tests. CAC/MSOS contended that this is the 

norm, and that actual costs and circumstances invariably were different than estimates. 

However, funding arrangements were based on these estimates, and that for example, had 

incremental gas cost rather than WACOG been used, the feasibility tests would have shown 

that different levels of third party contributions were necessary to make the project viable. 

CAC/MSOS argued that Centra was compensated for delays related to weather by virtue of its 

risk premium built into its overall Rate of Return, and that failure to sign up the estimated 

customers merely reflected faulty and inaccurate sign-up processes. The G. M. Gest 

bankruptcy should be considered as one of the reasons why the original contingency was 

estimated, and not as some abnormal event, unheard of in the construction industry. As a 

consequence Centra should not be compensated for any costs arising out of these delays. 
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The Board has examined the cost overruns which occurred on the Southwest project Slnci 

considers that these costs, by and large, were within the control of Central. Actions iaJnd 

resultant increased costs appear to have been incurred before project funding 2li"Dd plam~ 

requirements to attach customers were properly defined. The Board Calnnot ~ccep~ th~ 

prudence of the additional costs for the river crossing. Assurances were given to the 8o~fo1 ~t 

the original expansion hearing that the crossings were to be speCified as being at the risk or ~he 
contractor. This did not happen, and there appears to be no accoun~abmty or responsibi!i~y for 

this cost overrun. The Board also considers that job site security, given the labour sitU21~iOfi ~s 

it then existed, should logically have been given a higher priority. These actions ~l1!d Qo ~ o1~lt§)y 

in the project, which resulted in increased interest costs. The Board wm no~ allew cost OV~iTIJfj$ 

totalling $1,804,000 as an addition to Rate Base. The cost overruns are compfised or th® 

Assiniboine River crossing, consulting and engineering, 2lnd one-haW of irn~erest ~pit21li~~(jJ. 

The Board is concerned with Centra's degree of accuracy in its capital cost alfto1 clDsiom®r 

attachment assumptions. Overstated customer attachment estimates will result iUl lesser 

revenues flowing from a project and impact project viability. The Board is also cOi1cern~o1 w~h 

the reliability of Centra's capital cost estimates, and its planning process in respect 01 

reasonable project schedules and milestones. 

For its Rural Expansion Phase I project, Centra had Originally suggested al 20% ~pital cosi 

contingency and later revised it to 17%. The Board is of the opinion that the lower costs ill ~he 

six geographic areas reflect a reasonable result and indicate that the continQtSncy BllloWBli'l~ 

was more than adequate. Conversely, the cost increases in La Broquerie and the Southwest 

represent a cost increase of some 10% over and Blbove an BlllowedJ for conaingency 0117%. 

The Board considers cost overruns of this magnitude to be beyond the bounds of 

reasonableness. 
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The Board is concerned that only Centra's customers are at risk if actual capital costs exceed 

estimated capital costs, or if there are funding deficiencies. This is a matter of concern to the 

Board recognizing Centra's past experience and Centra's plans for significant expansion in rural 

Manitoba over the next few years. The onus is always with Centra to demonstrate that capital 

expenditures are prudent, particularly in situations where actual expenditures are significantly 

greater that the original estimate. The Board strongly recommends that Centra exercise 

increased diligence in preparing capital cost estimates for Mure rural expansion projects and 

further consider its project management initiative. This increased diligence would likely include, 

amongst other things, more detailed customer attachment analysis, more realistic revenue 

projections, more comprehensive capital cost estimates including contingency requirements, 

and more certainty regarding funding commitments. The Board will expect a higher level of 

certainty in future feasibility studies related to major expansion projects, and will hold Centra 

accountable where there are subsequent significant cost overruns and differences in funding 

levels. 

7.5 Other 1997 Capital Expenditures 

Centra's actual 1997 capital expenditures of $27.064 million were greater than the 1997 test 

year forecasted expenditure of $24.333 million approved by the Board in Order 8/97. The 

reason for the increase of over $2.7 million in the level of capital expenditures was due primarily 

to an increase in unforeseen capital expenditures on Rural Expansion Phase II ($4.2 million), 

and the Brandon Dresser replacement program ($1.1 Million), offset by planned 1997 

acquisitions not made for the Winkler-Altona transmission line ($1.1 million), and the 

Ste. Agathe expansion ($1.7 million). 

The most significant difference between the 1997 forecast and actual capital expenditures was 

for the Rural Expansion Phase" project which Centra undertook in the R. M. of Hanover, 

Stanley, MacDonald and Morris. Centra had not antiCipated this program in its 1997 test year 

GRA, but actually spent $4.234 million on this project in the latter part of 1997. The majority of 
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~he expansion was within existing franchise areas, with the exception of the R. 1iVl. of HBlnover. 

ira Hanover, Centra extended service to customers outside its existing fr~nchlise Blre2S, wher~ €l 

distribution main ran along a right--of-way within the franchise area, and cLilsiomern wer~ 

adjacent to the right of way, but outside the franchise. Centra committed t@ Malke an 

application for a franchise if the recently revised legislation required it to do $0, ~i1d underlook 

~o assume any risk associated with extending services to ex-franchise CU$tome~. 

Centra expended 51.08 million for replacing Dresser fittings on Brandon fOIr which approval w~s 

nOlt requested in 1997. Centra's application indicated that approximately 300 Dresser c©ufJliU'l~ 

were replaced during the summer of 1997 in the interest of safety and operntingJ coi"lsid~rntioU'i. 

Centra also expended funds for the SCADA project, specifically not allowed] by ~he Boam DU'I 

Order 8/97, contending that it had to implement the project to maintaiU'l sys~em ©~ratilFi~ 

in~egrity. Other unplanned expenditures included main frame computer upgrald~$ requDroo 101" 

Y2K compliance, CIS hardware purchases and other miscellaneous e}{peroditl.!r~$, mos~ OJU'lQ1@1" 

$100,000. 

7' .~.1 B@ard findings 

The Board will approve all other 1997 actual capital expenditures as an addition ~o Ral~e 3a$~, 

subject to any adjustments made elsewhere in this Order. 

1.~ SleD Agathe Expansion 

Order 89/97 directed Centra to place any costs incurred on the Ste. Agalihe expansion projee\t 

into CWIP until the estimated volume of ihe major Industrial customer was more ~rlBlin. 

Centra has not included any costs related to this project in its forecast 1998 Rate Sase. During 

the hearing, Centra acknowledged that the cost for the Hanover regulator $taiiorn 01 $169.900 

was also related to this project and should be removed from Rate Salse and placed iB'l~o CWiP. 
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1.6.1 Board Findings 

The Board considered the Ste. Agathe expansion in Order 89/91 and consistent with that Order 

the Board will direct that the cost of the Hanover Regulator Station, which is related to the 

Ste. Agathe expansion should be removed from Rate Base and placed into construction work in 

progress along with other Ste. Agathe expansion costs. 

7.7 1998 Capital Expenditures 

Centra, in its preliminary filing, forecasted total 1998 capital expenditures of $47.220 million as 

prioritized and set out in the table below. 

Project Description 

Rural Expansion - Phase II 
System Load Growth 
Distribution System Upgrades 
SCADA 
Y2K Enhancements 
Portage Upgrade Project 
New Customer System Hardware 
1997 Vehicle Carryover 
444 St. Mary Office Renovations 
1998 Vehicle Purchases 
Computer Hardware 
Cathodic Protection 
Rural Expansion Phase I Services 
Replacement Field RTU's 
Reinfeld Distribution System Upgrade 
Remote Sensing Units 

Subtotal 

Other Plant Additions, less than $100.0 

Total forecasted plant additions 

Expenditure 
($ thousands) 

$25,902.8 
9,649.1 
1,842.1 
1,212.4 
1,703.5 

948.7 
915.3 
660.0 
650.0 
584.6 
519.5 
669.6 
419.8 
300.0 
134.5 
120.0 

$46,231.9 

988.1 

$47,220.0 

Priority 

Justifiable 1 
Justifiable 1 
Necessary 1 
Necessary 1 
Necessary 3 
Necessary 1 
Necessary 2 
Necessary 2 
Necessary 2,3 
Necessary 3 
Necessary 2,3 
Necessary 1 
Justifiable 1 
Essential 
Necessary 1 
Necessary 1 
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During the hearing Centra revised its filing of 1998 capital expenditures fore~~i ~o ~6.232 

million, mostly as a result of reducing its estimate of Y2K remediation expense by ~884AOO ~fI@ 

reduced capitalized overhead. 

'1'.8 Rural Expansion .. Phase ~~ 

Excluding Ste. Agathe, Centra has forecasted 1998 capital expenditures of ~25.738 million ~Of 

Rural Expansion Phase II. Centra estimated that third party contributions, inch.!~ili1g cl.!Isiom~r 

contributions, would total $14.340 million although none of the required fundinQ! h~s yei ooeli1 

committed. Net additions to Rate Base ar~ estimated to be $11.398 milliolFi. Th~ a){palnsions 

are planned for 19 different geographic areas of the Province, with the addiiioFl o~ 2,183 

customers in the first year. Centra acknowledged that the project was at vSlriOUlS differenft 

planning stages. Therefore, cost estimates had varying levels of certainty, ~m)] would ch~FI~@ 

as market data, designs and feasibility test criteria were updated with more CUf1j'elFi~ ili1~oiTI'8®io~i"i. 

Centra utilized either Weighted Average Cost of Gas ("WACOGj, h"lcrement®! C@st o~ G®s 

("ICOG"), or Blended Cost of Gas (Y8COG") as well as a rolled in tre~tmeRlt @~ lYp$~r~~m S)fSt@ffi 

reinforcement costs in its 30 year NPV feasibility tests to determine required cUlstomsli'" 

contributions for each community. Centra acknowledged that some of the exp~nsion pf()j~cts 

may not proceed in 1998, and some may never proceed. However, C~nti"Sl is seeking) ~ppmvali 

to include the total forecasted capital expenditures in Rate Base, net of contributions. 

Centra stated that the impact on 1998 revenue requirement flowing out of thi$ projed wou~~ 00 

minimal, and that if Rural Expansion Phase II was not included in the appli~tion, li'"evenu~ 

requirement would increase by approximately $335,600. The increase in r~verll.lle r~quir~men~ 

is a result of the timing of the construction, short-term funding impacts, incom~ t~){ impalds ~nd 

elimination of potential revenues. Centra further admitted that if third party cOflltributions w@r~ 

not available to the extent estimated, about 8 of the projects accounting for $23.8 million o~ th~ 

planned expenditures would likely not proceed. 
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Centra submitted a recalculation of the feasibility analysis using WACOG for a revised total 

capital cost of $28.766 million. On this basis, Centra's net investment for 1998 would be $4.672 

million, and total required contributions would be $24.094 million. 

The feasibility of serving all major areas south of Swan River over the next five years is also 

being considered by Centra. Approximately 50,000 customers might be serviced by this 

expansion. Centra anticipates major federal and provincial funding to cover an estimated $130 

million of transmission costs. The $170 million of estimated distribution costs are expected to 

be funded by Municipal Governments, customer contributions and Centra's investment. The 

current application does not include any cost for these longer term expansion plans other than 

the 1998 forecasted capital expenditures. 

7.8.1 Intervenors' Positions 

CAC/MSOS recommended that the Board disallow capital expenditures for all of the rural 

expansion Phase II projects because of the lack of any detailed feasibility tests. CAC/MSOS 

contended that absent any such feasibility tests, the Board had no basis on which to conclude 

that the Phase II projects were economically feasible. CACIMSOS urged the Board to consider 

the accuracy and reliability of Centra's forecasts and estimates in Phase I expansion, and to 

view Centra's Phase II forecasts in this light. The Phase II program would have much less 

reliance on third party funding (55% versus 81%). Given that Centra's funding shortfall in 

Phase I was Significant, even with 81 % of costs covered by others, CAC/MSOS submitted that 

the potential for unforeseen costs and risks to existing customers was much greater, and urged 

caution. Additionally, no agreements were in place which would guarantee contributions for the 

proposed projects. 

In summary CAC/MSOS recommended that the Board require Centra to provide all costs and 

customer data on a project by project basis for meaningful public examination well in advance 

of any planned expenditures. CAC/MSOS pointed out that disallowing Phase II expansion 
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would have the effect of increasing 1998 revenue requirements. Therefore a disallowance of 

Phase it expenditures, in the short term, would not harm Centra, or Centra's shareholders. 

Additionally, CAC/MSOS contended that approval of the initial program cost for 1998 of some 

$27.5 million would carry with it the danger of the potential implicit approval of the ~otal project, 

estimated to be $300 million. 

CAC/MSOS also submitted that Centra should have used WACOG in determining the 

necessary contributions in aid of construction, contending that Order 89/97 was cle~li' ~hBlt ali! 

future feasibility tests, both within existing franchise areas and proposed franchises, wsre ~o 

use WACOG. CAC/MSOS noted that had Centra used WACOG in its origina! gjling, ~he resUJ~s 

of feasibility tests would have shown that the level of customer contributions would halve 

increased by approximately $10 million, to $24.3 million. Given that the BOBlro1 i$ to Ireview the 

entire matter of feasibility test criteria in the near Mure, CACIMSOS suggested thBlt no change 

from the use of WACOG for feasibility tests be allowed at this time. 

1.8.2 Board Findings 

Centra has stated that the 1998 rural expansion projects are in various stages off development. 

From the Board's perspective, every one of the proposed projects appears to ba alt al 

preliminary stage such that capital cost and potential customer attachment informatioU'l i~ 

uncertain. Of great concern to the Board is the fact that the required customer a1no1 govemmefi"l~ 

contributions that are critical to the viability of each project have not yet b@sn s@cIJr@01. ~I/"j 

addition, Centra has not provided the Board with the required feasibility s~udies Di1 $UPPO~ o~ 

each project, prepared in accordance with the directive set out in Order 89/97. i~ i~ 

unreasonable that the Board should be asked to approve any additions to Rate B~se 011 ~he 

strength of such limited and incomplete information, particularly when the additions ar~ o~ ~he 

magnitude of this project. The Board will therefore not allow any 1998 additioB'ls to RaJ~e Base 

related to Rural Expansion Phase II, estimated by Centra in its application to ba ilf'1 the range o~ 

$11.398 million. 
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The Board is concerned with Centra's tendering process related to acquisition of materials and 

contractors for major projects such as Rural Expansion Phase II. This concern is more 

specifically related to the practice whereby tenders are requested on a selective basis rather 

than a public tender basis. Of further concern is the practice of interviewing a select few 

contractors once tenders are opened. In the Board's opinion, the tendering process for the 

more significant contracts must be undertaken using a public process. In the Board's view such 

a practice should not diminish Centra's quality initiatives. The Board will expect Centra to 

continue to award contracts on the basis of the best value and understands that this process 

may not always lead to the lowest bidder being awarded the contract. 

A further concern of the Board is the practice followed by Centra with respect to separating the 

ownership and responsibility for construction materials in major projects from the contract for 

installation. In the Board's opinion a more efficient and effective process may be to tender for 

the project on an all inclusive basis. This should be considered by Centra for 1998 projects if 

possible and for future projects. The Board will expect Centra to update the Board on their 

plans in this regard for the 1999 construction year. 

In Order 89/97, the 1B0ard directed that the financial viability of all future expansions for both 

new franchise areas and existing franchise areas should be assessed by using a 30 year NPV 

test, with the additional conditions that the proposed project achieve a revenue to cost ratio of 

at least 1.00 by the end of the fifth year, and that the cost of gas used in the feasibility test be 

WACOG. Until such time that this directive is modified by a subsequent Order of the Board, all 

feasibimy tests filed with the Board in support of any expansion application must be prepared in 

accordance with this directive. This matter will be re-examined at a public hearing currently 

planned to be held in mid 1998. In the interim, however, the Board will not accept any filing in 

support of any expansion program unless the financial feasibility test is prepared in accordance 

with the Board's existing directive. 
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Centra has requested approval of capital expenditures of $1.576 million to be added to Rats 

Base in 1998 related to the SCADA system. 

Centra indicated that the SCADA system allows it to monitor the operation of the dis~ribwioi1 

system ensuring the security of supply and maintaining safe operation. The system issues ~~ 

alarm reporting any abnormal occurrence registered by the field devices in the sys1em ano1 

monitors and controls pressures throughout the system. A change in pressure Melli OU1diCaJt~ 

several problems such as gas outages, line ruptures, relief venting or gas leaks. The sy$i~m 

also monitors and controls the amount of odorant injected into the system alnd moniioi"$ 

weather conditions that can be used to better predict load and analyse gas cons!.nmption. 

Centra had applied to the Board for approval of replacement of the existing SCAfDA sys~em ~~ 

the 1997 GRA. In Order 8/97, the Board directed Centra to defer all expendi~ures relalted ~© th® 

SCADA system until 1998, at the earliest, and to submit a detailed business calse prior t(!) 

commencing the acquisition or installation of the new system. On March 'US, 1997, Central filed 

an application requesting an ex-parte Order to approve the acquisition and implem~n~Bltioli'il @~ ® 

replacement SCADA system, citing a deterioration in the current vendor support 10r ~ha $y$~~m. 

The Board advised Centra that the matter should be dealt with at the next GAA. 

Centra stated that the SCADA project is necessary to upgrade Central's gas disiributiorrJ $y$~®m, 

for several reasons including: 

e The current SCADA system is ageing and is unreliable and the current system vendor ha$ 

withdrawn technical support for the system software. 

G The current system is not compatible with the new generation of remote telemetry and ~~e 

existing remote telemetry units are no longer being manufactured. 
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It The current system cannot support changes to new telemetry requirements, such as 

demand billing. 

It The current system is at capacity and is unable to support additional monitoring stations 

required to keep pace with system growth. 

Centra concluded that the only practical low cost alternative to resolve the problems with the 

current system and assure a safe and reliable gas delivery system to customers was the 

deployment of a new SCAOA system. The system selected to replace the existing SCADA 

system met the requirements of Centra. 

"1 .9. ~ Board Ffindings 

The Board believes that the overall safety and security of Centra's system is apriority. The 

Board further believes that the implementation of SCAOA will enhance the safety and security 

of the distribution system and that the replacement of the current monitoring system is the 

appropriate course of action and should be given priority. Accordingly, the Board will approve 

Centra's application for SCADA as filed. 

7.10 Distribution Facilities Information System ("DIFIS") 

Centra requested the Board to examine the expenditures related to the OFtS Phase III capital 

project and approve the expenditures for future inclusion in rates. Centra stated that 

$2.717 million is included in CWIP related to work to be completed in 1998. These 

expenditures do not have any impact on requested 1998 rates. In 1994, Centra originally 

estimated the cost of OFIS Phase III to be $724,500. Centra plans to have the system 

operational in 1999 at a revised estimated capital cost of $3.36 million. 
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~i'l 1994 Centra developed a three-phase approach to computerize its mapping! system. 

Phase I, approved by the Board in Order 49/95, involved the conversion of alII halnd dralwn malI's 

unto a digital raster format by scanning the maps into the computer. Before the conversion Wal~ 

completed, Centra relied on manually prepared maps that were often out of o1alte,with 110 

standardization among the maps and a limited quantity of maps available. The conversiof! 

improved the frequency of map updates and accessibility of map information Slnd fBlmiliSlrized 

the organization with the use of computer mapping. Phase ~i of the plaln was to focus on ~he 

vector map data and determine whether any existing software applications could be utili&:eo1 fto 

improve processes. In performing a preliminary review of the data, CentrBl iderntified both ~21f~ty 

and reliability concerns with the raster format maps. As a result, Phase Ii was d~ISlyed. Cen~ral 

decided it was necessary to proceed with Phase !II of the plan which involves ~he conversDOW'l or 
~he current mapping system into an integrated map database. The Phase m datal conversiof! 

costs include map data conversion, acquisition of digital land base maps and iniomlSltion 

system development costs. 

Centra submitted that the data conversion was necessary because the e}{isting system 

provided only an electronic photocopy of maps reflecting only a series of points and] lines 

without any descriptive information. Centra noted that the current maps halve severaillimitalticms 

such as not providing complete, accurate and updated information of the ~mistii"lg network Oli" ~he 

flow of gas. Centra argued that these limitations would hamper emergency resporrnolern i~ 

locating gas lines and determining how to deal effectively with line breaks. 

In final argument, Centra stated that upon review of the matter, "Centra is of the view thalt we 

cannot ask this Board to approve for future inclusion in rates a particular set of costsW 
Bli"loJ 

therefore, withdrew the request for pre-approval of OFIS expenditures. 
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1.10.1 Intervenors' Positions 

CAC/MSOS expressed concern over the cost escalation for OFIS Phase III noting that when 

originally presented to the Board in 1995, the estimated cost to complete Phase III was 

approximately $750,000. The current application demonstrates that the estimates of the cost of 

the project prepared in 1995 were not reliable and questioned whether the DFIS Phase III 

qualifies as an essential project since it was not put in place in 1995 when first proposed. 

CACIMSOS contends the system proposed will not be in service until 1999 and urged the 

Board not to consider the project until it is ready to be placed into Rate Base. 

1.10.2 Board findings 

During closing argument, Centra withdrew its request for pre-approval of OFIS Phase III 

expenditures. Therefore, a Board decision on OFIS is not required at this time. However, the 

Board is concerned with the escalation in cost estimate associated with the project from 

$724,500 at the 1995 GRA to the $3.36 million estimate included in the current application. The 

Board believes that Centra should attempt to minimize the cost of the project and its impact on 

the rates charged to consumers of Manitoba and explore collaborative measures with other 

utilities in developing and implementing the conversion of data to a vector GIS system, sharing 

the implementation costs. The Board expects that these matters will be reviewed in more detail 

in a subsequent application. 
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In 1997, the Board approved forecasted expenditures of $541,000 for s cathodic protection 

program consisting of the development and installation of remote monitoring sys~ems 

throughout the distribution system. This program would allow for increased moni~oring 01 

cathodic protection levels as part of a betterment program directed at the safe operaliion of 

Centra's system that would extend the service life of distribution piping. 

Cel1ltrs \has stated in this GRA that the remote monitoring systems were purchalsed in ~ 997, bu~ 

the costs were placed into CWiP and will be added to Rate Balse in 1998, along with aoldi~ioi"lal~ 

costs which will be incurred in 1998 to purchase and install the devices. The proposed 199a 

cathodic protection equipment is categorized as Necessary 1 and totals $398,000. 

Centra contends that the 1997 capital additions originally forecast at $ 541,000 were delaly~<21 

until 1998 and are not a doubling of the amounts added to Rate Base, but merely aI ~r!.!e up ()~ 

1997 plant additions and their impact on 1998 Rate Base. 

Centra estimated that it will spend $1.244 million on vehicles in order to malilil~alif'D i~~ ~eet Th@ 

expenditure consists of $660,000 for the completion of the 1997 vehicle requiremen~s expected 

to be completed in January 1998. The 1997 program replaces 19 vehicles that are beii191 

retired from service. The 1998 vehicle purchase program replaces 15 vehicles Blnd aldd$ w© 
additional service vans to meet increased workload. 

Centra complied with the Board's directive in Order 8/97 by filing their vehicle replacemei1i 

policy. The policy guideline requires a review of vehicle performance after five years or 

100,000 kms. If the vehicle does not meet operational and financial criterial, the vehicle i~ 

replaced. Vehicles as a rule are replaced when they are no longer considered relialble $lno1 allT~ 
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out of service for a substantial time due to repairs. Centra noted that the vehicles currently 

being replaced, average 6.5 years and over 160,000 kms. Vehicles are replaced through a 

formal bidding process with the vehicle manufacturers to obtain the least cost for the required 

vehicles. Centra noted that it currently uses its affiliation with WEI in an attempt to obtain better 

terms from the manufacturers. Centra is considering a more formal arrangement with WEI for 

the purchasing of vehicles so as to realize lower prices from greater vehicle purchase volumes. 

7.13 Yard Piping 

Centra currently installs and owns service lines up to the customer's meter. The installation 

and maintenance of the piping from this pOint to the appliance burner tip is the responsibility of 

the owner. In the vast majority of cases this involves piping situated inside of a dwelling. In 

Centra's most recent rural expansion program in 1997, a Significant length of pipe was required 

to serve multiple buildings at one site. By including the cost of yard pipe as part of its overall 

plant costs, the economic viability for an individual customer is enhanced • and at greater 

number of customers may be persuaded to convert to natural gas. In the eXisting situation the 

individual is required to contribute to the overall scope of the project and then to fully fund the 

yard piping costs at project initiation, rather than the costs being a part of the 30 year NPV 

calculation. In extending the natural gas system to the R.M. of Hanover in 1997, Centra 

determined that there were approximately 130 agriculturally based operations that would 

require piping from a single meter to various locations within a farm yard. Centra offered the 

customers the option of paying for the installation and owning the piping, and having Centra 

provide the ongoing maintenance for a one time charge of $180, or having Centra install and 

own the piping and being responsible for ongoing maintenance. Of the 14 customers who 

chose to have the piping installed by Centra, 69 requested that Centra own and maintain the 

piping while 5 chose to own the piping themselves, and pay the required maintenance fee. 

Centra considered the yard piping to be an extension of its existing service line, with similar 

maintenance reqUirements and liability obligations. Centra submitted that the public safety 
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would be somewhat enhanced because of the maintenance practices of Centra which would 

include regular leak surveys and line locations upon request. Centra! submitted and qUBlfltified ~ 

breakdown of the various components it considered in determining a one time fee of $180, 

based on a 30 year net present value calculation. 

CAC/MSOS suggested that yard piping should remain the property of the customer, stBliii'lg thalt 

it is not sufficiently connected with the operation of a public utility to be considered a public 

utility asset activity. CACIMSOS contended that there was no valid reason for Centra! qo 

assume ownership of the pipe and the attendant obligations. They did not object to Centra 

installing the pipe, but did not agree that customers should be offered! the ownership optiolil. 

CAC/MSOS also suggested that, if the Board considered Centra to be entitled to OWfl fth® pipe, 

then the fee requested of $180 must obtain Board approval and the BoarCil musft be sa~isfleQ1 

that the fee is just and reasonable. 

Centra indicated that the primary motivation for installing and owning piping located 

downstream of the end of the utility's installation and normally owned by customers is Centr~'~ 

desire to reduce customer conversion costs to natural gas and eliminate the need for 

customers to maintain such lines. 

in the Board's opinion there are other means by which Centra cam meet its customer s®rvioo 

objectives without owning the pipeline and accordingly will require that Central, ora C!I fOrwalFC21 

looking basis from the date of this Order, discontinue its ownership program for such pipirlg. 

Current arrangements will be grandfathered. 
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To assist customer attachments Centra will be allowed to offer customers an optional 

installation program that allows the customer to benefit from any economies of scale that 

Centra can offer both with respect to labor and material. In this regard, the Board is aware that 

Centra is considering a finance plan. If Centra develops a finance plan it must be filed with the 

Board for approval. 

The Board will approve the $180 maintenance fee for those customers that are currently in the 

program. 
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In its initial filing, Centra requested approval for 1998 1/5&T additions to plant or $1.821 million 

in computer hardware and software, and $2.756 million in computer development sO~alre, 

offset by disposals of $395 million and $328 million respectively. In addition, Centra includeCi1 

approximately $4.6million in CWiP related to additional future 15/&T projects. 

The major I/S& T capital projects additions originally requested to be added to Rate Base iro 

1998 are as follows: 

Y2K enhancements 

SCADA system development 

Hardware for the new BANNER CIS 

Computer Hardware replacement 

Other 

$ 1,703,500 

$ 

1,212,400 

915,300 

519,500 

226,300 

4,577,000 

Centra amended its estimate of Y2K enhancements during the hearing to appro){imaiely 

$898,500 as discussed later in this Order. 

Centra stated that IIS& T is a necessary part of conducting business, is a critical compont!n~ 07 

delivering service to customers, and is essential for the successful accomplishment 01 Cei1ti"a'~ 

business goals and strategies. The Customer Services System {"eSS"}, Computer Aided 

Dispatch {"CAD"}, and Credit and Collection system are examples that provide inromlaltiorl 

related to accurate billing, customer records or enhanced customer service. 

Centra filed its 1995-1999 Information Service Strategic Plan in the 1995 GRA which containoo 

a five year plan for I/S& T objectives. Centra claims that it has followed a planneol, rationall 

approach to the acquisition and use of I/S& T that was outlined in that plan. 
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Centra implemented Microsoft Office 97 and Microsoft NT for desktop work stations, 

maintaining that these products are key to enhancing productivity and providing needed 

information to employees. 

The main findings arising from both the Arthur Andersen Operational Audit of 1991 and the 

subsequent Technology Platform Study recommended the migration to a less costly and more 

functionally responsive computing environment, namely a client server or Local Area Network 

("LAN") environment. Centra completed its migration to the client server technology 

infrastructure in 1997 and plans to phase out the Mainframe infrastructure during 1998 and 

1999. 

Approximately $150,000 annually will be required for the ongoing replacement and upgrading of 

computer equipment and software to support the growth of the LAIN and the client/server 

technology. Centra stated that this expenditure is necessary to keep the technology 

infrastructure operating efficiently. Centra further contended that the replacement of 

client/server hardware and software would cost Significantly less than upgrading the Mainframe, 

but conceded that higher maintenance support costs would result due to the size and 

complexity of the new infrastructure. 
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On October 30, 1997 WEI negotiated a five year service agreement with ISM-Be, ~or ihe 

outsourcing the !/S&T Operations and Technical Services, for it and its affilialtes, including 

Centra, with an option to renew for an additional five yealrs. Centra did not conch.!c~ ~ ~enderii1g 

process to determine whether the services could be provided locally, relying ora a joini soh.!~iofi$ 

procurement process with WEI and its affiliates. The process involved the developmen~ o~ an 

agreement with iSM which was mutually beneficial to both WEI, and ISM-Be. The impaas 01 

the agreement in 1998 will result in an increase of over $2 million in 1998 service bureau 

e)(penses, offset by $680,000 in salary reductions realized from reducing US&T siaW by 17 

posiiions. The annual service fees are estimated to .average $2.5 million. 

Centra stated ~hat they had agreed to the services ouilined in Schedule 7 01 the malster 

agreement between WEI and ISM-BC, which are categorized into three service areas: 

Mainframe, Midrange and Infrastructure. The services to be provided by ~SM-BC are as 

follows: 

Mainframe services 

Midrange services 

Operating the data centre ~acmty, techi'li~~ 

and network support, project worn, and overa!~ 

facilities management uniii the maii'ilfram~ is 

retired in the second qUalrter off 1999. 

Technical and network suppori ~or ~he 

computing environments for the JD EdwBlrtlS 

financial system, Computer Aided Dispatch, 

and the Geographical In~orma~ion Sys~em. 
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Customer support centre (Help Desk) Order 

Desk, Service Requests and Inventory 

Management, Network Management, Personal 

Computer and LANIWAN technical and 

operating support 

Centra analyzed three alternative solutions to provide 1/5& T for their new client server 

information technology infrastructure and the type of support necessary to run the infrastructure 

efficiently, effectively, and economically. Centra considered the following altematives: 

1. Provide Operations and Technical Services in-house 

2. WEI provide Operations and Technical Support 

3. Outsource the Operations and Technical Area to ISM-Be 

In support of its conclusion that the outsourcing of 1/5& T represented the lowest cost alternative 

to provide the appropriate level of service, Centra submitted the following: 

Staffing 

The new client/server technology renders it more difficult to define roles and responsibility for 

115& T staff. Staffing needs will fluctuate depending on the number of IT projects and the level 

of maintenance required from time to time. Centra stated that it would be unable to retain the 

number of highly trained individuals required to maintain the systems. Centra noted that the 

outsourcing of the service would eliminate the need to manage the staffing levels of I/S&T. 
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Centra stated that the new client server environment is significantly more complex thBJn the 

Mainframe environment and it requires expert technical support staff with extensive trBlining, 

experience and constant upgrading of skills to remain current with the changing technology. 

The outsourcing to 115& T will result in cost savings due to reduced training reOJuirement~. 

SeNDee level 

Centra noted that its existing 115& T department was not structured to deliver the required leve~ 

of service, and that it would still have to outsource in areas of rapid technological I growih. Thil~ 

is because Centra does not have the breadth or depth of experienced resources in order to 

meet the needs of the new environment. Centra estimated that, to support the new 

nnfrastructure in-house, staffing would need to increase by ~ 0 technici~ms in alddiiion to 

replacing the complement of 17 lost by outsourCing the service. Central stalteo1 that the 

outsourcing has allowed it to realize additional savings by foregoing 1998 licensing fees now 

obtained through license agreements maintained by ~5M-BC. 

Centra recognized that there were companies such as iSM that specialized in monitoring 

Mainframe and client server environments, that would have the level of knowledge and 

resources required to provide the needed level of services. 

Centra concluded that the outsourcing to ISM-BC represented the lowest cost 2l1~emBl~ivs ~o 

provide the appropriate level of service and to ensure that the new client SSNsr structure 

remains functional. 

While the Board understands and recognizes the advantages that are availalble to affiliBlted 

companies under a collective arrangement, the Board considers the process followed by C~mtr~ 

in this regard to be inappropriate. The Board is of the view that Centra 2ldequaltely anall~ed 
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three competing alternatives for its requirements. However, having chosen the outsourcing 

option, Centra made no attempt to consider an IIS& T service provider locally and further, did 

not call for proposals or initiate a tendering process to ensure that the provider of the service 

met its requirements at the lowest possible price. Instead, Centra bound itself to a contract 

negotiated between ISM-BC and WEI. The process followed in contracting with ISM-BC was 

directed by WEI and was in part driven by an expanding relationship WEI has with ISM-BC 

including its involvement with Enlogix. The Board is concerned that the decision to outsource 

with ISM-BC was driven to serve the interests of the shareholder. The Board must satisfy itself 

that the interest of the ratepayers is protected when approving contracts Centra enters into and 

the costs which flow from them. The Board does not question the matter on the technical 

merits of the provider but rather whether the arrangement represents the least cost option. This 

question particularly arises when the Board believes that the cost savings of outsourcing the 

services to ISM-BC versus providing such services in-house may not be significant. 

The decision taken by Centra to discharge its information teChnology staff and disband the 

Department leaves the Board only able to deal with the cost consequences of that decision. 

This is somewhat problematic in that outsourcing is the only alternative for the Company at this 

stage and no other provider was given an opportunity to express an interest in providing these 

services. Given that it would be difficult for Centra to reverse a course of action which it has 

taken, given that the elimination of 17 staff has occurred and the impending Y2K issues on the 

horizon, the Board finds itself in an undesirable position of concurring with a result which was 

imprudently generated. 

Accordingly, on an interim basis, the Board will allow the cost consequence of Centra's decision 

but wishes to remind the Company that should evidence develop that would suggest that 

Centra's arrangement is not appropriate, Centra is at risk for disallowance of part or all of the 

cost. 
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In addition, the Board has not been able to satisfy itself that the services could no~ halve bean 

provided at a lower cost locally, whereby travel and accommodations costs would noi 10m pawl 

of the contract, accordingly all costs associated with travel and living expenses incurred and ~(JI 

be incurred in the future by ISM-BC, WEi and Centra management related to the outsourcing 

contract, that are to be recovered from or to be paid for by Centra will be disalilowed. 

The Board expects that future contracts entered into with WEI or an affiliate will 00 present@ol 

for Board review in advance of Centra acting upon the terms of the contract to allow 10r a mor~ 

efficient regulatory process. Centra will remain at risk for costs associated with contracts ih21i 

were acted upon, but were found later by the Board to be imprudent. 

In addition, the Board takes exception with the presentation of the abridged Mas~er Blgreem\?m~ 

between ISM-Be and WEi provided as evidence in the application. Specific sections wen~ 

deliberately removed from the document, which led to unnecessary delays in the regul~~ory 

process. In future filings presented to the Board, Centra should submit comple~e uFlBlbridged 

copies of all documentary evidence or indicate on the document that ~ is Slbrio1geo1, Bind i'lo~i~ 

the Board of the nature of all omissions with reasons why the information CBlnnot be entered 

into evidence. The presentation of incomplete information may hinder the BOBlrd in disch2lrgoi1gJ 

its legislative requirements. 
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7.16 Customer Information System ("Banner CIS") 

General CWIP and Hardware additions 

Centra requested the Board to give approval in principle to proceed with the acquisition of 

technology and information services to replace the current Customer Service System ("CSS"). 

Centra proposes to acquire these services from Enlogix CIS Inc. ("Enlogix"), a newly formed 

WEI subsidiary. Centra stated that Dapproval in principle" means endorsement of the following: 

1. The decision to proceed with the replacement of the customer information system; and 

2. the option to contract or to proceed with the contracting for the provision of the new CIS 

services on a purchase-service basis from Enlogix. 

Centra is seeking the Board's approval in principle even though Banner CIS will not be in 

service until 1999 and no formal contract currently exists for the services from Enlogix. Centra 

stated that without "approval in principle", the Board "would have to approve expenditures 

already made by Centra on a post-facto basis, exposing Centra to the risks of such a review, 

having committed to a course of action that could not easily be reversed. s Centra concluded 

that approval in principle would mitigate the risk of a post-facto review, and would allow Centra 

to negotiate the contract and continue with the implementation of Banner CIS. 

Centra spent $350,000 in 1997 on computer hardware for the new Banner CIS to replace 

existing computer terminals. Centra plans to spend an additional $915,000 in 1998 on 

hardware and $2.2 million on system development expenditures which is included in CWIP. 

In conjunction with the planned implementation of Banner CIS, Centra is renovating portions of 

its current CSS to be Y2K compliant, sufficient to operate the eXisting CSS system until October 

1999. 
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Centra contended that a fully functional customer information system is critiCC!li to its operaliiol"l 

and noted that the need for a new ess was based on the recommendations of the 1991 Mhur 

Andersen Operational Audit. 

The Operational Audit which was followed by a Technology Platform Study (filed in the 1993 

Test Year) recommended the development of a technology architecture. The study concluded 

that the various WEI Utilities had common CIS requirements and that utilization of Bl shalreo1 CiS 

application represented the most cost effective solution. The study focused on the THESEUS 

Mainframe based system as the preferred solution, and a partnership was crealteo1 thBlt 

contracted with IBM to develop THESEUS at a projected cost of $30 million. ~lI"I 1994 the 

partnership was dissolved and the project cancelled because its development WBlS 12 month$ 

behind schedule and its revised costs were greater than $30 million over its original projede<21 

cost estimate. Centra concluded from the experience the partnership ~aol with THESEUS, th~t 

the development of a custom CiS had too high a cost and risk associated with it 

Although THESEUS was cancelled, a new CIS system was still found to be necessary. Central 

joined other WEI Utilities in a project to identify a CIS package that would meet their need~. in 

1995, a team of representatives from the WEI Utility companies was given the mBlndate ~o 

canvass the marketplace to find a replacement CIS that would best meet theirr current Blnd 

future needs. The team identified 28 potential vendors of which 15 were invited! ~o submii lID 

request for proposal (URFP".) An extensive selection process was conducted roy tl'la iSBlfiFI (}~~h® 

11 vendors who responded to the RFP. As a result of the recommendations 01 ~he te~m, 

Systems & Computer Technology ("SCr) and its BANNER CIS software packBige wer~ 

selected. 

RatBofl'ila~e fotr Decision 

Centra provided the following main reasons for the proposed new CIS: 
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1. The existing mainframe and existing ess was costly to maintain and modify; 

2. The current ess was over 15 years old and is at the end of its technical life; 

3. The rate of change in the industry required more flexible hardware and software; and 

4. Y2K issues would make the current system obsolete, requiring significant renovation costs. 

In making a decision on how to proceed with the replacement of the existing system, Centra 

prepared a CIS Replacement Business Case which considered four alternatives: 

Upgrade Centra's existing CSS 

Build a single custom CIS for Centra 

Purchase and tailor a CIS software package for Centra 

Contract for Services from Enlogix (Purchase Banner CIS services) 

Centra stated that this final option posed the least risk from a technological perspective and 

provided two qualitative benefits that are inherent in purchasing rather than developing the CIS 

services: 

1. The financial and development risk to Centra was minimized 

2. Increased flexibility to deal with changes in business practices and regulation in the Mure. 
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The financial implications of each option on a NPV basis for an estimated ten yeCiJr life aJr~ a$ 

10llows: 

Upgrade Custom Build PMlI'cihla$@ i?lMIi'CU'n~~® 

Description Existing CIS C~S C~S ~~Ii'il[ft)®1i' ~®fR?OC®~ 

NPVofCost $ 19,736 $ 50,264 $ 19,411 $ 12,CM8 

Equivalent Annual Costs 2,832 7,212 2,785 1,729 
. NPV Revenue 
Requirement 27,507 67,533 26,632 17,428 
Equivalent Annual 
Revenue Requirement $ 5,076 $ 12,462 $ 4,914 $ ~,620 

Cost per Customer 20.94 51.41 20.27 19.05 

Centra chose the purchase services option due to the qualitative reasons given and the 121ctt 

that the purchased services option was the least cost on 81 NPV basis. 

Ol!'\ltario El(peroence 

WEI purchased the Canadian license for the Banner CiS software and established Union 

Energy Inc. - CIS Division ("UEI-CIS") to develop, own and operate the new CiS. UE~-C~S 

would market CIS services to Westcoast affiliated natural gas distribution comp21nies, Dli1cludorig) 

Centra, as well as pursuing other outside business opportunities. A draft contrad foli" tlle 

services was entered into between UEI-CiS and Union Energy Inc. (BUnion") ill'll Ontario. Th~ 

contract was brought before the Ontario Energy Board ("OEB") for approvClI. ~i1 E.B.O. H1~15, 

the OEB approved the outsourcing of the services, stating that U the decision to purch21s~ C~S 

services, as opposed to development of system in-house, has, in the Board's view, beei'1l 

reasonably justified on business, risk and cost considerations." However the OEIS ~:mpli'sss®d 

criticism that the decision to contract with UEI-CIS was made by WE~ and that it was justified 
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only after the fact. As well the OEe criticized that Union limited its review of options for 

obtaining the service and had not sought competitive bids. In giving approval, the OEe 

expressed concems that the structure of the arrangement with UEI-CIS could be detrimental to 

customers of Union because of: 

It the potential cross subsidization by the Companies of the cost of setting up the UEI-CIS 

division 

It the capability of UEI-CIS, an unproven service provider, to deliver a reliable service on time 

of a "mission critical" company function 

• the implied "captive customer" nature of the arrangement, whereby cancellation penalties 

and the vested interest of WEI in Union contracting for the services, would make it difficult 

for it to get out of the arrangement 

@ risk that absent a IImost favoured nation clause" Union could pay more than the fair value 

due to difficulty in obtaining comparative price information. 

The OEB also noted its concem about the lack of separation between the management of 

Union (gas marketer) and UEI-CIS and the potential for the marketer to gain access to utility 

customer information from the common hardware and software platforms. To ensure data 

security, the OEe directed that UEI -CIS develop controls to ensure that there was not any 

"inadvertent or unauthorized access to customer information by unregulated competitive 

affiliates or any other user of UEI-CIS services, or vice versa." 

The DEB's expressed concems that UEI-CIS was a competitive business and as such should 

not be part of a monopoly gas distribution company. As a result, UEI-CIS was separated from 

Union and WEI created a new 100% owned subsidiary company, Enlogix Inc. rEnlogix") which 

became the exclusive Canadian reseller of Banner customer management products. 
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Enlogix is an energy services company that will provide customer information sSNies ~nd 

computer based customer billing through its Customer Information Services businlSss uni~, t.m~ 

information marketing and automatic meter reading through other units. 

Centra proposed that the new Banner CIS, including programs and data, Ireside Oil ~he 

computers owned by Enlogix. Centra employees would access the datBl b~se walrehous®ol ali 

the Enlogix data centre, through personal computers at Centra, to respond ~o cus~omer iniiialied 

requests such as billing enquiries, service calls, and emergency response situCl~ioras. Two 

copies of the data base would be made available to Centra. An updated data file would be 

provided to Centra to perform daily operations while a second duplica~e copy would be 

warehoused on the Enlogix computer system, and would be accessible 10r ilJ1OjuDries, review 2li'ltil 

statistical analysis. 

Program ~mpRemeD'lltati@n 

Enlogix and SCT are currently implementing the first version of Program Bannelr C~S Ph~s~ ~ al~ 

Centra Gas Ontario ("CGO") which was selected for the first implementatnon DeCaJiJse eGO 

required only a limited number of modifications. Centra will require morre custom modifi~~iom; 

to its Banner CIS such as disconnection, automation, and credit and collection ~unctionBlliiy. 

Centra further stated that the modifications will require a long lead time. Cen~m ira~ei'lcls it) 

implement the second version of the program, Banner CiS Phase ~i, in Apri! 1999. 

During the development of the program a monthly update will be provided ~o Centr~, ~lIowi~g ~ 

~o test the functionality and assess the progress made towards completioll'l of the lOi'ogi'Blm. 

SCT is to deliver Phase 1\ of Banner CIS for final testing by July 15, 1998 at which tims Centrn 

will determine whether Banner CIS will meet its needs and if so whether deployment will 00 O!"i 

schedule (April 1999). If the system is not delivered on time, Centra noted ~hBlt al o1elCly in 

delivery of up to two months may be acceptable, but beyond that, a decisioriil to proceed] with 

updating the existing CSS for Y2K compliance would be required. Central fuiiherr st~ted thalt ihe 
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new system must be in place by October 1999. If there is no certainty that the program will be 

operational by then, Centra will be required to abandon the option to contract for services from 

Enlogix and make the existing CSS fully Y2K compatible at an estimated cost of $5 million. 

Contract 

Centra is in the process of negotiating a contract for the provision of the service from Enlogix 

and stated that once finalized, the contract will be brought to the Board for approval as required 

under Section 82(1 )(i) of The Public Utilities Board Act. 

7.16.1 Intervenors' Positions 

CAC/MSOS witness stated that, due to the Y2K problems, it was imperative that Centra adopt a 

new CIS. However, the urgency to solve the Y2K issue does not reduce the need for the Board 

to ensure that the interests of ratepayers and shareholders are adequately addressed in the 

implementation of a new system. CAC/MSOS noted that the most cost effective method of 

providing CIS services was to outsource, capitalizing on efficiencies and economies of scale 

while protecting rate payers from the risk of failed projects. CAC/MSOS contended that the 

strategy followed by WEI in the development of CIS, while it takes advantage of the sharing of 

the solution, also involves the potential cross subsidization by Centra of an unregulated affiliate. 

CAC/MSOS contended that Centra, in seeking approval in principle, is attempting to gain 

assurances that it will be permitted to recover the costs associated with the project regardless 

of the information provided to the Board at the next GRA. CAC/MSOS stated that Centra has 

not negotiated a contract for the CIS services from Enlogix, nor has it provided pricing 

arrangements. Therefore insufficient evidence has been put forward by Centra for the Board to 

assess the reasonableness of terms that may be included in an agreement between Centra and 

Enlogix. CAC/MSOS urged the Board to withhold approval in principle of the planned 

contracting of CIS services with Enlogix until the Board can review the contract at a public 

hearing. When the contract is provided, the Board should consider the appropriateness of the 
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charges for the CIS services and what, if any, compensation should be given to Central ~or ij$ 

assistance in the development of the system. 

CAC/MSOS also urged the Board to exercise broad discretion in approval of the contrBJct\J~1 

terms and conditions for rate setting purposes and to direct Centra to incorporate the following 

in the agreement to be negotiated with Enlogix. 

1. Most favoured nation treatment for Centra. 

2. Centra should provide in confidence to the Board copies of all contracts that Enlogi){ entsrs 

into with other parties, to support the most favoured nation treatment. 

3. The right to cancel the contract without penalty, if at any time in the future, the BOallro1 direct$ 

Centra to issue requests for proposals for CIS services from another supplier who'$ bid 

meets the technical requirements of Centra at a lower cost than the IEnlogix c06"ltr~ct 

CAC/MSOS expressed concern that Enlogi){ could use its client data base to develop s2llealble 

market intelligence. To ensure that Enlogix does not abuse its access to col'1lfideniiBJI customer 

information, the contract with Centra should contain clauses requiring Enlogix to abide by ih~ 

Code of Conduct that Centra currently follows. To ensure compliance, penalties should ~ 

included in the contract for violations of the code. 

CAC/MSOS stated that the decision to adopt the SCT Banner CIS was DSlsed on mee~ing ih~ 

needs of the entire WEI family. No formal request for proposals were solicited by Centr~ ft@ 

determine whether their functional needs could be met at a lower cost by some enti~ other thai"! 

WEI. The commitment of the distribution companies to Enlogix minimized the busines$ risk ClnCil 

provided economies of scale to WEI, making the development o~ a marketable C~S sy$~eITI 

possible. CACIMSOS contended that Significant resources were provided by CentrBl ilFQ 

designing and implementing the new system. 

~------------------------- ----~--
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CAC/MSOS recommended that Centra be required to reduce Rate Base by an amount that 

represented an estimate of the costs of the work conducted by Centra and funded by 

ratepayers which assisted Enlogix in developing the CIS service. CACIMSOS stated that 

Centra's share of the following costs should be recovered: 

It The technology platform study. 

.. Centra's contribution to determine the specifications of the CIS system, to select the SCT 

Banner system, and to make any modifications to the system. 

CACIMSOS urged the Board to direct Centra to provide a comprehensive statement of the 

costs incurred in relation to Theseus and subsequent CIS work for review at the next GRA. 

The witness for CAC/MSOS suggested that ratepayers should be compensated for their 

contribution used to enable Westcoast to create Enlogix by either a deemed payment by 

Enlogix to Centra that would be passed through to ratepayers or by Centra negotiating a 

discounted price from Enlogix for the CIS services. CACIMSOS also argued that the costs 

related to the computer hardware and software acquired for the new system in 1997 ($350,000) 

and 1998 ($915,000) should not be allowed into Rate Base, but included in CWIP until the 

Banner CIS is ready to be placed in service. 

HVAC submitted that providing Centra with approval in principle for the acquisition of the 

Banner CIS from Enlogix was to, in effect, give them a URegulatory Blank Cheque". HVAC 

contended that providing Centra with approval to negotiate a contract with Enlogix, before the 

contract is presented to the Board, would wrongly "take the Board out of the equation". HVAC 

stated that Enlogix, once it gained control of the customer information, would result in the public 

losing control. Enlogix could use the information for market intelligence, assisting Centra's 

affiliates to gain a dominant position in the marketplace. HVAC referred to evidence of 

CAC/MSOS's witness that "market dominance can, and often does, lead to an absence of price 
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competitions which means that customers pay a higher price that they would in a wornalbly 

competitive market." 

HVAC also expressed concern with the availability of information provided by CentrBl to HVAC 

dealers on the billing and collection system. HVAC suggested that there would have beei'J 

inquiries from HVAC dealers if information had been made available about the prograM. HVAC 

stated that the terms and conditions for accessing the services have not been defined, ~nd tha1t 

there was no written contract available outlining the terms and conditions for acceSSing ahe 

service. However an affiliate, Centra Energy Services ("CES") was being provided the ssrvics$ 

without a contract. in addition, HVAC claimed that CES avoided any training costs for the us~ 

of the complex system by transferring trained employees from Centra to CES. 

The Board believes that there are too many uncertainties with the implementatio&1 01 thl~ riew 

Banner CIS and accordingly the Board will deny Centra's request for aJpproval ii"l prifi'l(:ip~~. TV1® 

Board will direct Centra to file a detailed application with the Board for approval at the eali1iesa 

possible date outlining Centra's intended course of action related to the CiS. The BoarCi1 

expects that given the concerns it has raised with the regulatory approval process followoo by 

Centra in contracting for IS/& T outsourcing more attention will be taken by Centra1 ~o eli1sure 

that a reasonable regulatory process is followed fOil" this significant matter. 

The Board has the following additional comments and observations: 

1. The Board shares CAC/MSOS and HVAC concerns with the outsourCing of the C~S ~() 

Enlogix, specifically with the inherent risk of losing control of the CiS, by outsourcing to a1Ul 

extemal provider. Centra would not have the intellectual ability within its organiz~tooi"l ~o 

meet Mure changes in technical requirements if the system was to move back "in-house." 
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2. The Banner CIS conversion costs were to be shared by all the affiliates subscribing for the 

services. With the pending sale of Centra Gas Alberta, the Board is concerned that 

Centra's share of the conversion costs, that were to be shared by the affiliates, will 

increase. The Board is concerned that the preliminary numbers provided at the hearing 

may now be substantially altered. 

3. The Board is aware that the price per customer, presented in Centra exhibit 88, are only 

marginally different between the options to upgrade the existing system, purchase the 

Banner licence directly, and the purchases of outside services. The Board urges Centra to 

consider all available options given the Board's concerns, in addressing the need for the 

replacement of the CSS. 

4. Affiliated transactions r~quire a higher level of scrutiny as reflected in Order 110/96. The 

Board is concerned with the potential for competitively sensitive and confidential customer 

information to be shared with others for other than their intended purpose. The Enlogix 

option presents a higher level of security requirements and perhaps audit issues than would 

otherwise be the case if the CIS stayed within Centra. 

5. The potential for cross-subsidization of the unregulated Enlogix by the regulated utility 

through any fee schedule continues to be of concern to the Board. 

In light of all the above the Board is of the view that Centra must continue to fully consider all 

available options. If Centra intends to pursue obtaining CIS services from an affiliated 

company, consideration must be given to the following: 

1. The terms of the Code of Conduct ("the coden) apply to all transactions with Enlogix. The 

contract should include significant financial penalties for non compliance with the code. 
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2. Most favoured nation status for Centra, with all contracts negotiated by Enlogbt provided on 

a confidential basis to the Board to ensure rates are appropriate. 

3. The right to cancel the contract without penalty, if at any time in the future, the BOalrd directs 

Centra to issue requests for proposals for CIS services from another supplier who's bid 

meets the technical requirements of Centra at a lower cost than the Enlogix contrClct 

4. The right for Centra to continue to use the modified SCT Banner CIS, upon exiting the 

agreement. 

5. Provision that should Centra and Enlogix cease to be affiliates, due to sale or merger or 
either parties with another company, all termination fees are waived in fBlvor of Bl negotialiiem 

of an equitable sharing of wind-up and separation costs. 

6. The contract is expected to provide a maximum per trClnsaaion cost to be cBlpped at al 

specific amount. 

Any fee schedule shall be brought to the Board for approval. The Board is also concerned wiih 

the plans to use client data for commercial ends, and the potential for an unregulCilteol affiliate to 

gain access to the information. As outlined in Board Order 110/95 which oleBllt with affiliClte 

shared services, Centra cannot disclose any information without Board approval. Given ~he 

confidentiality and potential harm from any disclosure of customer competitive olai~, ~h~ 8oalro1 

will require that the protocols related to the operation of any agreement be filoo with ~he Bo~m. 

The provisions of a contract should establish the responsibilities andlliights of the paliiies with 

respect to confidentiality and data integrity. 

Centra should ensure that client data is retained solely on a server that is physically locaied iil 

Manitoba, whereby access to the data is restricted and controlled by Cenira, ensl!!ing il1~i i~ i~ 

not used for any unauthorized commercial purpose. 
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Appropriate physical and logical controls over access to client data should be put into place. A 

control framework along with access controls should be developed that, at a minimum, set out 

terms of user access, data protection, user access tracking, access verification processes, 

backup and recovery as well as off-site storage. 

Should Centra pursue an arrangement with an affiliated company, Centra may be required to 

file with the Board an annual independent report reviewing compliance with the security 

protocols and confidentiality requirements. 

The capital expenditures of $350,000 in 1997 and the portion of the $915,000 planned for 

Computer terminal replacements for 1998 will be approved. The remainder of the capital 

expenditures, as it relates to the new CIS communication software and training are to be 

included in CWIP. 

The Board agrees with CACIMSOS in its contention that ratepayers of Centra have partially 

funded the development of CIS Banner. The Board will expect that any future contract will 

reflect the benefit provided by Centra and reimburse Centra accordingly. 
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Centra forecast approximately $0.898 million in expenditures related to Y2K enhancemen~s. 

Centra capitalized the expenditures, contending that the enhancements will extend the servic~ 

potential and life of the existing systems. The Y2K remediation expenditures, el)(clusive of ihe 

costs of repairing embedded computer logic systems ("embedded systemsD
) CIS updaieol by 

Centra during the hearing, are as follows: 

1991 19$~ 

Actua~ OlJt~ook 1J@fc.IDO 

Current Billing System $ 216.8 $ 110.0 $ 326.8 
J.D. Edwards Accounting System 278.5 278.5 
Computer Aided Dispatch 81.5 75.0 156.5 
HRIS 50.0 50.0 
Other 5.5 157.6 ~S3.1 

303.8 671.1 974.9 
Less: Recoveries (19.0) (57.4) (76.4) 

$ 284.8 $ 613.7 $ 898.5 

Centra noted that the Y2K problem is a world wide phenomenon affeding tall~ businesses Clnd in 

Centra's case, affects the information technology systems, customer services sys~em reSS"), 

the J.D. Edwards financial system, and the Human Resource !nformCltiollil M21nBlgemeli'1~ Sys~~m 

("HRIS"). Centra, at the time of the hearing, was unable to accurately determine ~he cos~ oq 

repairing embedded systems to ensure Y2K compliance. 

Centra stated that it has performed a full Y2K assessment of IT computer systems 21nd is 

currently in the process of determining the extent of the problem with embedded systems a1i'ld 

with its suppliers and the potential impact on Centra's operations. Centra needs ~o compl~~~ 
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fthe plans to fix the current IIS& T systems as well as to initiate a detailed remediation plan for 

the embedded logic systems. 

As part of its CSS replacement project, Centra has contracted ISM-BC to prepare a migration 

study to determine a staging strategy for the renovation of the existing ess system. The 

renovation was designed to be performed in three stages, where stage one would target system 

components that would fail in January 1999. By renovating these elements of the CSS, the 

system would be functional until October 1999. Stage two would allow the ess to function up 

to December 31, 1999 while stage three renovations would make the ess system completely 

Y2K compliant. Centra has implemented stage one remediation and plans to complete 

"surgical strikes· to its existing CSS, spending $326,800 on Y2K repairs to speCific fields in the 

program likely to fail on or before October 1999. Centra intends to prepare an assessment on 

the status of the Banner CIS implementation in July 1998 currently scheduled! for April 1999. 

1.17.1 Board Findings 

The Board is aware of the Significant problems that Y2K represents to Centra and the 

challenges that it faces in safeguarding its operations and correcting the limitations found in 

many computer systems with their ability to process transactions beyond 1999. The Board 

urges Centra to proceed with "surgical strikes" of its CSS. The Board will approve expenditures 

for the 1998 Y2K remediation work for the existing computer systems. The Board will direct 

Centra to provide an update to the Board on the progress of their Y2K remediation by no later 

than November 30, 1998. 
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Centra requested approval for inclusion in Rate Base $519,500 for the acquisition of 105 

Compaq personal computers in 1998. Centra planned to replace one hundred of i~s older 486 

microprocessors based PCs with Pentium based models in 1998 and 1999, since the 486 PC$ 

are not capable of operating Centra's Windows 95 software or the new LAN system eWedively. 

In 1996 Centra participated in a committee of representatives from WEi ancli its ~ffilialte$ which 

decided to standardize computer acquisitions. Compaq was selected as the preferred 

manufacturer/supplier of PC hardware. Centra noted the benefits of participaltio~ in th~ 

program to include reduced repair and support costs through the servicing of s~arndardizecll 

equipment, and a volume discount of 6.7% on the computer purchases. 

i! D 1 ~D 1 Board Findings 

The Board agrees that it is necessary to replace the "486" computers so as to benem from ~h® 

changes in software technology and therefore will approve the $519,500 for the Clcquisiticm o~ 

computers. The Board will also direct that in future GRA applications, Cenir21 provide mom 

comprehensive evidence that major computer hardware and software acqUli$itions Clre ob~aJintid 

on a competitive basis. 

1 D 19 Computeif' Aided Dispatch ("CAD") 

Centra requested the Board approve expenditures of $76,000 previously disallowed in 

Order 8/97. The $76,000 represented the negative NPV determined under th~ regul~toi'Y 

impact calculation. Centra argued that in making the decision to proceed with ~ projsd, at 

considered a number of positive qualitative factors beyond the negative net present vBlh.!s r~t~ 
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impact, such as improved customer service, safety, better communication and improved 

processes. 

Centra stated that the system has led to improved emergency response, increased customer 

satisfaction by meeting customer appointments, reduced customer complaints, improved 

communication as field information is updated in real time, improved customer service 

department monitoring field personnel's work load and available resources. 

Centra concluded that the significant benefits are sufficient to outweigh the negative rate impact 

and have requested inclusion in Rate Base of the previously disallowed amount. 

1.19.1 Board findings 

The Board will not approve the application for the inclusion of the $76,000 previously disallowed 

in Board Order 8/97. The Board heard no new evidence that would cause it to vary its previous 

decision. 

1.20 Offsite Meier Reading ("OMR") 

Centra requested the Board to allow $152,200 in actual expenditures it made in 1996 related to 

OMR. In Order 8/97 the Board disallowed $298,200 of 1996 expenditures related to the 

project. 

Centra submitted that the OMR project is a reasonable step in dealing with the problems 

associated with indoor meters and addressed the following specific concerns of the Board: 

• The last plan placed before the Board was not intended to be the complete program, but 

was a preliminary launch of a potential system wide OMR program. 
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6) The technology used in the Automatic Meter Reading Units is a proven ~echnology w~h 

millions of the units in operation. 

® The Joint Meter Reading Venture with Manitoba Hydro will have very little imp~d since 

Manitoba Hydro's meters are predominantly outdoor meters. 

@ Time of use meters are presently for large industrial and commercial clients 2lnd wOlJlo1 haJv~ 

no impact on the OMR projects as it is restricted to residential and small commerciai 

enterprises. 

In responding to the Board's concern related to the negative NPV, Centra stated tl1ali the NPV i~ 

negative as a result of the system development and hardware costs compared with ~ ~mal!~ 

number of installations. Centra anticipates a broader implementation plan alno1lower module 

costs resulting in a positive NPV, although no such calculation was provided ~o ihe BOalrd. 
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7.20.1 Intervenors' Positions 

CAC/MSOS requested that the $152,200 spent on the project and $200,500 on system 

development previously approved by the Board, should be disallowed. CAC/MSOS submitted 

that the Board had disallowed the project in Order 8/97 and the issue of the system 

development costs had not been addressed. CACIMSOS also noted that Centra had failed to 

provide an updated NPV for the project supporting its contention that it would be positive. 

CAC/MSOS argued that the project is not cost effective, and has been denied by the Board 

therefore the project should be denied. In addition, CACIMSOS submitted that Centra should 

develop a comprehensive meter reading strategy with Manitoba Hydro and bring it before the 

Board for review. 

1.20.2 Board findings 

The Board, in Order 8/97, expressed several concerns supporting its decision to disallow the 

expenditures related to the OMR project. The Board was not convinced by further evidence on 

this matter, that would change that conclusion nor the concems raised in Order 8/97. Therefore 

the Board will deny the application for the inclusion in Rate Base the $152,200 in OMR project 

expenditures. 
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in its revised filing dated January 26, 1998 Centra requested a 1998 working capital allOWBlnoo 

of $32.705 million, a reduction of $1.620 million from 1997 approved amount. The working 

capital allowance consists of inventory, finance contracts and cash requirements offse~ by 

customer security deposits. To the extent that Centra has an investment in worning c~pi~a11 

requirements, it is entitled to earn the allowed Rate of Return on that investment The workii"ig 

capital allowance for 1997 and 1998 consists of the following: 

Working Capital Allowance· Thirteen Month Average ($Thcusandl$~ 

, 1997 1998 
Appr@ved Test Year rclhl~Iill@@ 

Materials Inventory $ 1,164.0 $ 1,633.8 $ ~69.8 

Gas Storage Inventory 19,526.3 20,553.3 1,027.0 

TotallnventolY 20,690.3 22,187.1 1,498.8 

Security Deposits (823.3) (1,060.3) (237.0) 

Finance Contracts 7,806.9 4,323.6 (3,483.3) 

Cash Requirements 6,651.5 7,254.8 603.3 

l'Og~ Working Capital Allowance $ 34,325.4 $ 32,7@5.2 $ ~~p@~@.~» 

As a result of updated information, Centra reduced its working capital cash requiremen~ by 

$23,800, revising the total working capital allowance to $32.681 million. 

Centra attributed the change in materials inventory due to increased material needs ~or ru~1 

expansion. The increase in working capital for the gas storage inventory reflects higher 

expected gas costs for 1998. Partially offsetting the increase is a major reoluctioF! in working 

~ . 
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capital for finance contracts, due to the discontinuance of the appliance finance plan on 

December 31, 1997. 

The working capital cash requirement is based on the lead lag study, which involves an analysis 

of Centra's revenue lags and the expense leads that comprise the revenue requirement. 

Centra noted that the original lead lag methodology and study were reviewed and determined to 

be reasonable by Arthur Andersen in 1991 and that the 1998 study has been updated for 

changes in collection patterns, allowance for doubtful accounts and changes in payment 

patterns of expenses. 

1.21."11 Board Findings 

The Board will accept Centra's calculations of total working capital adjustment as updated, 

subject to further adjustment for decisions made elsewhere in this Order that affect working 

capital. 
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1. Continuation of the Return on Equity rROED
) formula that was approved on Order 49/95 ~or 

the purposed of setting the 1998 allowed ROE. 

2. A capital structure for rate setting purposes that is equal to Rate Base, adjusted to incli..!de 

the average undepreciated balance of the Peak Shaving Plant. 

3. An ROE of 9.912% and overall Rate of Return of 9.149%. 

Order 49/95 approved a capital structure that included 40% equity and the use of a fom1l..!la 

based on the prinCiple which recognizes that common equity bears more risk than debt, arlo] 

should attract a higher Rate of Retum. The formula adjusts the 1995 allowed ROE (12.12%) to 

plus or minus 80% of the change in the long Canada Forecast in the test year. The long-term 

Canada Bond yield is calculated as the average of the 3 month and 12 month 0 ten year 

Canada bond yield obtained from the November Consensus Forecast repoHi, adjusted ioli' the 

average of the 10 and 30 year Long Canada Bond spread on the last sh( trading days in 

November. The Board approved the use of the current formula subject to the fon~cSlst IOU'lg) 

Canada yield falling within a range of plus or minus 2% of the 1994 forecast yield of 8%. The 

Board also approved and reserved the right to require a full ROE hearing as a result of ui'ilUlslJai 

or significant changes in the economy, the capital markets or Centra's underlying business or 

financial risk. 
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8.2 Continuation of Formula 

Centra submitted that there have been no significant changes in capital markets or to the risk of 

the Company that would justify a change to the ROE formula nor did it foresee any changes in 

its business environment that would warrant a change in the current risk premium included in 

the ROE. Centra also considered other factors such as the opportunity to earn a reasonable 

Rate of Return consistent with investments of similar risks, maintaining the financial integrity of 

the Company, and the efficiency and cost of the ROE setting process. Centra noted that the 

requested ROE for 1998 would be sufficient to maintain bond ratings and provide adequate 

interest coverage. The use of the formula is also efficient and is consistent with the goal of 

reducing hearing cost and time related to the review of ROE evidence. 

Centra also requested the continuation of the use of the November consensus report in the 

determination of the ROE noting that it provided some stability and consistency with prior rate 

applications. Centra admitted that the more current February 1998 consensus report was 

available but its use in the ROE calculation would result in a Canada long Bond yield of less 

than 6% which is outside the acceptable parameters previously set by the Board. 

8.3 Capital Structure 

Centra repeated concerns it raised at the 1997 GRA about the difference between total 

capitalization and Rate Base and the costs of financing and the recovery of those costs in rates. 

Centra still holds the view that the current methodology used to determine its return on invested 

capital will not operate fairly unless total capital equals Rate Base. 

Centra contended that it does not receive an Equity return on non-Rate Base assets and would 

not finance these assets with equity. Under the current method the Company only earns a 9.0 

short-te01T1 Rate of Return on non-Rate Base assets and therefor it is appropriate to finance 

them entirely with short-term debt. Centra maintains that its proposed method would eliminate 
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the problems and ensure that the financing costs recovered in rates reflect the cost 01 financing. 

Centra proposed the following method of calculating overall Rate of Return: 

1. The total capitalization used to calculate the overall Rate of Return would [oe equall to th~ 

requested Rate Base adjusted to include the 13-month average unamoritzeol balance 01 ih~ 

propane peak shaving assets (and presumably other similar non-Rate Base items in the 

future). 

2. Equity would be deemed to be 40% of the total capitalization noted above. 

3. The amount of long-term debt would be calculated based on the 13-month average o~ 

outstanding debt issues for 1998. (Same as existing method.) 

4. The amount of short-term debt would be determined by subtracting the aJmoun~ of Equity 

and long-term debt from the total capitalization. (Same as existing method.) 

The changes Centra requested would result in giving greater weighting to Equity Blnol long-term 

debt reducing the weighting of short-term debt. The requested change would increase the 

overall Rate of Return from 8.893% to 9.149%. 
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8.4 Cost of Capital 

Centra indicated that the cost of equity has been calculated in accordance with the approved 

formula which has resulted in a ROE of 9.912%. The cost of Long-term debt for 1998 is 

9.154 % based on the calculation of the 13 month average for all outstanding debt issues. The 

methodology is consistent with that approved by the Board in the 1997 test year and results in a 

reduction from the 1997 approved amount of 9.309%. Centra attributed the reduction to the 

early redemption of the 14% and 13.5% senior debentures which were to mature in 2002 and 

2003 respectively. Short-term debt is forecasted to cost 4.916% for 1998, based on the 

average of the 1998 quarterly bank prime rate forecasts from the five financial institutions. 

8.5 Overall Rate of Return 

Centra's applied for overall Rate of Return reflects the new capital structure described above 

and calculates the overall Rate of Return as follows: 

Weighted 
Capital Weight Cost Rate Average Cost 

Type of Capital Structure Percent Percent of Capital 

Long-term Debt $153,876.9 52.729% 9.154% 4.827% 
Short-term Debt 21,218.4 7.271% 4.916% 0.357% 
Equity 116,730.2 40.000% 9.912% 3.965% 

Total $ 291.825.5 100.000% 9.149% 
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The approved overall Rate of Return calculation based on the methodology currently alloweo1 by 

the Board is as follows: 

W®i@Uil~®(Q'] 

Capital Weight Cost Ra~® ~V®li'aJ@® ~@~~ 

Type of Capital StrructllJltre Percell1t PeIfCe1f1l~ @~ ~<IDLQ1D~~ 
- G 

long-term Debt $153,876.9 47.803% 9.154% 4.376% 
Short-term Debt 42,285.5 13.136% 4.916% 0.646% 
Equity 125,734.9 39.061% 9.912% 3.872% 

Total $321,897.3 100.000% 23.982% 8.893% 

CACIMSOS stated that Centra had approached the calculation of capitalization in an 

appropriate fashion and did not oppose the changes proposed by Centra in ~he calculation 01 

the capital structure. CAC/MSOS argued that the most current and up to date evidence should 

be used and that to achieve the most accurate forecast for the return on equi~, the mosi 

current Consensus Forecast Report available at the Hearing should be used. CACIMSOS 

contended that the March Consensus Forecast Report should be used rather than the 

November report because it represented the most current information available. 

~.1 Board Findings 

The Board finds that the use of the current formula for the determination of the return on equity 

should continue and should remain unchanged at this time. The formula approved by the 

Board instituted the use of the November Consensus Report as it represented the closest 

report available for the setting of the rates that WOUld, in their normal course, commence oro 

January 1 of the subsequent year. The use of the November Consensus Report provide$ 
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consistency in the use of the formula approach and should continue at this time for the setting 

of the return on equity. 

In Order 8197, the Board denied Centra's request for a change in the Capitalization used in 

determining the overall Rate of Return stating, "The Board is not convinced that the capital 

structure used to determine the weighting of capital components should be adjusted at this time 

for purposes of the Rate of Return calculation". The Board will deny Centra's request to change 

the capital structure for purposes of the Rate of Return calculation. 

The Board will approve an allowed overall Rate of Return of 8.893%, based on the actual 

capital structure and an ROE of 9.912% based on the November Consensus Report, as 

prescribed in the currently allowed methodology. 
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Centra used 1996 actual volumes normalized for weather as the base to 1orecas~ ~s 1998 ~es~ 

year normalized volumes. The relationship between 1996 actual volumes and 1996 2lduall 

weather conditions is developed by a linear regression method for each customer class. 

Twenty seven of Centra's Interruptible Customer's loads are largely weather independen~ and 

are removed from the normalization process, then later added to forecast normalized volumes 

to determine required purchase volumes. The normalization process useol by Cen~ra 10r ~hi$ 

GRA is the same in all respects to the process used and approved by the BOBlrol ~or ~he i 997 

GRA. 

~.1.2 Gas Volumes 

The 10 year rolling average resulted in 4,542 degree days, while the 1996 actual degree days 

totalled 5,428, indicating that 1996 was a colder than normal year and that more volumas ~haln 

normal were sold. The normalization process resulted in normalized 1996 volumes oi 

1,842,919103 M3
, compared to actual 1996 volumes of 2,028,389 1Ql 1\113

• A final 2ldjus~mei'l~ ~o 

annualize those customers attached throughout 1996 increased 1996 base volumes by 

12,046103 
M3. Once normalized sales volumes are determined, volumes to be purchased are 

calculated by increasing projected sales by the estimated gas losses termed BlS unaccounted 

for gas ("UFG"). Centra's UFG, based on an average over a three year periool from Odober 

1994 to September 1997 is estimated to be 0.99%. 
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Centra's normalization process uses a heat value of 38.0 GJ/103 M3
, while the actual heat 

content has been very near 37.8 GJ/103 M3
, for the last several years. Thus, a conversion to 

the more accurate heat value is applied once the test year normalized sales volumes have 

been calculated. 

Once 1996 base volumes have been established, customer additions, as well as load losses 

and related volumes are estimated for each of 1997 and 1998, by customer class. Additionally, 

a conservation adjustment is used to recognize a reduction in the average use in newer homes, 

due to use of higher effiCiency furnaces, offset somewhat by increased use related to a greater 

number of gas burning appliances. The conservation adjustments applied in both 1997 and 

1998 were -1.0% for the residential customers, -1.4% for the SGS commercial customers and -

0.8%, for the lGS customer class. 

In order to define purchase volumes by class, customer migrations between the SGS and lGS 

classes were tracked for 1997, and class volume changes related to other known customer 

class movements were considered. 
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The following table summarizes the various components: 

1996 Base Volumes - @ 38.0 GJ 1,842,919 

1996 Customer Annualization 12,046 

1997 Customer Additions-SGS/LGS 16,555 
1997 Large Volume Customers 24,436 

1998 Customer Additions-SGSILGS 14,090 

1998 large Volume Customers 9,600 

1997 & 1998 Conservation (24,038) 

Manitoba Sugar Closure (17,702) 

Simplot Plant Expansion 165,340 
Other load Adjustments (2,92S) 

1998 Volumes @ 38.0 GJ 2,041,321 

Convert to 37.8 GJ 8,790 

1998 Future Test Year Volumes 2,050,111 

Based on the estimated 1998 normalized volumes, Centra calculated that revenues Blpplying 

existing rates would be $291,693,600, and based on the filing on January 26, ~998 would rssult 

in a 1998 annualized revenue deficiency of $21,768,700. 
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9.1.4 1998 Gas Supply Portfolio and Daily System Operation 

Centra's 1998 gas supply portfolio and the method of accessing its various supply sources 

remain basically unchanged from 1997. During the summer season, from April 1 to October 31, 

in addition to supplying daily market requirements, Centra utilizes its various supply sources 

and transportation arrangements to inject-gas into its downstream storage facility in Michigan. 

During the winter period from November 1 to March 31, Centra utilizes all of its available TCPL 

capacity to supply the market in the first instance. Additional requirements are met by 

backhauling storage gas from Michigan and/or by purchasing spot supply from its various 

supply basins utilizing necessary transportation arrangements. Additional peaking 

requirements are met by use of spot purchases as available, in both Canada and the U.S., or 

by previous loan or swap arrangements undertaken by Centra. Once it has been determined 

that a maximum winter will not occur, Centra undertakes to release excess capacity in an 

attempt to generate revenues or enter into other arrangements to the ultimate benefit of its 

customers. 

Centra utilizes gas from Western Canada supplied under its TCGS contract, spot market 

purchases as required, and supply from various agents, brokers, or marketers r ABMs") 

operating in Manitoba. ABM volumes are currently accommodated under the Buy/Sell 

arrangements. Centra also provides a transportation service from City Gate for delivering 

volumes other than Centra's. In addition to these supplies, Centra is able to utilize its U.S. 

based supply and transportation arrangements to supply gas to storage, direct to market, or to 

market by way of backhaul arrangements. Daily dispatch rules are generally the same as were 

in existence in 1997, but Centra submitted that, in all cases, the most economic supply source 

available on any given day is first utilized. 

Centra has entered into a limited balancing agreement with TCPL in response to TCPL's 

intention, approved by the National Energy Board, to charge a fee structure to penalize 

customers whose takes varied by more than 2% from its authorized nomination. This new fee 
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would replace the previous overrun and penalty provisions and would apply to all ship~r~ on 

the TCPL system. This proposal was supported by members of the TCPl Tolls ~ask Force, ~s 

well as other shippers on the TCPL system. Centra adopted the position that the 1ees w~r~ 

legitimate deterrents to inefficient pipeline operation, within the con~ext of deregulaltion. Central 

did recognize, however, that significant costs could result, given Centra's predominBlntly low 

load factor and weather sensitive load. Centra was able to negotiate a limited bal&mcDng 

agreement with TCPl which deferred the implementation of the fee structure from ths in~~nd~o1 

date of November 1, 1996 to March 1, 1997. These fees amounted to approximately 

$1.7 million in 1997, and Centra estimates that they will be approximately $1.3 millio~ i~ 1998. 

Centra has and is continuing to investigate ways of mitigating against these fees, including 

increasing use of ·park and loan" arrangements, obtaining approval for chSlnging nominaJiion$ 

during the course of a day and exploring local storage possibilities. CentrBl is also attempting Qo 

have the fees decreased by further negotiation with TCPL. This arrangemerat requires thaJt 

transportation service customers enter into load balancing agreements with Central to the e~~mt 

that the TCPUCentra arrangements affect these customers, who are now balancing wi~h C~ilir~ 

and not with TCPl as previously. These customers will be required! to reimburse Cei"i~ral for aln);l 

fees incurred. 

Centra's supply contract with lCGS and transportation arrangement wi~h rClPl, alS well alS ih® 

storage and associated transportation in the U.S. remain unchanged. Ali pipeline demalnfj] 

levels and storage services, both in Canada and the U.S., are identical to 1997. PurnuBli1i ~(j) 

the TCGS/Centra contract the basis differential for the 1998 gas year has boo~ oJecrsBlseo1 ~om 

$1.0013 to $0.8614IMMBtu (U.S.), effective November 1, 1997. The daily contrBlct Cijuantiiy 

("DCC") has been estimated at 2,592.5103 M3
, reflecting a slight decrease in the aJnticip~ieoJ 

ABM volumes from 1,738 to 1,720.7 103 
M3. The following table illustrates the various supply 

sources and demand levels anticipated for 1998. (Quantities are expressed in thousBlnd~ 01 

cubic metres). 
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Gas Supply Element 1998 

DCQs: 

leGS 

ABM Supply 

Western Canadian Spot 

Oklahoma Spot DCQ 

Incremental Delivered Spot 

Expected Peak Day 

BlemandITrransp@rtation levels 

TCPL - Saskatchewan Zone 

- Manitoba Zone 

- Storage Transportation Service 

GLGT - Winter 

ANR - Summer 
- Firm Transportation- Oklahoma 

- Firm Transportation -Louisiana 

- Storage Maximum Deliverability 

9.1.5 1998 Gas Costs 

2,592.5 

1,720.7 

1,068.0 

206.8 

1,400.1 

12,570.0 

100.7 

5,280.3 

1,454.0 

1,414.1 

1,379.6 
206.8 

588.7 

5,564.8 

Centra estimated 1998 gas costs for Western Canadian supply, including ABM supplied 

volumes, are based on forecast NYMEX prices, a basis differential of $O.8614IMMBtu, and 

CGPR prices. The price is determined based on 85% NYMEX and 15% CGPR indices. Spot 

market purchases have been estimated using the winter level Empress price. U.S. exchange 
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rates have been forecast at $1.4076 for the first quarter and at $1.3681 for the last quarier 01 

1998. The following table illustrates Centra's estimated 1998 gas costs as ali JaFluary 26, 1998, 

as well as comparisons to 1997 costs: 

Ittltm 'U~91 ~~~® 

($ millions) 

Fixed Pipeline and Storage Demand $ 44.18 $45.89 
Variable Transportation 4.63 6.17 

Supply: 
Westem Canadian 123.48 117.42 
Oklahoma .87 3.00 
Storage Withdrawals 25.05 25A3 
Other Peaking 7.00 0.10 

Other Miscellaneous Charges 1.09 (0.40) 

Total (including hedging impacts) $206.3 $197.61 

Hedging Impacts $15.30 $ 28.50 

Unit Western Canadian Price - Per GJ $ 2.528 $ 2.385 

During closing argument, Centra provided the Board with updated gas costs using pricss bals~d 

on the NYMEX strip as of the close of Friday, April 17, 1998. On thus bBlSis, 1998 gas costs 

were estimated to be $219.9 million. However, Centra did! not recommend ~roy ch~i"ig~s ~o g~$ 

costs at that time, submitting that it had not had an opportunity to assess the estimal~es, ~ilCi1 

because of the high volatility of gas prices. 

On June 10, 1998, Centra provided the Board with revised estimated 1998 galS costs o~ $219.2 

million, as well as recommendations on how best to deal with this significant incre~s~ Uri th~ 

cost of gas. 
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9.2 Interrvenors' Positions 

CAC/MSOS requested the Board to disallow any costs related to Phase II expansion. Such a 

disallowance would reduce the 1998 normalized sales and purchase volumes. 

1998 Gas Supply Portfolio and Daily System Operation 

CAC/MSOS submitted pre-filed testimony with respect to the matter of the management of 

Centra's gas supply portfolio. Mr. Nettleton recommended that the Board require Centra to 

obtain competitive bids from companies not related to Centra, or Centra's parent, for the 

management of all of its supply and transportation arrangements, as well as its price 

management activities. He suggested that as Centra had determined that, because of losses 

incurred in 1997 and 1998, it would allow Engage Energy to carry out Centra's price 

management, the time was right for the Board to require Centra to also outsource the 

management of its entire gas supply portfolio. Mr. Nettleton submitted that the annual gas 

costs of $197 million, combined with Centra's gas supply department operating costs of some 

$1.6 million were Significant, and that, in his estimation, there was a potential to save nearly $30 

million in annual gas costs. 

Additionally Mr. Nettleton contended that Centra had not properly determined the annual load 

and peak day requirements for its ambitious rural gaSification program, which would only 

exacerbate the problems of managing its supply portfolio. Mr. Nettleton suggested that the 

objectives of outsourCing their portfolio management would be to reduce gas commodity costs 

to a price equivalent to the AECO-C 30 day spot price; to maximize the demand charge 

obligation on the TCPl, ANR and GLGT pipelines; and to maximize the use of Centra's 

Michigan storage facilities. Mr. Nettleton suggested that Centra could obtain a fixed price 

arrangement from a supply portfolio manager, which would eliminate the need for price 

management activities, and subsequent review of the matter by the Board. Mr. Nettleton did 

concede that Centra had managed its gas supply portfolio prudently, given its existing supply 

contract, transportation and storage arrangement constraints. 
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~n closing argument, CAC/MSOS submitted that, although Mr. Nettleton's assertion ~hai 

perhaps $30 million would be an annual potential saving could be incorrect, in whole or in Palll, 

Centra was unable to most efficiently manage gas costs. CACIMSOS BllI"guad thai Cenir~ Wa\~ 

not as capable of managing its supply to optimize costs as was a large marketer who had the 

flexibility and greater access to the continental market supply and resources. 

Mr. Wetzel, of Duke Energy Trading and Marketing, appeared to inform the BOalrd of ga~ a\sset 

management alternatives now available in the North American gas supply market lhe 

approach is to participate daily in the entire energy chain on C!l day to day oasis to opiimi~~ 

costs. This involves the aggregation of supply and transportation assets and! the desegreg~ti()flJ 

of the supply to the various market areas. A comprehensive North Americall!'l presence h~ critic~1 

to enable the manager to take advantage of the difference in priCing and! in the bBlSis dmerrei1ti~~ 

between regions, which is the advantage a marketer such as Duke hals over ~ 10c~1 olisiributicm 

company such as Centra. The range of services offered is from a simple aldvisory role by 

Duke, where the lOe assumes all the risk, to a full portfolio management role where DLBk~, a1S 

the manager, assumes all the risk. The services include management of f1rDali1cOClI ~s wsl! ~s 

physical assets, including price management. Duke has recently entered into such totall 

management arrangements in the U.S. One arrangement included al three ye~r ~)(ed prioo, 

which was approved by that regulatory tribunal. 
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9.3 Board findings 

The Board will require Centra to file a revised summary of the 1998 normalized volumes, which 

will reflect the Board decisions in this Order. Subject to volumes adjustments, the Board 

considers that Centra's normalization process and other estimates to determine 1998 volumes 

to be reasonable and will accept them as filed. 

1998 Revenues from Gas Sales and Transportation Services 

The Board will require Centra to file its estimated 1998 revenues to reflect all decisions in this 

Order, which impact these revenues, most notably a decrease in revenues from Phase II 

expansion areas. 

1998 Gas Supply Portfolio and Daily System Operation 

The Board historically has considered only the gas cost consequences of Centra's gas supply 

contract with reGS and transportation arrangements with TCPL In so doing the Board 

considered the term of the contract in light of the existing market conditions. On occasion, 

matters of concern to the Board arose. While the Board has not ordered changes to the 

contract, the Board is hopeful that expressed concerns would be fully canvassed by the parties 

to the contract. 

The natural gas supply market continues to evolve and greater efforts are being made to 

increase the effectiveness of gas on gas competition at the retail level. In Order No. 15/98 the 

Board provided some comments and guidance in this regard. 

In the Board's opinion the terms of Centra's gas supply contract with TCGS is key to both 

ensuring that those customers that purchase TCGS gas supplied to Centra are able, through 

Centra, to obtain gas supplies at reasonable prices and those that chose to migrate to an 

alternate supplier are able to easily do so. 
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The Board will expect Centra to consider the above comments in its nego~iations with TCGS 

and TCPl. The Board will, of course, expect Centra to always retain ~hose existing 1c\Vor~ble 

terms and conditions in the supply contracts and transportation arrangements. The BOalrd will 

also require Centra to revisit, amongst other matters, the following issues: 

1. The term factor charge originally purported to be a premium to assure security 01 ~upply, 

may not be particularly relevant in the practicalities of loday's market Slnd accordingly, mus~ 

be reviewed. 

2. Centra's continued reliance on a gas supply contract that exposes Centra's rrSltepBly~ml) 

totally to the vagaries of the marketplace may no longer be appropriate. 

3. Centra's ability to increase or decrease supply requirements as customern leSlve or r~tum ~©I 

system supply. 

4. Use of the AECO-C prices rather than NYMEX. 

The Board will require Centra to keep the Board apprised of the status of its negotiBliions ilFi 

these matters on a regular basis. 

Notwithstanding limited balancing fees charged by TCPl resulted from Tolls T~s!t fOlroo 

meeting which were subsequently approved by the NEB, the Board is con~moo trl~t $Ucfo 

negotiated settlements do not always reflect the broad concerns of the ratepayern who 

ultimately are responsible for payment. While Centra, being a shipper, psaiicipates ii1 ~h~ 

process, the Board recognizes that transportation costs including load balancing charges ~r~ 

flow-through costs for Centra. Accordingly, the Board will require that Cen~rn aggressiv~~lf 

pursue the matter of load balancing fees with TCPL and advise the Board ()~ the specifics ©1 

these negotiations. The Board notes that the statement made by CAC/MSOS thalt, giv~1J1 

Centra's existing supply, transportation and storage arrangements, CentrBl has reas()nab~lf 
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managed its daily gas supply function. The Board, in its decision respecting the merchant 

function role of Centra, as set forth in Order 15/98, dated February 11, 1998, ordered that 

Centra continue to provide storage and related transportation and load balancing services. The 

Board notes that some Intervenors at that hearing suggested that there may now be an 

opportunity to utilize the storage arrangements more efficiently and that this service could be 

provided by the competitive market. 

1998 Gas Costs 

The Board has some concern with the increase in the cost of variable transportation from 1997 

actual levels. The Board recognizes that this is largely attributable to the foreign currency 

exchange related to U. S. supply, and serves as another example of a possible benefit to be 

had as a result of renegotiating storage and other supply arrangements. 

The Board has previously requested that Centra provide the Board with its best estimate of gas 

costs for the upcoming year on a prospective basis, not by merely calculating gas costs flowing 

out of the most recent strip trading on the futures market. Centra's revised gas costs, which are 

approximately $21.6 million higher than the amount estimated by Centra on January 26, 1998 

are of great concern to the Board. The Board will require Centra to refile all appropriate 

schedules to reflect the numerous Board decisions contained in this Order. This refiled data will 

also include Centra's best estimate of 1998 gas costs, with all supporting documentation. The 

Board will consider the matter of gas costs at a public hearing, tentatively scheduled for the 

latter part of July 1998. Subsequent to that hearing, the Board will approve rates to become 

effective August 1, 1998, which will incorporate the impacts of all Board decisions contained in 

this Order, as well as revised 1998 gas costs. In this manner, the consumers will see only one 

rate change, rather than several as might otherwise have been the case. 

Capacity Management 

The Board understands that Centra cannot determine if there will be any excess capacity which 

it has under contract until there is certainty that a peak day will not occur in any given winter. In 
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the Manitoba climate the severe weather variances and weather conditions in the con~inen~aJl 

market place dictate the revenues which Centra is able to realize from this sOUlrce ~rom YSCllr to 

year. The Board accepts Centra's net 1996 capacity management revenues o~ aJppro){im~~ely 

$6.0 million and $2.5 million reflect these circumstances and are reasonable. The Bo~ro1 @I~() 

considers Centra's 1998 capacity management revenues of $3.0 million to be high lave I 

estimates and could vary significantly, but any variance will be captured in aJ de~eITall Blccount 

While Centra's management of its capacity release has been quite beneficial ~o the cusiomers, 

it seems logical that to maximize the potential revenues a fUlIl knowledge of the Nofih Americlalri 

demand for capacity on a daily basis is essential. The knowledge base of alsse~ maJnaJgemen~ 

firms, such as portrayed by Duke Energy at these proceedings, is considerable and] likely 

broader than that of a relatively small player such as Centra. The Board accepts ihaJR ~he 

market place is changing and that Centra's role, as discussed in Order 15/98 will aliso change 

over time. Notwithstanding, the Board holds the view that market opportunities should 00 

seized for the benefit of consumers and will therefore direct Centra to thoroughly aJssess 

whether firms such as Duke Energy are able to optimize Centra's total poi1folio $UPP!Y inch.!clli&1@ 

the release and resale of excess capacity. The Board will expect this report io roe filed in iime 

for a decision to be made prior to the start of the next gas year, commencing November 1, 

1998. 
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In Order 8/94, the Board approved the concept of a price management program for Centra. 

Centra was directed to file with the Board, the strategies and philosophies on price 

management and the use of the NYMEX pricing mechanism. In Order 49/95 the Board 

reviewed a Price Management Policy Document ("Policy Document"), developed by Centra, 

which contains as its philosophy the following: 

"The philosophy of the supply price management program is that Centra will 

manage its gas supply prices through prudent use of appropriate derivative 

instruments. The program does not contain any speculative elements. As well, 

the program and related policies are predicated upon the existence of a 

purchased gas variance account. 

The use of market responsive indices means that Centra will pay up-to-date 

market prices for its gas supplies. Market responsive indices, combined with 

price management instruments, provide opportunities for Centra to minimize the 

effect of volatility of the natural gas marketplace." 

The strategy of the price management program was to gain control over price discovery 

mechanisms and to reduce price volatility while maintaining "vigorous controls, checks and 

balances to ensure that the program is adhered to". 

The program provided for a three layer strategy. Above an upper band, prices are capped by 

the purchase of options, in the middle layer, prices are left to float, and below a lower band, 

prices are fixed. 
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The result of price management for 1997 and 1998 is that gas costs are appro){ima~ely 

$45.5 million more than they would have been had no price management been used. 

Furthermore, witnesses for Centra were unable to conclude whether Centra had minimized ~h@ 

price volatility in 1997 with its price management program. In 1996 the price managemen~ 

program had favourable results such that gas costs were $4.5 million less them they would halve 

been if no price management had been used. 

The results of the price management program, including the impacts estimateCi1ior volums$ 

purchased from brokers, by type of trading program are as follows: 

~~~~ 

«$ th@l\!I$~Iiil~$» 

Basis $ (7,793) $ (8,187) $ (15,980) 

Dynamic (8,912) (10,723) (19,635) 

Passive 4,670 4,670 

Adjustments 28 (66) (38) 

Buy/Sell Impacts (5,000) (9,488) (14A88) 

Total $ (17,007) $ (28,464) ~ (45,6,171) 

Witnesses for Centra stated that some of the positions of the 1998 basis hedging are stili being 

unwound and have not been settled to date. Therefore, the results of the 1998 basis hedging 

program as conducted by Centra are not yet finalized. 
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10.3 Dynamoc Hedging 

Centra undertook a technically oriented program of price management, pursuant to which upper 

and lower bands or targets were determined by back testing historic prices to determine long 

term price means, and standard deviation volatility. The program was developed in late 1994. 

By the time Centra was in a position to hedge in late 1995, the prices had marginally exceeded 

the upper price band and accordingly under the program nothing could be done until the prices 

fell back into the neutral zone and broke through the upper bands again. Centra felt this 

position was unacceptable to its customers who were fully exposed to further upward price 

movement when the price was already at historical high levels. 

Centra added an additional component to the price management program in late 1995 -

'dynamic hedging'. Under dynamic hedging Centra attempted to actively manage some of the 

price volatility. Trades were put on as hedges and not expected to be kept in place for a long 

period of time. Additional technical tools were used. In passive hedging the absolute price was 

managed. 

In 1994 and 1995 the price management program was limited to 'passive hedging' in that once 

the positions were put on, they were not lifted. Under the dynamic approach adopted in late 

1995, the positions were reversed frequently. In passive hedging absolute price is a primary 

consideration; in dynamiC hedging the volatility risk drives the decisions on price management. 

In the dynamic approach Centra often let the option mature because of its continued 

assessment of the sustained risk of the volatility of the market driving the price higher. In other 

instances, Centra unwound the position because of their assessment that the volatility risk was 

no longer in existence and therefore the position not required. In trying to mitigate against the 

impact of the volatility, Centra sought to take the positive results from some transactions to 

shave down the peaks of high prices of gas. Also, some calls might stay on and provide 

protection. 
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The dynamic approach was an interim plan adopted to exercise price managemen~ in wh~~ Wa)$ 

considered to be a short term volatile market. The dynamic approach was used for MO YSClr$ 

throughout a period of great volatility in the gas market. In the fall of 1997 the dynamic 

approach led to significant losses. According to Centra, what happened in the fall! of 1997 Wal$ 

that the market was so volatile in such a short period that numerous opportunities to buy ~nd 

sell pOSitions were passed before Centra could take the indicated action. As a consequeU'l~, 

Centra periodically bought the market when it had already run up, and sold (unwound) when ~ 

had declined. 

1! 0.4 Basis Differentia~ 

The basis differential (which is part of the TCGS contract price formula fair gas) WalS aliso 

separately hedged. In the summer of 1997 Centra formed the view that the basis dmerenii~i 

would decrease or narrow which would ultimately increase the cost of gas to customern. 

Centra then hedged the basis, only to find contrary to its view that the basis widened. 18y !alta 

August 1997, it became obvious that unwinding the basis positions would result ii'il losses ()~ 

$6 million on system supplied gas and $3 million on broker supplied volumes. The unwinding) 01 

basis hedges which was supposed to happen when the basis differential was ft){ed by con~rad 

in keeping with the hedging concept was postponed to wait for a market turnaround. 

Unfortunately, the market did not tum around, but instead the basis differentiall widened ~ui'lhelr 

or increased. When the positions were unwound in lalte 1997 and earty 1998, the negal~ive 

results had increased by a further $6 million on system supply plus an additional I $3 miilioi11olr 

buy/sell volumes for a total increased gas cost of $18 million. 

Senior management did not become apprised of this situation until mid to I~te October, 1997 

when Centra was preparing its application to the Board for at rate increase lheBliing scrosdy~ed 

for November 1997. The Vice President of Gas Supply only became aware of the bBisis 

differential hedges not being unwound in late October 1997, notwithstanding thBlt he DndiC21tsd 

that he should have been apprised earlier as he was directly in charge of the prioo mBln2lgemsn~ 
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program. In response to questioning, the Risk Management Specialist indicated that he did not 

report the initial $6 million plus $3 million hedging loss to the Vice President of Gas Supply 

since the management of the portfolio and its existing and future positions were the Risk 

Management Specialist's responsibility and it was not his responsibility to report to all on the 

Hedge Committee or the back or middle offices. The data was available in the mark to market 

reports available to the Hedge Committee and the results would be reviewed by the Hedge 

Committee in its quarterly meetings. 

For those poSitions that were left open after September 1, 1997, after the basis differential had 

been fixed by the reGS contract, there was no undeo1ying volume of gas. Witnesses for 

Centra acknowledged! that this was a departure from the Policy Document and could be defined 

as speculation if the definition of speculation included a transaction in which there was no 

underlying volume of gas. A.t the time of executing the trades, the Risk Management Specialist 

was unaware this was either speculative or contrary to the policy. In fad, Centra's senior 

management and the Hedge Committee only came to the conclusion that this was against the 

Policy Document when preparing for the filing of this GRA. 

Centra indicated that there were no stop losses or dollar limits on any of its trades. The only 

stop loss that existed was the judgment of the Risk Management Specialist monitoring the 

market. 
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A Hedge Committee made up of senior Centra management, has overall responsibility for the 

development, implementation, control and effectiveness of the price management progr21m. 

Additionally, the Policy Document requires the Hedge Committee to approve a quarterly plali1 

and the type of derivative instruments to be used. As set out in the Policy Document the 

quarterly plan, at a minimum, is to include: 

"Clear quantitative financial objectives for the quarter to allow forr the 6v21luaiion of GelS 

Supply's performance and an assessment of whether transactions were made in 

accordance with the Hedge Committee's direction. 

The nature and extent of transactions that can be executed durililgJ the quaii6r withol.!t 

pre-approval from the Hedge Committee. a 

The Hedge Committee met a total of sixteen times from September 1995 to Deeemoor 1991. 

In 1997 the Hedge Committee met on five occasions. The Hedge Committee authorized the 

use of dynamic trading and the hedging of the basis differential. Quarterly plans were 

developed for the passive hedging program, but not for the dynamic trading program. Clear 

financial objectives were not set out. A standard package of informaliorl WalS IilO~ prepClred al~ 

recommended by Centra's auditors. Similarly, performance measurement indocaltors were 

never set out to assess the performance of the price management program. 

The minutes of the Hedge Committee indicate numerous instances in which matters were to 00 

reviewed, studied, undertaken, and addressed or reported upon at the next meeiing but were 

not. Some of the more pressing matters that did not appear to have ooelll followed up in fl.!~ure 

meetings included: 
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update the quarterly plan to include a description of conditions and levels in which 

hedges could be unwound (Oct., 1996); 

implement a series of stop-loss mechanisms to limit exposure to losses (Oct., 1997) 

investigate whether adequate controls are in place to manage risks and if not develop 

an action plan (Dec. 1996); 

develop a measurement of the success of the price management program against its 

objectives and philosophy (April 1997); 

issues relating to roles, responsibilities, and accountability of Hedge Committee 

members to be defined (April 1997); and 

updating the Policy Document (August 1997). 

The Policy Document required other departments within Centra to monitor price management 

activities. The Finance Department had to "develop and ensure appropriate internal controls 

are in place, to monitor that transactions are in accordance with approved policies and limits. n 

When questioned as to how transactions were monitored to ensure compliance with the Policy 

Document, witnesses for Centra could not indicate who actually monitored the transactions as 

required under the Policy Document and stated that the individual transaction review would only 

take place to the extent that the transactions were being recorded by the Gas Supply 

Department. 
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The price management program was undertaken by the Risk Managemen~ Speci~lis~ and ina 

Manager of Gas Supply Administration. Further oversight of the price mSinagemen~ aIctivi~ie~ 

was conducted by the Vice-President of Gas Supply who met daily with the Risk Mcmagem~n~ 

Specialist. The Viceapresident of Finance also had responsibilities to oversee alspects o1lOric~ 

management. 

Centra retained the services of Kase & Company (risk management consultan~s specializing irFi 

energy products) on an ongoing basis to provide advice on technical and fundSlmen~ai mSlrka~ 

indicators and the application of technical analyses. Kase & Company aliso assisted from the 

inception in the development of the price management program and strategy. This straltegy 

was predicated upon Centra pursuing a passive hedging strategy. No separaie s~raliegy w~~ 

prepared by Kase & Company for dynamic trading by Centra. 

Ernst & Young was retained in 1995 to conduct a review of Centra's price maln~gemernt 

program. Prepared prior to the adoption of the Policy Document, Ernst & Young recommended 

adopting a formal policy and noted that the Hedge Committee's role had ISlrgely been restricted 

to receiving and approving specific price management transactions as recommended by the 

Gas Supply Department. The Hedge Committee was criticized for not setting ali'l overal! 

strategy nor developing formal quarterly plans. Operating relatively infol"mallly, withow Sl $~~ 

meeting schedule, standard agenda or a process of documenting item~ discussed! Bli'ld 

transactions approved, Ernst & Young cautioned that the ultimate responsibili~ ~or the 

effectiveness and control of price management rests with the Hedge Commitlee. While 

recommending a Quarterly Plan as critical for an efficient and well controlled price malnSlgem@rd 

program, Ernst & Young noted that the Quarterly Plan had to include, at a minimum, cl~@lr 

quantitative/financial objectives. Without these objectives the Hedge Commitlee would !;)@ 

unable to evaluate the performance of the Gas Supply Department, and Finance 2nd Audi~ 
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Departments would be unable to assess whether specific transactions were in accordance with 

the Hedge Committee's direction. 

10.1 Future of Price Management 

At its two December 1997 meetings, the Hedge Committee decided to eliminate the dynamic 

trading and return to passive hedging, and also to unwind the outstanding positions of the basis 

differential hedging. Market prices have come down such that Centra is now able to exercise 

its passive hedging strategies. 

Given the results of the price management program, the unprecedented volatility in the market, 

and the lack of correlation between NYMEX and Alberta prices, Centra has sought an external 

review of future price management activities. The review has not yet been finalized. The Policy 

Document is to be reviewed and revised after the price management review is completed. 

Centra has entered into an agreement with Engage Energy U.S. of Houston (-Engage-) for the 

out-sourcing of price management activities commencing January 1, 1998. An affiliated 

company, partially owned by Westcoast, Engage is a large energy marketer and services 

company. No attempts were made to source this service from another company. Centra's 

former Risk Management Specialist is now employed in Houston by Engage and continues to 

perform the same analysis, trade execution and communication with the gas traders at Centra. 

10.8 Centra's Position 

Centra has taken the position that its role is to act in the interests of its customers in acquiring 

gas for resale at a reasonable cost under the prevailing circumstances. The commodity cost of 

gas is passed through to the customers with no profit margin added for Centra. With indexed 

prices, there is a risk that prices are subject to change, up or down, in the short term. The risk 

of those changes is to be borne by the customer. According to Centra, there should be no risk 
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to Centra's shareholder from price management activity discharged reasonably ~nd in good 

faith. Such activity is conducted on behalf of its customers with no possibility of flnanciClI benefit 

to Centra's shareholder. 

Centra submitted that the good faith standard was discharged by the lack of profit moihfClticm or 

opportunity associated with gas purchasing and price management. As stated by Cen~rn, in 

determining whether it acted reasonably, the answer lies in the review of whether 

management's response to a given set of circumstances was a reasonBlble one, not necessBlrily 

the best one in hindsight. Reasonable actions must displBlY a rational ground or motive, $lnol ~ 

logical, reasoned and fact-based response to the problem faced by Centra. ReBlsonableooss 

was also equated with prudence and in earlier proceedings before the Board, Cen~ra witnesses 

had stated that if the actions of Centra were prudent in managing the gas price o~ iis customern, 

then the shareholder should not be sanctioned. Therefore, Centra argued, all price 

management activities were reasonable and in good faith, and it is entirely appropriBl~e ~h~~ $li~ 

gas costs, including the results of price management, be recovered from consumers. 

A conscious decision made by Centra that customers should receive pro~ection agains~ price 

volatility above the upper band established by the passive hedging progr~m, leo1 Cen~r~ ~o 

engage in dynamiC trading. As such, Centra maintained it was a reasonable decision, done 

with the conviction that the consumer cf natural gas would benefit from such prioo 

management. Tc do nothing was tc expose Centra's customers to the volSltil~ o~ ~h@ !iYi$lrn®t 

To take a fixed position beyond the bands established was in contraventiofil of the techV1i~~ 

tools utilized by Centra and yet appeared for Centra at the time to be the right course o~ Sl~iofil 

in the interests of the customers. 

With respect to the operation of Centra's price management program, Centra submitted tl'l$li th~ 

role of the Hedge Committee, the adequacy of controls, and compliance witlll t!1e volum~ 

reqUirements did not have a direct bearing on the result of Centra's dynamic trBlding. 

Furthermore, a breach of the policy document in itself is not unreasonable conduct 
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Witnesses for Centra noted that the regulatory risk of price management activities was really a 

shareholder risk of not being able to recover from customers those monies accumulating in a 

PGVA deferral account. Furthermore, the possibility of shareholder risk arising from price 

management might give Centra cause for eliminating the price management program. When 

questioned on the financial integrity of the Company should the Board require the shareholder 

to absorb all of the financial effects of price management, the Vice-President Finance 

responded that he would suggest dissolving Centra. 

The risk premium of 300 basis points included in the Rate of Return on shareholder equity was 

not designed to incorporate such a risk. The Rate of Return had built into it an expectation that 

Centra had a PGVA and if Centra acted prudently in the circumstances, the recovery of the 

balance would flow through to the customers. Witnesses also indicated that if they thought that 

there was a risk to the shareholder and they were to be held to a higher standard, then a 

different program of price management may have been designed. 

10.9 Intervenors' Positions 

CAC/MSOS retained Professor John Herbert to comment on the price management activities of 

Centra. An expert in estimating energy commodity price volatility and using estimates to price 

assets using financial options, Professor Herbert noted that the major purpose of hedging is to 

reduce exposure to price risk or volatility. Instead of volatility, Centra paid more attention to 

price levels and whether current prices fell above or below some price level in making its 

decisions. in other words, Professor Herbert concluded Centra lost its focus on the commodity 

and instead focused on the price. He also concluded the main objective of Centra's price 

management was to lower costs from what they would have been otherwise - and thus Centra 

engaged in trading rather than hedging. 

Professor Herbert indicated that Centra's strategy was to trade instruments to capture the 

volatility and apply any profits realized from such trades against the cost of gas. In doing so 
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they assumed that they could beat the market. Also according to CACIMSOS' wi~ness such @ 

strategy was inappropriate for a utility since they were "betting on prices" - the be~ WaJS thaJ~ 

prices would move in a particular direction and if they did Centra would gain on ihat tralde. Thi~ 

was trading, not hedging. Since Centra had made a business decision to engage in tralding, 

then Centra and not its customers should assume the business risk 01 such ~ decision. 

CAC/MSOS argued that Centra had never informed the Board that it was engaging in dynBlmic 

hedging, but instead had repeatedly, until part-way through this hearing process, informed ihe 

Board that they were following the Policy Document Had the Board known thClt dynamic 

trading was occurring then maybe a different response from the Board would h~"e baan 

forthcoming. CAC/MSOS also maintained that Centra's failure to lift the balsis oliffereniiaJl hedge 

was a departure from the policy and was pure speculation. CACIMSOS pOinted o~ ~haJt ther~ 

was a litany of evidence to suggest that Centra lacked the proper controis or proper reporting; 

controls, which was evident since the Ernst & Young report in 1995. ;n aJ period o~ emreme 

volatility and relative inexperience of the Risk Management Specialist acting on his own, 

enhanced controls would have been appropriate. 

CAC/MSOS also noted that Centra failed to assess properly what its basis hedging stral~egy 

and practice was; instead it was caught up in a dazzling array of techniCSlI resources alncM 

advice. But more disturbingly, the circumstances of the basis differential hedge W~$ fi"lO~ 

discussed between the Risk Management Specialist and senior managemelf'lt ~n deciding) ~h~~ 

he would keep the basis differential hedge on past Septemoor 1, 1997, ttt€) Ri~k Manalgem~i'l~ 

Specialist decided that he could do better and that he would mot tei! managemeli1~ albol!~ ihe $9 

million loss. Furthermore, the reporting was so inadequate that it was o1ifficll.dt ~o determii'l~ 

whether hedges placed had been unwound. This points, CACIMSOS argued, to the lack 01 

controls in place at a crucial time in the evolution of the market and of Central's price 

management program. 
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That Ernst & Young was not retained to conduct a review of the price management program 

surprised CAC/MSOS, especially considering the results of the program. Ernst & Young should 

have been retained to develop a plan for the dynamic trading either at its inception or shortly 

thereafter, considering the substantial change in hedging philosophy. As for the future of price 

management, CAC/MSOS argued that as Centra steadfastly defended the actions as being 

reasonable under the circumstances, this does not auger well for any confidence in the Mure of 

price management conducted by Centra. CACIMSOS argued that Centra had been 

unreasonable and imprudent in its price management activities. Of a $45.5 million shortfall, 

CAC/MSOS urged the Board to make the shareholder responsible for a substantial amount, yet 

could not pinpOint an amount. Although the amount disallowed should not be of a nuisance 

value or slap on the wrist, the amount of shortfall to be bome by the shareholder has to be 

significant enough to respond to the concerns of consumers. 

10.10 Board Findings 

The Board wishes to acknowledge the candour of the witnesses for Centra and the thoughtful 

and objective manner in which responses were provided. The Board particularly respects the 

forthrightness of their responses and the discussions on policy. The Board also notes the 

seriousness of this issue as contained in the written evidence and as heard during seven days 

of cross-examination on this matter alone. 
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1@.10.1 Standard of Review 

In this hearing the Board received much evidence on the appropriate test to assess the price 

management activities of Centra. In Order 3/96, the Board set out the test as follows: 

liThe Board is of the view that a price management policy is an 

appropriate and prudent response to the change in gas purchasing 

arrangements from an annual fixed price to a monthly indexed priCing 

mechanism. Centra has confirmed that the purpose of the price 

management activities at all times is to manage the risk of exposure to 

price volatility, and not to speculate in the gas market. Centra has further 

confirmed that at all times the onus remains with Centra to o1emoiils~raJte 

that the price management transactions have been executed! in Sl 

reasonable and! prudent manner. It is on this basis that the Board will 

approve in principle the use of price management techniques. 

The Board will conduct a detailed review of price management ac\tivities 

from time to time in a public forum to assess the program's performance 

and value, at all times considering the benefits to the consumers as a 

primary indicator of the measure of success of the program." 

The Board still considers the standards of prudence and! reasonableness, in which good iSli~~ i$ 

implicit, to be appropriate to review price management activities. 

The Board agrees with Centra that with respect to reasonableness, the Board must review ~~~ 

circumstances of the program's operation and management to determine if Centra's re$porls~ 

was prudent and reasonable in the circumstances, not necessarily the best one in hindsight 

Centra further argued and the Board concurs that such a review should be conducteo1 by h~wiU1g 

regard to the circumstances of the program's operation and management existing 2i iha ijm~ 

• 
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rather than by judging reasonableness and prudence through a post facto assessment of the 

results. 

Applying the standard urged upon the Board by the parties, the Board will assess the 

reasonableness and prudence of Centra's operation and management of the price 

management program. If both prudent and reasonable, then the ratepayers should bear the 

increased costs due to price management, if not, then such increased costs should fall to the 

shareholder. 

The Board notes that Centra urged the Board to consider that Centra had the best interests of 

the ratepayers in mind when entering into transactions and undertaking a price management 

program. The Board expects this from Centra in all of its operations and such motives are not 

limited to price management. Acting on these motives will not relieve Centra from the Board's 

scrutiny of Centra's actions, operation, and management of the price management program. 

10.10.2 Basis Differential Hedging Positions 

Centra's witnesses agreed that in previous proceedings before the Board, Centra had advised! 

the Board that it would not take positions without an underlying commitment for the gas. To do 

otherwise would be tantamount to speculation on the gas market. The Policy Document also 

provides that the program does not contain any speculative elements. 

As noted by Centra in its evidence it was not the decision to hedge the basis that created the 

departure from past practice; it was the decision to defer the unwinding of the positions beyond 

September 1, 1997 that created the two fixed positions on the same underlying volume of gas. 

The Board notes that by definition having a position without an underlying volume of gas is 

speculation and against the Policy Document under which Centra was to undertake its price 

management activities. The Board also notes that this definition of speculation was put forth by 

a Centra witness in prior proceedings. Therefore, the Board finds that the $9 million basis 
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differential increased gas cost resulted from Centra engaging in speculation after Sept~moof ~, 

1991. 

The iBoard finds that the actions of Centra in attempting to manage the ~sis olm~r~mii~i hoo~®s 

ilfter September 1, 1997 when it had already incurred a loss of $9 million W~$ in ~We~, Ri1!if\~ R© 

earn its way out of a loss. That this could occur and such a decision 00 made solely roy fu® 

Risk Management Specialist and not 00 known by management or the Hedge Ccmmitle@ ~ifilRs 

aiso to endemic problems within Centra's management and overnight of the price mai'la~@m®Iii)R 

jpfi'ogram. 

Senior management, the Hedge Committee, the responsible Vic&-President, the GalS SL9p~ly 

Department and the Finance Department were unaware that the basis differential! hedgoo 

[OOsitions remained open. Such lack of knowledge points to deficiencies AI'\l ~® overnigrt~ ~i'lQ] 

management of the price management program. Failure on the part off 00 m~n)f n!FldiviCi1~~i$ ~@ 

spot this departure from the Policy Document is also indicative of the wrnoi1f review gJivefl ~() 

price management activities in general. Several of those required to !review, in some cap~~. 

aspects of price management should have determined that there were positions ih~t did i"IO~ 

have underlying volumes and that this was a speculative position. Similarly, liepoiiing ma~eriai 

should have made apparent that trades must match volumes of gas required. Given ii'b@ 

importance of the successful operation of price management, the Board considers fri~~ ~efu?® 

overnight and adequate review of price management is critical. Such managemeni was l~clti!Fl~ 

in this instance. 

Furthermore, the Board questions why the practices of implementing stop losses orr limi~$ Olii) 

trade amounts were not in place when Centra moved from a passive hedging [program ~() 

dynCllmic trading. Such a slop-loss could have capped the loss at an ClIMOynt MI.IlCrn I@ss irn~wl 

Rhe $18 million total loss and perhaps even less than the initial $9 million. 
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The Board finds that the shareholder should not bear the risk of a well executed, prudent and 

reasonable price management program, but will bear the risk if such a program is imprudent 

and unreasonable. Accordingly, the decision of the risk management specialist to attempt to 

earn its way out of a $9 million loss by having positions open for which there was no underlying 

volumes and the failure of others in Centra to realize and comprehend its Significance 

demonstrates imprudence and unreasonableness in Centra's price management program. 

10.10.3 Dynamnc Hedging 

In reviewing Centra's price management program in the proceedings leading to Order 49/95, 

the Board was provided with the strategy for a passive hedging program. Considerable time 

and expense went into its preparation and the training of Centra's personnel to conduct a 

passive hedging price management program. Centra further spent considerable time and effort 

in preparing its own passive hedging strategy under which it would hedge when the prices fell 

within certain bands. 

Before Centra began to implement its passive hedging strategy the market price of natural gas 

marginally exceeded the upper price limit of the upper band and remained volatile above this 

level. This led Centra to enter into its dynamic trading program. No plan equivalent to the 

passive hedging strategy was prepared for the dynamic trading program. 

The Board realizes the difficulty of conducting a price management strategy in a volatile market. 

However, price management programs should either incorporate such volatility in a well 

planned program or the company should not engage in price management. To engage in price 

management without a well planned and executed program can lead to enormous 

consequences given the amount of money at stake and the rapidity and quantum of price 

movement in a volatile market. Unfortunately, Centra began dynamic trading without a proper 

Policy Document and without a plan and adequate preparation for such trading. DynamiC 

trading is more aggressive, time conscious, and faster-paced than passive hedging. 
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Accordingly, it is a more difficult strategy to implement, especially for an inexperienced 

company in a volatile market. 

The dynamic trading program by its very nature, attempts to manage volatiliiy walther than 

setting the absolute price. Passive hedging sets the absolute price since once Centra pu~ 

positions on, such positions remained until maturity. Under the dynamic trading program, ther~ 

is an ability to re-examine and exit trades, and during periods of high volatiliiy, there is a greater 

likelihood of more frequent trading, including situations in which positions were pu~ on BInd tBlkeFi 

off in the same day. As indicated by the witnesses, the frequency of trades alctually undellalkei'i 

was never antiCipated. The Board finds that the price management program had not 

adequately planned for the intensity of dynamic trading, and the risk mClnagement personnel 

were not properly experienced since they had no previous market experience nor given 

adequate supervision, monitoring or direction. As such, the price mBlna91ement progralm WBIS 

beyond the control of management. 

With respect to control of the dynamic trading program, the Board notes ~hBl~ the Policy 

Document called for a set of rigorous controls, checks and balClnces by both the FinBlnce 

Department and Gas Supply Department. The purpose of these are, as indicated in ~he Policy 

Document, to ensure compliance with the Policy Document Other reasons forr checks Blno1 

balances are to ensure that proper procedures are followed and to ensure thBlt others iIT'b 

management are aware of the activities of the Risk Management SpecialiSt. Wi~nesses ~Of 

Centra indicated that there were some controls and checks in place, but ~hat these could halve 

been improved and that the system was evolving and improving. While there malY halve been 

checks and balances to ensure the integrity of the trades, these were minimaJ~. 

Furthermore, the Gas Supply Department was responsible for recording all aha trBlnsactions OIFO 

a daily basis in mark-to-market reports. The manager of Gas Supply noted that his Department 

did not determine whether trades were in compliance with the policy. SimilBlrly, the Fin~nce 

Department reviewed transactions to ensure adequate reporting yet took it on 1acs vBllue th~a 

44 
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the trades were executed in accordance with the policies and limits. Finally, responsibility lay 

with the Hedge Committee to ensure that the Policy Document was being complied with and 

that the rigorous controls, checks and balances were in place. The Board finds that the lack of 

thorough review of the trades by the Gas Supply Department and Finance Department is 

indicative of no such rigorous controls, checks and balances being in place. 

The Board finds that the Hedge Committee did not act reasonably or prudently by allowing 

employees: to engage in dynamiC trading with little experience and resources; permitting the 

violation of the terms of the Policy Document; not having sufficient oversight as to be aware of 

the significant decisions taken by the Risk Management Specialist; not meeting more frequently 

given the nature of dynamic trading and its results, amongst other things. In the circumstances 

of dynamic trading the Hedge Committee ought to have been more alert and Vigilant in its 

oversight and understanding of the specific price management policies and practices embarked 

upon. 

The Board finds that the Hedge Committee failed to discharge its responsibilities in the following 

areas: 

• Approving dynamic trading without a proper plan and full strategy similar to the one 

prepared for passive hedging; 

• Permitting the price management program to develop into a trading program rather than 

one of hedging to fix prices; 

• Failing to update the Policy Document for dynamiC trading; 

It Failing to require stop-losses so as to limit exposure; 

t) Not measuring the success of the program against its objectives and philosophy; 

Ii Not requiring a quarterly plan that contained clear qualitative financial objectives and 

evaluations to determine whether transactions were made in accordance with the Hedge 

Committee's direction; and 
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@ Failing to realize that dynamic trading was no longer an interim but a permanent activity Clncl 

plan for it accordingly. 

More importantly, through the responses of the witnesses to the extensive cross-e){aminCliion 

on the Hedge Committee's actions, the Board concludes that the Hedge Committee membsrs 

did not adequately acquaint themselves with the price management program's operaliiov=a. With 

their lack of familiarity and the interludes between meetings, the BOalrd finds that the Hedgs 

Committee failed to oversee the price management program and provide proper guidance to 

the Risk Management Specialist. lack of such oversight resulted in the Risk Management 

SpeCialist having enormous latitude to enter into large transactions notwithstBlnding his limiteol 

experience and resources. The Board finds such inactions of the Hedge Committee BlS being 

an unreasonable and imprudent form of management of the price management progrBlm. 

Ernst & Young had been retained by Centra in 1995 to review the price mBlnBlgement program. 

In their report Ernst & Young recommended that the Hedge Committee should operate irD ~ 

more structured manner and a quarterly plan should be developed by the GalS Supply 

Department. The report noted that the initial price management program WBlS charalcterized by 

informality, an absence of documented policies and procedures, a concentrBltioro of 

responsibilities in the Gas Supply Department, limited reporting and monitoring, and confusioro 

about the purpose of price management, the responsibilities of various olepBlrtments, alnd ths 

transactions that were permitted. Immediate corrective action was urged. The BOBlro1 flnd$ ~haJ~ 

several of these concems were addressed, but some only partially. 

The Board agrees with the comments of Professor Herbert that Centra WalS eng~ging iro ir21olii1Sj 

rather than in hedging. Hedging attempts to achieve a fixed price whereas trading involves ih~ 

continual re-evaluation of positions and plaCing them on and off in an attempt io CBlpiLBre ~ 

short-term profit to be applied against the commodity price. The Board agrees wiih Professor 

Herbert's interpretation of Centra's actions that they bet prices would move in a particul2lr 

direction and if they did then Centra would gain on the transaction. Furthermore, Professor 

.+" 
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Herbert indicated that Centra traded derivative instruments instead of merely taking positions 

on the derivatives market. 

The Board agrees with Professor Herbert that once Centra embarked on trading to reduce 

volatility, Centra was trading for profit in the transaction notwithstanding that they were not 

trading for the benefit of its shareholder. 

The purpose of a hedging strategy is to fix the delivered price of the commodity, not exclusively 

to improve upon the price positions over time. It is regrettable that Centra transformed a price 

management program based on passive hedging into active trading. The Board considers that 

a hedging strategy that seeks to deliver a low fixed price for the consumers is an appropriate 

mandate of a public utility; while a trading strategy of derivative instruments seeking to capture 

a short-term profit in an attempt to beat the market is not. Trading also contains speculative 

elements which is contrary to the Policy Document and contrary to Board Order 3/96 insofar as 

Centra confirmed that price management would not include speculation. 

When Centra became involved in managing front month volatility it added an additional 

component to price management. This modification recognized the different nature of front 

month NYMEX volatility as opposed to longer strip volatility. The shorter time frame and more 

robust nature of the front end market required the use of additional technical tools to find the 

price support and resistance levels, and then buy the support and sell the resistance. In 

entering into front month volatility Centra entered into a trading program, not a hedging 

program. Trading requires a different level of skills and is to achieve different objectives than 

hedging, and had never been reviewed by the Board. 

Centra was to enter into price management to undertake hedging not trading. Furthermore, 

Centra did not have the tools, the expertise, nor the mandate to undertake trading. In engaging 

in trading Centra was trying to beat the market. Such conduct was neither reasonable nor 

prudent. 
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Just as in the findings on the basis differential hedging program, the Board finds ihai the 

customer should not bear the costs of a price management program that is b2Jsed on trClding, 

contains speculative elements, and is mismanaged. Due to all of the above stated re2Jsons, the 

Board finds that the decision to enter into, undertake, and operate an extensive irading pmgralm 

constitutes mismanagement by the public utility. The Board recognizes th2Jt Centra does not 

make a profit on gas sales. It must also be remembered that the market was extremely volatile 

during this period and such market conditions were unprecedented. even i1 Centra haJd noR 

mismanaged its price management activities, there likely would have been increased gas costs 

due to the volatility of the market and the high commodity costs. The Board finds that the 

cause of the $45.5 million increased gas cost is due to Centra embarking upon SpeCylBliive 

trading in contravention of the Policy Document, mismanagement on Centra's part, and ~he 

extreme volatility of the gas market. 

The Board notes that CACIMSOS, in final argument, could not pinpOint a number 101' th~ BOBlm 

to apply to Centra's shareholders. CACIMSOS could only indicate that the total 01 

approximately $45.5 million would be of 2J punitive nature, and a lesser amount should I:m 

chosen, albeit an amount that had to be more than a nuisance factor. 

in addition to disallowance of the $9 million attributable to speculation on the basis differsntiBli, 

the Board will apportion half of the remaining increased gas costs to Centra's shareho~dei' du~ 

to mismanagement. The balance will be apportioned to the consumers to rellea custom~rn' 

exposure to market volatility. Therefore the final decision on price management is ~Oi" 

$27.25 million to be excluded from gas costs, to be borne by the shareholder. The rem~inii'1g 

balance of approximately $18.25 million will be included in gas costs to rellect the incrsClseo1 

costs due to the volatility of the market. 

Centra's request to recover the estimated balance in the 1998 price management de1errBlI 

account in 1998 rates is a departure from accepted practice. The 1998 price manClgemen~ 
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losses, adjusted for the amounts disallowed by the Board, should be accumulated in the 1998 

price management deferral account to be dealt with by the Board at a later date. 

10.10.4 Future Direction of Price Management 

Notwithstanding the results of Centra's price management program in the last two years, the 

Board continues to believe that, in a marketplace of indexed pricing for natural gas, where such 

prices may be extremely volatile, a well executed price management program will serve the 

interest of the ratepayers. To do otherwise exposes ratepayers to the vagaries of the 

marketplace. 

Centra also recognizes the value of continuing a price management program as it has 

discontinued the dynamic trading program and has reverted to a passive hedging program 

while internal and external reviews of its price management are conducted. 

The Board expects that Centra's interim passive hedging program excludes dynamic trading 

and meets the goals and objectives initiany developed for a passive hedging program and 

included in its Policy Document-

1. achieve a market responsive price; 

2. introduce stability to temper adverse volatility inherent in achieving a market responsive 

price; and 

3. where appropriate, adjust the portfolio of fixed prices. 

The Board also believes that, effective immediately, Centra must ensure that its interim passive 

hedging program has more effective controls, checks and balances. 
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Sud'll rontrois are to provide an assessment of whether Centra us meeting) t~e go~ls ®1i'il«J1 

objectoves of its program. The mecks and balances to be considered for ili'ilc!usi@1i'il ira C~Ii'il~i'~'S 

price management program indude, but not limited to: 

1. Timely and adequate reporting of positions including a description of the ili'ilstrumen~s, 

prices, amounts and volumes related to specific underiying volumes of galS; 

2. P~l!formance measurements; 

~. Reguiar senior management reviews of the market vieW$ inherent in the plilice m~n~~em~B'1Ift 

policies t@ aldjust the targets to iong-term changes in market trends; ~i'il©1 

The Board! understands that the reviews of Centra's price managemenft win SOOIl'il 00 cOMj))leie. 

~mmediately thereafter Centra is to file the reviews with the Board, together with Cen~r®'s 

response to the recommendations in the reviews. Thereafter, Centr(§) is io role with th@ [8()~r(2] 

the detaiis of the passive price management program Centr(§) seeks to oon1duct 

The Boam does not accept Centra's decision to outsource it$ price mana~em~mt ~rC@r®m R@ 

Engage of Houston, Texas. The Board finds that any outsourcing aITafl1gemen~s ffiYS~ in©~QJC21e 

fthoroughly considered and detailed! performance criteria and! account(§)bUlit),? rornsider~~iorls. 

This is particularly so when such arrangements are with an affiliated company. 

The iBoard, in principle, does not disagree with the outsourcUfllg) of this ffa.mdi©rl. ~~ is ~~® Bo®ri21'1\i 

opinion, /however, that Centra needs fto give this matier more consioltSrati@ffi. C~fi1Rr® sfiouidl 

~xamirne al! potential providers of such a service to ensure that the best in~eresR o~ ~he 
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ratepayers are served in a cost effective manner. Accordingly, the Board will order the Engage 

arrangement be immediately terminated. 

The Board expects, as in prior years, the interim passive hedging program can be conducted by 

internal staff provided they have the appropriate skills and training. Should Centra intend to 

outsource this function, requests for proposals shall be sought from companies that, preferably, 

are not counterparties to Centra in the gas or derivative markets. 

As a result of the Board's decision respecting of Engage, Centra is to remove from its 1998 

revenue requirements, all operating costs (including travel and moving costs) associated with 

Engage. 
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i 1.0 Operating and Maintenance Expenses 

'lI1 o4i Overall 1997 and 1998 Costs 
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Centra indicated that it continually looks for opportunities to improve the effectiveness ~ilol ~fil® 

efficiency of operations, reviewing processes within the organization from ~ micro p®rn~cRiv® 

as well as from a macro viewpoint. Centra noted that the joint venture entereo1 irlio wi~fil 

Manitoba Hydro provides a clear indication of its desire to seek out efficiencies alnol ~n~&"©~ 

costs. Centra contended that since 1996, Operating and MSlintenance ("O&M") e)(~i"Io1ih.!r®$ 

have been relatively stable ranging between $48 to $50 million. 

Centra's forecast 1998 O&M expenses have increased! by ~.5% over th® 199)7 ~ppro\le{i] O~M 

expenses. The major increases in O&M over 1997 approved levels werll:l ifl1 tlhll:l ~rll:l~$ @q 

increased service bureau costs which includes the iSM outsourcing {$3,612,300} ®Wl©1 

professional fees ($235,500). Major expense reductions were in payro!1 OO$~$ ~i1{ij ~ffi19l©y@® 

benefits (S1,698,OOO), rent (5206,900) and expenses capitalized and reeover~ti1 (~~,3~~,10«:»). 

The following schedule provides a summary comparison of operating e){pem~~~ by m~j()[f' 

component of 1997 approved and 1998 forecast: 

.0 
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Operating Expenses by Major Component ($ thousands) 

1991 1998 
Approved Test Year 

Payroli Costs $ 29,612.6 $ 28,822.4 

Employee Benefits 6,380.0 5,472.0 
Rent 1,505.8 1,298.9 
Contract labour 1,405.8 1,239.7 
Materials 1,367.1 1,354.4 
Insurance 1,088.2 1,087.6 
Postage & Courier 1,342.4 1,351.4 
Bad Debt Expense 900.0 900.0 
Telephone & Telecopying 1,052.6 1,130.9 
Corporate Centre Charges 486.0 594.0 
Transportation Depreciation 656.8 690.4 
Professional DeveDopment 618.0 508.4 
Travel 698.2 558.1 
PUB Fees 600.0 624.0 
milities 497.8 480.2 
Professional fees 472.2 707.7 
Office SuppBies 548.8 563.7 
Dues" Subscriptions 489.0 423.5 
Service Bureau 453.5 4,125.8 
Expenses Capitalized" Recovered (5.175.7) (6,575.4) 
Other 3.249.7 3,601.0 
Total per lFinancoal Statements $ 48.248.8 $ 48.958.7 
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Change 

$ % 

(790.2) -2.7% 
(908.0) -14.2% 
(206.9) -13.7% 
(166.1) -11.8% 

(12.7) -0.9% 
(0.6) -0.1% 
9.0 0.7% 

0.0% 
78.3 7.4% 

108.0 22.2% 
33.6 5.1% 

(109.6) -17.7% 
(140.1) -20.1% 

24.0 4.0% 
(17.6) -3.5% 
235.5 49.9% 

14.9 2.7% 
(65.5) -13.4% 

3.672.3 809.8% 
(1,399.7) 27.0% 

351.3 10.8% 
709.9 1.5% 
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The largest increase in O&M expenses is for Service Bureau charges. The major increase is 

due to the decision to outsource 1/5& T services to ISM-BC, meter reading services ~o C~miral 

Hydro Energy Services ("CHES") and Price Risk Management Services ~o Engage Energy. 

Centra estimates that it will spend $4,125,000 for service bureau costs in 1998 primalrily forr 

outsourcing of 1/5&T services ($2,321,600), meter reading ($1,131,600) and Price Risk 

Management (5342,200). 

The 1/5& T service agreement with ISM-BC is for a term of five years, with an optionali renewall 

ierm of an additional five years. Centra estimates that the average annual cos~ for ~he provision 

of the service will be approximately $2.5 million, adjusted for inflation. The increase in ~hi$ 

service bureau cost is partially offset by a reduction in salary due to the ra~ionali&:ation 01 

Centra's 115&T department which resulted in the reductiorD of 17 positions forr an annuall SalViU1g] 

of $680,000, as discussed in more detail in this Order. 

Meter reading services have been outsourced to CHES, a joint venture limited pa~nership 

between Centra and Manitoba Hydro which commenced operations JanuSlry 1, 1998. Central 

estimates that the annual saving from the outsourcing of this service will be appro)(imaiely 

$540,000. The net savings for 1998 will be less ($374,000), due to the one ~im~ costs 

associated with the redeployment of existing meter reading staff to CHES as discussed in ~his 

Order. 
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11.3 Payroll and Employee Benefits 

Centra is committed to the provision of a safe and reliable natural gas service to all of its 

customers and a significant portion of the costs incurred in delivering the service are for payroll 

costs and benefits. Centra forecast a reduction in Payroll cost of $790,000 in 1998 over the 

1997 approved level. This was due to the decisions to outsource certain operations. A 

summary of the changes from the 1997 approved payroll cost are as follows: 

1997 approved 

Changes in 1998 
Meter Reading 
IS& T Outsourcing 
2.5% Salary Increase 
Government Inspection Meter Exchange 
Other 

1998 Test Year 

($ thollJsands) 

$ 29,612.6 

(1,134.1) 
(680.0) 
732.7 
305.0 
(13.8) 

(790.2) 

$ 28,822.4 

The outsourcing of meter reading to CHES resulted in the elimination of 20 full time positions 

with a net savings of $1,134,100 for 1998. I/S& T infrastructure and data centre were 

outsourced to ISM-BC, with a reduction in staffing of 17 full time positions and payroll savings of 

$680,000. Price Risk Management was also outsourced to Engage Energy with a reduction of 

one risk management specialiSt. Centra also indicated that a corporate restructuring resulted in 

a decrease in executive positions from seven to six. 

The savings realized in staffing reductions were partially offset by increases in payroll from a 

budgeted 2.5% salary increase ($732,700) to be applied equally to all non-executive employees 
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of Centra. In addition, Centra forecasted a $305,000 increase in the Government Inspedion 

Meter Exchange program, attributing the increase to a 52% workload! increase for ~he 

residential meter exchange program. 

Centra noted a net increase of 12 full time positions and forecasted 21 total I of 610 positions ~t 

the end of 1998, including 7 dedicated to the development of the new CIS and Bln additional ~ 

rural expansion positions. Employee positions for rural expansion will total I ~, ()~ which 23 

positions are involved in marketing functions, at a cost of $2.9 million. Centra noted thClt ~he 

number of positions added will depend on the size and scope of the rurall expalnsion thBli wm 

occur and if expansion plans are changed, the number of positions required will aliso chcmge. 

The payroll costs and benefits related to employees involved in these projects halve been 

capitalized and are included as part of the capital program costs. 

Employee benefits have declined by $253,600 due to the reduction in staffing levels ~nol ~ 

$652,400 reduction in penSion expense. Centra's actuarial consultant revised the pension 

funding requirement based on a valuation of the fund and attributed the reduction ~c improved 

fund performance over the past three years (13.6%) compared to the Original projection 018%. 

The overall impact of the adjustment is a reduction of $832,900 comprised of benefl~ 

($652,400), Rate Base ($103,600) and related income taxes ($76,900). 

Bad! Debt Expensil 

Centra has not forecast any change to the level of bad debt expense from 1997 Blpprovoo 

amount of $900,000 and is requesting that the bad debt deferral account be eliminal~ed. Th® 

Board will expect that estimated annual bad debt expense reflect past experience ili"l iuturn 

GRAs. 

IPr@fe$$D«)B'ilI&~ fe~$ 

Centra estimated that profeSSional fees will increase $255,900 or by 50%. The increase is 

attributable in part to fees paid for facilities and space planning for renovations o~ hSBld offioo, 
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the in annual actuarial review of the pension plan, high performance work team consulting and 

construction project management. 

Employment Positions and Costs 

Centra has changed its reporting of staffing levels to position count, rather than employee count 

used in prior applications. Centra noted that employee counts did not distinguish between full 

time, part time and term poSitions. This did not provide a representative measure of the human 

resource requirements as does position count which more accurately reflects the resources 

required to operate the company. The position count reporting adopted only represents a snap 

shot of the Company's resources and does not reflect the seasonal nature of Centra's work 

force. Centra noted that the annual payroll costs do not completely reconcile with the position 

count year end, as those costs account for all employees who worked throughout the year, but 

were not necessarily employed at the end of the year. Centra indicated that the use of pOSition 
-

count was an interim step towards reporting staffing levels based on equivalent, full time 

positions ("EFr). EFT will account for all employees, including seasonal and term poSitions 

allowing for more effective management reporting. 

11.5 Corporate Centre Charges 

Corporate Centre charges (formerly referred to as shared services), have increased from 

5486,000 in approved 1997 to $594,000 in 1998, an increase of $108,00008' 22.2%. Corporate 

centre charges reftect several services contracted for from WEI including I/S&T, 

communication, treasury, investor relations, corporate governance, corporate controller fees, 

annual report and sustainable development initiatives. Centra noted that it does not pay the 

cost of corporate governance provided by WEI. 

Centra also charges tariffs for services it provides to its affiliates such as information services, 

customer accounting, and bill inserting. Centra also has commenced the provision of human 

resources and payroll services to CHES, an affiliated company. 
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In Order 52197 the Board directed Centra to cease the provision of humaln reSOLBi'C@ 

administration and payroll services to affiliated companies by Septemoor 30,1991. Cenir1ill 

conceded that it had interpreted Order 5'2197 to apply only to CES and had noi considered ihe 

Order when the services were extended to CHES. Centra conceded that sei'\!ices wer® 

provided so as to allow for the commencement of operations of CHES by JBlr'IYalrv ~, 199G ~li'loJ 

that it was unclear whether the services would be provided to CHES beyond al ~riod o~ ® ~®W 

months. Centra indicated that if the decision is made to continue to offer hlYm~1i'l resolYi'OO ~1i'l<21 

payroll services to CHESt Centra would! file an application with the BOalrd seekili'lg ap~m\fa~ ©~ 

the provision of those services. 

Central indicated that it will capitalize and recove! approximately $6.4 miilioli'l OVemealQ1. Q'Jk®~ 

payroll. system development and inter-company costs. Salaries totaUin9J :§2.9 millioli'l ®II® tooling 

capitalized for Rural Expansion Phase II and these amounts c;pitalized ~m ~II~~OO ©Ii'l 1illru 

individual project basis. Centra's policy is that. if a project is not completed eaJpiializ~d e©$t~ 

related to that project are to be applied to the projects that proceed, rather than ooingJ elt~il$e©1 

and included in Rate Base and recovered through rates. 

CAC/MSOS stated that in budgeting for O&M expenditures, Centra shou~d nmpt)s® di$cip~nfi®, 

whereby budgeted expenditure levels should be adhered to. It is mCilna!geme6'il~'s ms~resi[gi~i~ 

to find ways to effect cost savings necessary to maintailfil the paramete~ @~ ~&l® bqJJd~®t 

CAC/MSOS recommended that Centra be constrained ao its original budget 1I®lnge o~ ~lwOOi'l 

$48.5 million to $49 mil!ion. 

CACIMSOS urged the Board to review the growth in operating expenses ~17 ili'l<cl~di6'il~ 

capitalized expenditures, as it morre truly reflects the fulilbullden U'~te p~yern wm [QJIIDlf. 
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CAC/MSOS argued that the true growth in operating expenditures is being distorted by 

removing capitalizing costs from operating expenses. Whether the costs are expensed or 

capitalized, the expenditures will eventually be recovered from ratepayers. 

CAC/MSOS argued that Centra's claim of not increasing staff levels has only been 

accomplished by moving activities outside the company. While outsourcing of meter reading 

and IS& T support services has resulted in a reduction of 37 positions, Centra had merely 

replaced payroll costs with outsourcing fees, not reducing staff or O&M expenses. 

CAC/MSOS expressed concern with the additions in staffing related to Rural ExpanSion 

Phase II, noting that 23 of the 54 positions relate directly to marketing activities. CAC/MSOS 

stated that ratepayers are bearing the costs of sustaining a large sales force, so as to allow 

Centra to attain growth through rural expansion, with no tangible benefits to existing ratepayers, 

since most projects have a zero NPV. There is a risk that the marketing effort may not be as 

successful as the company envisions, providing the ratepayer with no return. Therefore, 

CAC/MSOS stated that the proposed additions of staff for rural expansion should not be 

accepted until the issue of rural expansion is fully reviewed at a public hearing, including 

clarification of how these costs will be recovered. CACIMSOS further believes that the effect of 

sales and marketing expenses should be factored into determining the feasibility of a project as 

well as the long-term impact rural expansion will have on overhead expenses. 
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The Board is sensitive to increases in O&M expenses and recommends that Centra remain 

diligent in controlling the level of O&M expenses. The Board is concerned that the benems 07 

outsourcing both the meter reading process and 15& T have not resulted in Bl recludion of the 

overall expenditures notwithstanding the significant outsourcing undertaken, staffing 

requirements have grown. Had these decisions not been made, the effect of this alppliC21toOi'il 

would have been a net increase of 58 positions. While the Board has not seen evidence 01 Bl 

normal industry standard, the request of the company in this application appears to be 

excessive. 

The Board believes that Centra has not properly dealt with controlling staff levels, alno1 should 

find efficiencies from within its organization, rather than increasing staffing levels. 

The Board is aware that the level of staffing additions planned will be conditional on the levei (J~ 

rural expansion activity undertaken and realizes that that level will change due ~o the directooill 

provided in this Order. 

The Board shares CAC/MSOS' concern with the impact that future rural expansion may halve 

on the level of operating expenses and the long-term effect on ratepayers The Board is 

particularly concerned with the level of marketing and development salaries whici"n CentrSl 

intends to capitalize directly to the Rural Expansion Phase iI project, rather than charge ~o 

operating expenses. The Board is of the view that any marketing and developmerlt salisuies 

included in CWIP will not be allowed as an addition to Rate Base in the future. ~i'il the ii'ilterim, 

the Board remains of the view that the increase in marketing and development salBlries is 

excessive and Centra has not responded to the concerns expressed by the BOBlro1 in 

Order 8/97. 
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12.0 Other Expenses 

12.1 Amortization Expenses 

Centra stated that amortization expense had declined to $2,849,600 which is $524,600 less 

than approved for 1997. The decline is attributable to the completion of the amortization of 

several items, including long term gas storage study, technical platform study and the cost 

allocationl rate design hearing. Centra noted that it continues to amortize the peak shaving 

facilities over the twelve year period approved by the Board in Order 8/97. In addition, Centra 

has requested approval for the amortization of the revised costs of the 1996 Generic Hearing 

over the remaining amortization period allowed by the Board. As well, Centra requested 

recovery of the residual bad debt balances related to 1994,1995 and 1996 bad debt deferral 

accounts. 

12.2 Depreciation Expense 

Depreciation expense is forecast to be $13,184,300 for 1998, which is an increase of $813,000 

over the 1997 approved. Centra noted the depreciation rates used are the currently approved 

rates and are consistent with the prior year. The increase is attributed to plant additions in 1997 

and in 1998. Centra stated that transmission plant depreciation and distribution plant 

depreciation is forecasted to increase by $221,300 and $499,000 respectively over 1997 

approved levels, due to rural expansion. In addition depreciation on general plant is forecast to 

increase by $277,800 due to the acquisition of computer equipment for the new CIS and new 

heavy work equipment to be acquired in 1998. 
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Centra forecast that property taxes for 1998 will increase by over $1.5 million from the 1997 

approved amount. Centra submitted that the increase was in large part out of their control. 

The 1997 municipal taxes are forecasted to exceed the 1997 approved amount by $325,000 

due to a number of factors including higher than expected mill rates, more pl21nt 21dditiort$, ~ 

reduction in the decrease in assessment related to the decommissioning 01 the propans 

facilities, and some corrected billings from municipalities related to prior years addition$. 

Centra noted that 1998 is a reassessment year, and has forecast a $540,000 increalse based 

on discussions with tax officials in Winnipeg (S.5%) and the Province (5% rurClI). in 2lddrooi'il Cl 

$500,000 increase is forecasted related to 1997 plant additions, due largely to ruml ~mpan$ioi'\l. 

~n addition a 2% increase in 1998 mill rate ($230,000) is forecasted, basing the estimalte (}i'\l 

recent experience. 

12.4 income Taxes 

The 1998 income tax expense, based on Centra's application, is $11,907,900 for 1998, 

representing an increase of $25,600 from 1997. Centra noted that the 1998 t~x expens~ WCl~ 

calculated in a manner consistent with that used in 1997 and that there had been fi"I@ signffi~ilt 

change in the income tax act that has impacted the 1998 income tax expense ~lculaJtioi1. 

in the 1998 test year calculation of taxable income, the deferred charge deduction has 

increased to $2,589,400 in 1998 from $1,091,800 in 1997. This is due to estimated costs o~ 

hearings expected to occur in 1998 related to the 1998 GRA, 1999 GRA alnd I)ystem exp~nsion 

hearings. The deferred costs are to be deducted for income taxes in the year th~ costs alr~ at) 
be amortized for accounting purposes. Therefore for 1998, the deferred cost t~x ened$ ()1 
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$202,600 related to the system extension hearing and $454,700 for the 1999 GRA are included 

in the 1998 income tax expense. 

12.6 Board Findings 

The Board will approve the Amortization, Depreciation, Municipal and other taxes, and Income 

Taxes for 1998 as filed, subject to required adjustments resulting from this Order. 
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Other income includes rental income from conversion burners, late payment charges, fin21noo 

contract income, administration charges to brokers and re-inspection fees. The 1998 res~ Vl2aJr 

forecast level of Other Income is $ 2,232,000, which is $ 200,700 less than approved ill ~h~ 

1997 Test Year. 

Centra has discontinued its appliance finance plan as of December 31, 1997, and e)(pects ~hBlt 

gradual repayment of the outstanding finance contracts will take place until the yealr 2002. 

1998 revenue from finance contract interest is estimated to be $550,800. 

Centra stated that they are investigating the possibility of creating a new finance plBlI11 Bl~ 

competitive finance rates for customer contributions towards main installations, yard piping or 

excess footage charges. 

13.2 Realnspection fee 

In the 1997 Test Year application, Centra requested Board approval of a new chalrge o~ 

$55 to recover Centra's cost for additional work that was required as al resl.!ll~ @f infraleijoli'D~ 

arising from new or replacement gas installations pursuant the Gas and Oil Burner Ad.. Th@ 

Board did not approve this request at that time and directed Centra to meet with 

representatives of the HVAC community to discuss the implementation of the fees, fe@ ralie~, 

what conditions would necessitate an additional charge, and the corresponding assessmeli1~ 01 

those fees. 
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Centra is also requesting specific approval to charge a $35 fixed charge for residential 

inspection or re-inspection of a single replacement or additional appliances commencing in April 

1998. Centra estimates that if these fees are approved and implemented, the projected 

revenue will be $ 39,400 based on an estimated reduction in call volume from 3,000 to 1,500 

due to the implementation of a charge system (25%). An appeal process for re-inspections 

associated with infraction severity classification and description has been drafted for review with 

the Dealers. The proposal suggests that for infractions where Centra must complete 

subsequent inspections to clear the infraction, a $55 charge would be levied. 

A formal appeal process has been developed when an interpretation of the minimum standards 

and codes is required. If the parties fail to reach an agreement, the Chief Inspector from 

Manitoba labour will institute a final ruling. 

The costs of the re-inspection charge would be credited to the Dealer for the next re-inspection 

in the event the appeal is successful. If the appeal is unsuccessful, the Dealer would be 

charged the appeal levy directly. 

Consensus between Centra and the HVAC industry concerning the charges respecting the re

inspection fee has not been reached, but consistency of inspections and creation of a jOint 

committee with dealers and Manitoba Labour has been discussed. 

13.3 ~nspection Fee 

In addition to the re-inspection fee, a charge for inspections that are not required under the Gas 

and Oil Burner Act are being requested. This inspection fee contemplates allowing Centra to 

conduct random inspections of replacement gas appliances rather than the 100% inspection 

currently required by regulations administered by Manitoba Labour. Centra proposes the 

frequency of inspections to be dependent upon the difficulty of particular installations, type of 

gas equipment installed and Dealer history of infractions. Dealer inspection frequency will 
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therefore be directly proportional to past history of infractions. Customers or dealers reques~ii"ig 

more inspections than required by regulations will be charged Centra's cos~ of inspection. 

A residential inspection will have a $35 fixed charge and other inspections (including re

inspections) will be charged at an hourly rate of $55 with a 1 hour minimum charge. 

The above mentioned inspection fees for recovery of costs not required by legislaiion were no~ 

included in Centra's proposal in its 1997 Test Year General Rate Applica~ion. 

if Manitoba labour amends its code to allow less than 100% inspection, ~heV'll Cen~r21 is 

proposing on a cost recovery basis to apply the above rates for those inspedions no~ required 

loy legislation. 

HVAC stated that the fees requested by Centra for the inspection of the original installation IJJ1 

appliances is dependant on contemplated changes to the Gas and Oil Burner Ac~ anol thCllt the 

Board should not approve any fees until those changes are known. 

With respect to re-inspection fees, HVAC submitted! that the proposed! charge was purely 

punitive and that it would not meet Centra's stated goal of reducing the number of in~ractions by 

dealers. HVAC stated that the dealer has an incentive to perform the work properly 2li the 

outset as to avoid the vehicle and labour costs associated with returning ~o ~he customers home 

to rectify a problem. HVAC contended that the intent is not to reduce infradions, bui to contU'O~ 

the industry. HVAC state that if Centra can control the number of inspections th21t 2lre 

conducted and the Dealer is responsible for the payment of a fees for the inspection. control i~ 

exerted on the costs incurred by the Dealer. HVAC further stated "if you control the cost, you 

control the dealer. if you control the dealer, you control the industry.R 
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HVAC argued that the margin in the industry are low and that it would not be fair for the utility to 

levy additional charges that could put the dealership in jeopardy. 

13.5 Board Findings 

13.5.1 Finance Plan 

The Board, as previously discussed in Order 8/97, will allow Centra to discontinue the offering 

of its finance plan related to equipment installations. The Board considers this approach to be 

consistent with its general direction of removing those activities which can be provided in a 

competitive market from the regulatory arena. The Board is of the view that such a plan can 

best be offered by the competitive market. If the competitive market does not develop, the 

Board may request Centra to offer some form of finance plan in the Mure. 

13.5.2 Inspection Fees 

The Board holds the view that the matter of inspection fees should be held in abeyance until the 

Department of labour has made its decision in respect of random inspections for gas appliance 

installations, and the appropriate legislation has been enacted. The Board will consider this 

matter at the appropriate time, but would expect that some resolution in respect of the prinCiple 

underlying Centra's proposal, as well as the appropriate basis for any charges could be arrived 

at by representatives of HVAC and Centra, prior to the Board's further consideration of the 

matter. 

The Board will approve the request for the fees for the re-inspection of gas appliance 

installations. The fees will take effect January 1, 1999 on the condition that Centra and HVAC 

will meet to determine how best the fees should be implemented and to establish an education 

program to ensure that the industry is made aware of code requirements for the installation of 
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end use appliances. The Board will expect Centra to provide an update of the li'esul~ of ~h~ 

discussions and the resolutions proposed by the next GRA. together with a proposed formall 

appeal process. 
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14.0 Cost Allocation 

During the hearing, Centra stated that two errors had inadvertently occurred in input data in the 

1997 cost allocation study. These were the improper assignment of meter costs to the 

Interruptible customer class and the improper functionalization of some distribution plant costs 

These costs were then reflected in the 1997 rates. Centra also revised its original 1998 

application during the hearing to correct other errors, most notably in the use of an incorrect 

peak day for the Special Customer Class, the working capital sub-report, and the exclusion of 

gas costs related to Ste. Agathe, without the removal of corresponding volumes in the allocation 

process. 

Centra's allocation methodology involves the functionalization of all plant, operating and other 

costs into one of six areas, the classification of each of the functionalized costs into one of three 

categories (commodity, customer and/or demand related) and the allocation of the functionally 

classified costs into one of six customer classes. The six functional areas, classification 

categories and customer classes remain unchanged from the methodology last approved by the 

Board. as the basis of determining classification and allocation factors. 

All allocators used in the 1998 cost allocation were revised to reflect appropriate volumes, 

customers, originally estimated 1998 gas costs (exclusive of hedging impacts) and other 

proposed 1998 cost of service components. Two matters which arose during the hearing, while 

not speCifically impacting the cost allocation methodology, were the implementation of multiple 

WACOGs and the reclassification of contributions in aid of construction. 

Centra proposed to use different WACOGs for each of its customer classes so that they would 

correspond to the commodity rate for each class. The SGS and LGS customers have a two 

part rate structure, a customer charge and a commodity charge. As the customer component 

represents a relatively small percent of the total revenues, the WACOGs for these two classes 

are almost equal. However, the Interruptible, High Volume Firm rHVF") and Mainline customer 
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classes have a three part rate structure, composed of a demand charge in addition to cus~omei' 

and commodity charges. Centra painted out that gas costs include not only the cost of the 

commodity itself, but also fixed capacity costs and variable transportation costs. A. Ic~\rge 

component of the fixed capacity costs for the three customer classes are rrecovered through ~he 

demand charge: for the Interruptible and HVF classes 50% of the fixed costs are recovered 

through the demand charge, while no fixed costs are recovered by the demand rate for the 

Mainline customer class. 

Centra submitted that this change was appropriate, as it would properly and discretely inciicalie 

the appropriate class WACOGs and margins. Centra also contended that this chBlnge was 

primarily for internal reporting purposes, and would not have any impact on cost allocation 

methodology, rate design, Broker Reference Price calculation or rates. The method of repo~ingJ 

the status of the PGVA would change so that each class WACOG would be shown separa~ely, 

rather than as a single WACOG and then using the cost allocation study to properly Bllloca~s 

gas costs to the various customer classes. 

Centra also proposed to reclassify the unamortized balance of all contributions in aid of 

construction as being totally transmission related, rather than pro-rating these contributions 

according to the amount of capital expenditures for each category, as it had previously done. 

Centra proposed this change as an interim measure to address the negative impacts of rural 

expansion costs on the Special Contract and Mainline Classes. These customers 010 not pay 

any distribution costs and hence a large investment in transmission costs, ~s h~~ be~1il ~i')o1 wm 
be the case for expansion in rural areas of Manitoba, will result in more costs being alioC2~eca ~o 

them. These customers submit that, as they receive no benefit from these e){pansion proje~$, 

nor are there any Mainline or SpeCial Contract customers in these rural areas, they should not 

bear any of these transmission costs. Centra Originally estimated thai the SGS customer CIBlS$ 

would be allocated an additional $639,000 because of this change and all other customer 

classes would have less costs allocated to them as a result. 

4 
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As the various Board directives flowing from this Order will impact the cost allocation study, the 

Board will reserve any comment on the relative class allocations of costs until after Centra has 

filed the appropriate documents, prior to 1998 rate becoming effective. 

14.5 Intervenors' Positions 

CAC/MSOS recommended that the Board not approve the change in the manner of allocating 

contributions in aid of construction, stating that such a change would result in an additional 

amount being allocated to the SGS customers. They contended that contributions have been 

allocated on a consistent basis approved by the Board for some time, and that it would be 

inappropriate to alter an established principle on an interim basis until after a full hearing. 

CAC/MSOS further recommended that this matter be considered at the hearing, to be held in 

the near future, which considers all aspects of cost implications arising from Centra's proposed 

rural expansion. CAC/MSOS argued that this matter had been previously considered by the 

Board, in Order 8/97, and that the Board had approved the current methodology. According to 

CAC/MSOS, the change requested by Centra would achieve a result not intended by the Board. 

Simplot submitted that rural expansion programs should not impact Simplot rates in any manner 

and that the only stakeholders affected should be Centra, the rural expansion customers and 

Centra's existing residential customers, which customer class the rural expansion customers 

are jOining. Simplot suggested that they are currently paying an annual cost of $187,000 

related to rural expansion costs. Simplot had originally applied for an Order of the Board 

directing Centra to apply for a permanent solution to this perceived problem, but subsequent to 

Centra's assurance that the proposed accounting treatment would eliminate any rural 

expansion costs allocated to Simplot, withdrew that request. Simplot cited other frustrations, 

including an error in the determination of Simplot's peak demand which precluded Simplot form 

accurately determining the overall impact of this application on its costs. Simplot submitted that 

the root of the problem was not the allocation of rural expansion costs, but rather that Centra 
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had not recovered adequate contributions in aid of construction from rural expansion 

customers. 

Simplot also refuted the argument by CAC/MSOS that this matter had previously been dealt 

with by the Board, suggesting that the Board, subsequent to the hearing inves~igBlting ~he 

Ste. Agathe expansion, ordered Centra to bring forth 2l solution to the matier. Thus, cleClrly, the 

Board felt that an inappropriate allocation of costs may have occurred. Simplot supported 

Centra's proposed accounting treatment, " .. strictly for what it is, and that is Cl bBlnd Clid 

Blpproach for the unfair allocation of the deficiency to Simplot and others.· Simplo~ requested 

the Board to conduct a separate and comprehensive review of Centra's rurBiI expansion policy 

which could include cost allocation issues arising from rural expansion, but if ~he policies were 

B1ppropriate there should not be any cost allocation issues. 

ECNG spoke to the matter of Centra's proposed internal use of multiple WACOGs. ECNG 

suggested that they were unclear as to the purpose of introducing the concept SIne! if, in fBlct i~ 

were solely for "internal financial reporting", then Centra should not have introduced ~he conoop~ 

into the regulatory process. This action only complicated the Board's decision-making process 

and consumer understanding and education. ECNG's reading of the applical~ion leBiols them to 

believe that multiple WACOGs were used in the rate determination process. The result is 

different gas costs are used for different customer classes, and for those customern with aJ 

three part rate, different gas costs are used for customers within a CIBlSS. This woulolleBl()] ~o 

unjust and unreasonable rates, and would flaw the priCing mechanisms under ~he eUIT~il~ 

BuylSell arrangements. 

14.6 Board Findings 

it is obvious to the Board that considerable confusion exists related to the impBlds oi cosis 

incurred in rural expansion programs on the various customer classes. When ~Wl~ BOBlrd 

approved Centra's cost allocation methodology in Order 8/97, it was with ti'le 1"801)8 ~hal~ ~hl':) 
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methodology could remain in place, unaltered, for some time. The Board does recognize that 

the new and ambitious rural expansion program is something not anticipated at the time of 

Order 8/97. The Board has already stated that it would consider the matter of rural expansion 

feasibility criteria in the near future. The Board is also aware that Centra has commenced a 

process to review the treatment of transmission cost allocation. That process involves affected 

customer classes, including Simplat. 

The Board hopes that all of these matters can be considered in one final hearing, which hearing 

will allow an opportunity for all customers to make presentations and to express their pOint of 

view. The Board will expect Centra to file this application to deal with this matter by August 31, 

1998. Until this occurs, the Board will direct Centra to design the 1998 rates in a manner such 

that all customer classes receive the benefit of the proposed change in accounting treatment. 

However, the rate for the SGS class, which would normally be assessed an additional 

equivalent amount, be designed so that this incremental amount is not reflected in the rates. 

Centra will be required to track the accumulated "deficit" represented by the rate, and this 

amount, together, with carrying charges will be recovered from the customer classes to be 

determined pending final resolution of the cost allocation issues related to transmission plant. 

The Board is also concerned with the functionalization of the $1.2 million amortized for the 

Wilkes Avenue property. This expense should not be allocated to those customer classes that 

did not derive benefit from the utilization of the facility and accordingly should be adjusted for in 

the cost allocation model. 

In respect of the proposed use of Multiple WACOGs, the Board is concerned that, while it may 

not be ..... relevant to the determination of the reference price, or the actual cost of gas, or for 

rate making purposes", it has lead to confusion and may well further complicate an already 

complex matter. The Board has previously instructed Centra to delineate various cost 

components on its gas bills to consumers. The Board will require the commodity component of 

gas costs to be specifically identified as a separate item, and expects that this number will be 
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the same for all customer classes. The Board will further require Centra to explBlin, to ~II 

Intervenors of record, the prior treatment of non-commodity gas costs and to explBlin in deialil 

why the change does not impact the allocation of these costs to customer clalsses, BInd how th~ 

proposed rates properly recover the allocated costs. 
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1S.0 Rate Design 

Centra is not proposing any changes in rate structures for any of its customer classes. The 

basic monthly charge for the SGS class is to remain at $10 and will generate approximately 

16.5% of total class revenues, while the LGS basic monthly charge of $70 will generate about 
~ 

9% of the total revenues. The balance-of the revenues will be recovered by the commodity 

rate. The Special customer class basic monthly charge of $86,680.90 will generate almost 86% 

of the revenues, with the balance being recovered through the commodity rate. 

The HVF, Interruptible and Mainline customers have a three part rate structure. The HVF and 

Interruptible customers have 50% of their allocated demand costs recovered by the commodity 

rate, and 50% of these costs recovered by the demand rate. The Mainline customers have 

100% of their demand costs recovered by the demand rate, and none through the commodity 

rate. Centra has also proposed to reduce its upward adjustment to determine billing demand 

units to recognize intraclass peak day diversity to 5%, having better customer specific demand 

information now available. 

The following table illustrates the approximate percentage of revenues recovered from each of 

the classes by the customer, commodity and demand components of the rate structures. 

Customer Class Customer Commodity Demand 

Small General Service 16.5% 83.5% 0.0% 

Large General Service 9.0% 91.0% 0.0% 

Special Contract 86.0% 14.0% 0.0% 

High Volume Firm 6.3% 57.7% 36.0% 

Mainline 2.3% 72.1% 25.6% 

Interruptible 4.3% 76.2% 19.5% 

, 
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As discussed in other Sections of this Order, Centra applied for approval of r~vised chaJrges 

under its Miscellaneous Charges for Services. The Terms and Conditions of Services were 

given Interim approval by the Board in Order 86/97, dated November 17, 1997 Cenira has ~Iso 

requested an amendment to the Terms and Conditions to implement the re-inspection fee io 00 

charged to installation contractors should a re-inspection be necessary because of improper 

initial installation of gas fired appliances. Centra is proposing to recover the fee from ihe 

installer, rather than being recovered through sales rates. 

~5.2 IntsN'enors' Positions 

HVAC expressed the objections to the inspection and re-inspection fees. 

15.3 Board Fmndings 

The Board will approve Centra's proposed rate structure and rate design. The BOalrd will 

require Centra to resubmit the actual rates and to provide an analysis of impacts of ihe new 

rates on various of its customer classes as a result of the numerous Board] ordered change$ io 

revenue requirement including revised gas costs and the treatment of the tralillsmission rel~ieCl1 

costs. The Board will also approve the rates included in the Schedule of Other Chalrges, 81$ 

requested, except for the inspection fees. The matter of these fees is discussed elsewhere ii'il 

this Order. 

The Board anticipates that the new rates will not become effective until AugL!ls~ ~, 1998 cmd ihi~, 

combined with other Board ordered changes, will require Centra to recalculate its ralie ride~. 

The Board will therefore not comment on rate impacts for the various customer cl~sses untii 

after Centra has re-filed the appropriate documents. The Board does recognize ihali as a resu~ 
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of its decisions, the impact will be considerably less than those suggested by Centra in this 

application. As noted previously, the Board will convene a public hearing to consider an 

application from Centra for higher gas costs and to review the changes resulting from this 

Order. 
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The Board gave interim approval for the disposition of the October 31, 1997 bBlIBlnces of various 

deferral accounts by the imposition of a 13 month rate rider commencing December 1, 1997. ~fl 

this application Centra has determined the December 31, 1997 remaining balalncs 01 ihes@ 

accounts, taking into account the incremental revenue generated by the rale rider for ihs monU'! 

of December, 1997. Under Centra's proposal, had the timing of this applicaiion been such ihel~ 

new rates could have been implemented on January 1, 1998, these balances would have been 

added to the impacts of Centra's 1998 price management activities and the resulting balance 

would be recovered by a 24 month rate rider commencing January 1, 1998. 

However, because rate could not become effective on January 1, Centra designed its interim 

rates to include an appropriate rate rider assuming Bl May 1, 1998 effective dats. 

Centra essentially is proposing to recover the 24 month incremental revenues which ihe lielie 

rider would have recovered over a 20 month period commencing May 1, 1998. 

16.1 ~ll1telfVenOIl'S' Positions 

CAC/MSOS suggested that the matter of deferral accounts and necessary rSl~e riders for 

disposition of the balance of these accounts, should be dealt with on Sl shortell rBliher ihali'il 

longer term. CACIMSOS also recommended that the Board should first have the alpproprielie 

amounts of the deferral account balances determined, prior to considering ihs length o~ time 

necessary to recover these balances, especially in view of CAC/MSOS recommendBliions elS ~o 

the proper treatment of the impacts of the 1997 and 1998 price management activities. 
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16.2 Board Findings 

The Board believes that the deferral accounts, most notably the PGVA should be used for the 

originally designed purpose. The purpose of the PGVA was to track the differences between 

actual and estimated gas costs with a view to disposing of the balance after these differences 

were known. The Board considers that the proposed treatment of the 1998 price management 

impact, namely to recover the forecasted 1998 impacts over a 20 month period, to be a distinct 

departure form the original intent. and only to smooth the rate increase, because of the 

significant amounts involved. 

The Board approved the interim disposition of various October 1997 deferral account balances 

in Order 94/97 for a 13 month period, commencing December 1, 1997. The view held by the 

Board was to attempt to dispose of the accumulated balances within the next calendar year. 

The Board continues to hold this view. unless exceptional circumstances dictate some other 

treatment. 

In Order 15/98 the Board expressed its views concerning the dispOSition of the PGVA balances. 

and directed Centra to consider options to eliminate the inaccurate price signals caused by the 

PGVA. In Order 15/98. the Board directed Centra to present such options to the Board for 

consideration in rates to be effective January 1, 1999. Centra has not yet responded to this 

directive. 

The Board will require Centra to re-file the deferral account balances which will reflect decisions 

contained in this Order relative to price management impacts, and will also require Centra to file 

necessary rate riders to recover the balances under a variety of scenarios. The Board will 

expect. at a minimum, that these will include a rate rider to dispose of the 1997 deferral 

accounts over the balance of 1998. as originally intended, but should provide a sufficient 

number of alternatives for Board consideration. 
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~n this application, Centra provided an overview of its strategic direction, key objectives ~m('jj 

some of the important initiatives that Centra believes will help meet these objectives. The 

Board found this information very helpful in understanding Centra's overall direction, strBliegies 

and related work being undertaken to assist Centra to discharge its mandate 01 providing safe 

and reliable service to its customers at a reasonable cost. 

Centra stated that, in their view, there are significant challenges to meet as 2l result 011 th@ 

overall health of the Manitoba economy, changes within the natural gas industry and th~ 

evolving regulatory environment. Centra views the significant opportunities for e}(pBlnsiofi o~ 

natural gas service in rural Manitoba as an important driving force behind these chamge$. 

Centra has a vision which is driven by an ambition to grow the business. Centra believes ihat 

the expansion of natural gas service to new communities will provide the infr21structure require~ 

to meet the needs of commercial, agricultural and residential customers, and help future 

economic development in the Province of Manitoba. 

Centra's key strategies and objectives include natural gas distribution growttb n~ M21nitobal, 

continued improvement in safety and reliability of service, industry and! regulatory change to 

deal more effectively with the changing business environment, improvemen~ in orgSlnisaiioi1211 

effectiveness, and an new level of technology to assist in the efficient delivery o~ service ~o 

customers. 

The Board is supportive of these strategies, and encourages Centra to continue its stratsgic 

planning initiatives which are intended to be responsive, in a cost effedive MBlnner, to ihs 
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increasing demand for natural gas service, the emergence of competition in the marketplace, 

and the deregulation of natural gas prices. 

17.2 Joint Venture with Manitoba Hydro 

Centra entered into an agreement with Manitoba Hydro to provide a jOint meter reading service, 

initially for Winnipeg and Brandon, commencing January 1,1998. Centra and Hydro are in the 

process of establishing a limited partnership, Centra Hydro Energy Services ("CHES"). CHES 

may expand its services in 1998 and Mure years to include load research assistance to Hydro 

and other utility services such as warehousing, drafting, inspection and survey, initially to 

Centra, and one call/one location service for underground plant. 

The meter reading service is to be initially provided based on a flat rate approximating the cost 

of providing the service, on a per unit of work pricing arrangement. Centra estimates that it will 

realize an annual meter reading cost saving of $540,000 from outsourcing the service. 

Centra argued that CHES should be an unregulated enterprise and that the fee schedule 

established by CHES not be subject to Board approval. Centra stated that it has entered into 

substantive contracts with Hydro and did not believe customers would be exposed to any risk, 

but would enjoy benefits in reduced operating expenses. 

Centra indicated that it had invested $600,000 in CHES and transferred to CHES computers, 

meter reading routing softwarel hardware and other incidental assets yet specified. The 

contract for the sale of the assets, when finalized will be filed with the Board for approval. 

Centra also is providing CHES with payroll and benefit administration services, on a fully 

allocated cost basis. 

Centra noted that approximately 25 of its hand held meter reading devices do not meet the 

functional requirements necessary for joint meter reading. Centra has entered into discussions 
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with its affiliated companies to sell the surplus equipment. If a purchaser cannot be found with 

its affiliates, Centra intends to sell the equipment publicly. Centra stated ihat it would file 10r 

Board approval of the sale of the equipment. 

1'1.2.11 ~nteNenorsP Positions 

CAC/MSOS argued that CHES should be considered a regulated Public Utility, cleflned in 

section 1 of the Public Utilities Board Act, as "any systems, work, plant, pipeline, equipment or 

service for the production transmission, delivery or furnishing of gas, whether i1al~ural or 

manufactured". CACIMSOS stated that meter reading, which was previously performed by th~ 

two utilities is an integral service for the operation of the utilities and forms part of ~he service 

required for the production, transmission, delivery, or furnishing of gas. CAC/MSOS further 

submitted that in substance, CHES represents an extension of Centra and Hydro and thCl~ the 

service performed were previously regulated the Board, therefore rates chalrged by CHIlES 

should continue to be regulated by the BOalrd. The rates should be determinec1 by Cl cost of 

service basis reviewed by the Board at a hearing for either of the two utilities. 

CAC/MSOS stated that Centra is currently providing human resources and payroll sei'Vices ~o 

CHES, noting that Order 110/96 forbids the provision of those speCific services to Bln 

unregulated affiliated company engaged in marketing energy related services. CAC/MSOS 

contended that CHES was an affiliated company since it was 50% owned by Centra alno1 alS an 

affiliate, the Code of Conduct approved by the Board in Order 13/98 should apply to th~ 

relationship between Centra and CHES. 

CAC/MSOS also argued that since CHES is a regulated entity providing an integr~1 sei'Vice to 

the two utilities, the cost of operating it should be charged to each utility Blnd palssed ~hrol!lgh ~o 

customers without a mark-up. if the Board is able to review the rates charged by CHES for tns 

services and determine that they are reasonable, the profit or loss for fue opera~ion of CHES 

should be treated in the same manner as any forecasted costs of the regulalted companiss. 
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CAC/MSOS noted that there should be a higher level of scrutiny by the Board for transactions 

Centra enters into with affiliated companies, because: 

"When a regulated utility purchases services from an affiliate, there is an incentive to 

negotiate the highest price that the utility's regulator is likely to allow for rate setting 

purposes. Paying a high price does not reduce the earnings of the utility, provided that 

the payments are included in the cost of service. However, the high price will increase 

the earnings of the affiliate." 

CAC/MSOS urged the Board to ensure that ratepayers are protected from the incentive to 

negotiate the highest price. 

17.2.2 Board Findings 

The Board notes that CHES, controlled by Manitoba Hydro and Centra, performs an activity that 

was previously regulated and that in substance represents an extension of the two utilities. The 

Board believes that meter reading services represents an integral service and that CHES in 

providing these services, falls under the definition of a public utility under Section 1 of the Public 

Utilities Board Act. Therefore CHES falls within the jurisdiction Board and rates for services 

provided by it will require Board approval. The Board will require Centra andlor CHES to file the 

proposed rates with the Board by July 31, 1998. 

The Board agrees with the argument put forward by CAC/MSOS that CHES is an affiliate of 

Centra due to Centra's 50% ownership of the entity and accordingly the Code of Conduct 

approved in Board Order 13/98 shall apply in terms of the relationship between CHES and 

Centra. 
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~n December 1994, Centra launched an equipment rental program ("ERP") which was ini~iallly io 

include hot water heaters and applied to the Board to operate the ERP withii'1 the regul81ied 

QJItility. The Board issued Order 49/95 which directed Centra to remove from RaI~e Baise alnd 

revenue requirements the total cumulative expenditures related to the ERP and directed thBii 

Centra should continue the ERP in a separate entity. Centra complied on JanuaJry 1,1997 Bind 

transferred the hot water tanks that had been installed in customer's homes to CES for 

$1.2 million consideration. The fair market value used in the determination of the vaJlue of the 

Ihlot water heaters was based on the Net Book Value of the heaters. Cenim did not use the 

discounted cash flows method which calculates the fair market value of the contracts balseol on 

the future income stream the contracts would generate, stating that there was no~ a ialrge 

enough flow of income from the tanks justifying the use of the method. 

'111.3.1 Board findings 

The Board, in dealing with transactions between Centra and its affiliates, must g21in BlSSUr21i1CG 

that an unregulated affiliate does not benefit from transactions with a regulated utiliiy Bit ~he 

expense of rate payers. The Board is concerned that in the case of the transfer of the 

equipment rental contracts, Centra made no attempt to ensure that the vallIe of the cOfi'ltrads 

transferred was appropriate and accordingly will direct Centra to provide the Bo;mrd wiil1 Blill 

independent report of the market value of rental contracts which were tr;mnsfsrrsd ~o Celi"O~r~ 

Energy Services. 

The Board will direct Centra to provide an independent report on the fair market vallue of ~he 

rental contracts transferred to Centra Energy Services by no later than September 30, ~ 998. 
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18.0 Presenters 

Gerdau MRM Steel Inc. ("MRM") 

MRM opposed the rate increase requested by Centra, citing that the increase in the basic 

monthly charge from $726.73 per month to $926.07 which represents an increase of 24.7%, in 

addition to a 22% increase in the unit demand charge. MRM noted that the increase requested 

is due to the $21.8 million deficit due primarily to Price management losses incurred by Centra. 

MRM argued that they should not be subject to the increase, because MRM purchases there 

own gas and as a result ,assumes the risk. 

Rural Municipality of Hanover 

Mr. Friesen expressed his municipalities satisfaction with Centra's work in the Rural gasification 

of the Municipality of Hanover. He noted that there was a potential of over 700 customer in the 

Municipality and that due to a significant team effort during last summer, Centra had signed up 

80% of the potential customers. He also noted that a manufacturer of heavy industrial 

equipment has recently expressed an interest in locating in the municipality, creating 12 jobs in 

the area due in part to the fact that the Municipality will be receiving gas service. Mr. Friesen 

stated that the impact of the gaSification of the Municipality will result in increased economic 

growth in the area. 
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Mr. Carriere stated he was an owner of several rental properties and that rental revenues were 

stagnant due to competition and rent control regulation. He stated that Centra had consisten~ly 

raised rates yearly and felt that the increase requested by Centra in this application was 

imposing a further burden on the ratepayers and should be denied by the Board. 

IN. Sabansku 

Mrs. Sabanski expressed her disdain for the increase requested by Centra, arguing ~hat Central 

had had enough increases in the past. She stated that it was becoming impossible to afford ~o 

live in her home, given high property taxes and the continuous rise in gas price~. 

Mrs. Sabanski urged the Board to not allow an increase in rates so frequently as ~ WBIS no~ ~aif. 

Mrs. Miller expressed her outrage at the increase sought by Centra, noting that Centr21 had jU$~ 

raised their monthly rate in December by 8.6% and was now asking for an aoldi~ionai 3.1 %. 

Mrs. Miller also expressed her concern about the impact the rate increase~ would have 011 

penSioners, students and others who are on a fixed income. She stated thalt it was difficult ~o 

budget for all the increases and that the increase sought by Centra was unjustified. 
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D. Brian Baker, Custom Vac limited 

Mr. Baker as a contractor in the industry, stated that Custom Vac Limited is not opposed to the 

$55 re inspection fees proposed by Centra, but suggested that Centra and the Industry 

participants should work together defining and classifying code violations as either critical or 

non critical. Mr. Baker defined critical violations as those that create a hazardous or serious 

safety concern. Non critical violations were those in violation of the code, but did not create a 

hazardous or serious safety condition. Mr. Baker agreed that Centra should continue to inspect 

all appliance installations to ensure public safety. However, it is not critical to re-inspect every 

appliance as many of the code deficiencies would be classified as non critical. 

He stated that there would be Significant cost savings realized, if there was an agreement not to 

re-inspect non critical violation, requiring the contractor to inform Centra by letter stating that 

the code deficiencies had been corrected. Mr. Baker argued that this protocol would place the 

responsibility on the Company and the technician. He also suggested that for an interim period, 

Centra could conduct random re-inspections to ensure compliance, with those found in violation 

be subjected to suspension of their gas fitter license for one week and a $300 fine levied on the 

Company. 

Mr. Baker recommended that the $55 re-inspection fee should apply to critical code violations 

and that the proceeds of the fees and any fines levied be placed in an Industry Training Fund. 

He suggested that, when a technician has a record of a number of critical deficiencies recorded 

against himlher a number of hours of skill upgrading should be mandated. Mr. Baker argued 

that Public safety would not be served by Centra solely charging a $55 re-inspection fee, but 

with an approach where the Industry continued to educate its participants. 

Mr. Baker stated that the communication, partnership and good relationship with Centra, 

enjoyed in the past, has eroded and that as a result, has placed the Board in the position of a 
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referee, dealing with matters that should be handled by the industry. Mr. Baker urged tha1i 

Centra should act on and correct problems and start communicating with other industry 

participants. Mr. Baker requested the Board require Centra to meet with the ManitobBl 

Department of Labor, and Contractors to develop a plan. 

Mall'lutoba Association of Urban Municipalities (UM.AJUl.M) 

Mr. Maksysmyk, submitted on behalf of The Manitoba Association of Urbsn Municipalities 

representing over 75% of the population of Manitoba, its objection to the rate increase propose~ 

by Centra. Mr. Maksysmyk further stated that a number of M.A.U.M. Members hse! expressed 

concern over the proposed rate increase and did not feel that such an increase was w2Jrr2Jn~eo1 

st this time. 

Mr. Towler submitted a Resolution from the Rural Municipality of Springfield, calleCil 

November 25th
, 1997, which expressed its concern over Centra incurring consio1erSlble cost Blno1 

expense, monopolizing the time and resources of the Board and resolved thalt 

"The Public Utilities Board establish limits on the frequency utilities CSlIi"U Blpp!y 10r li2Jt~ 

increases to assure better fiscal stability for consumers. 

Further be it resolved that the Municipality informed the Board thSl~ it is opposed to 

Centra's application unless a decrease in rates is proposed." 
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Carpathia Housing Co-op ltd. (UCarpathia") 

Mr. Comeault stated that Carpathia is a non profit housing co-operative that will have to deal 

with an increase in gas rates which far exceed inflation, while family incomes have decreased. 

Mr. Comeault further stated that based on their 1998 forecast, Carpathia members face an 

increase of at least 11 %. Given the increases received in 1997, Mr. Comeault stated, 

Carpathia's opposition to the large increase sought by Centra which in their opinion is akin to 

price gouging. 

S. Grabarchuk 

Mr. Grabarchuk requested the Board intervene on his behalf related to a billing enqUiry in which 

he claims that Centra did not respond to his written or telephone enquiries. Mr. Grabarchuk 

had attempted to obtain an explanation from Centra as to why his residential gas bill for 

January 1998 was over 100% greater than the January 1997 bill. 

The Seagram Company ltd. 

Mr. Ostapovitch noted that Seagram's had been informed of the withdrawal of Simplot's 

application dated February 10, 1998 and noted Seagram still shared the concerns expressed by 

Simplot, related to the cost allocation of transmission costs. Mr. Ostapovitch, expressed 

Seagram's concern to the Board of the lack of information forthcoming from Centra on this 

matter and hoped that it will be resolved in due course. 

*. *. .* 

The Board wishes to thank the presenters for taking the time to express their views to the 

Board. It is through the presenters that the Board can hear directly the views of the utility's 

customers. 
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1. Net plant additions to Rate Base, as requested by Centra Gas ManitobBl Inc. in its updBl~sd 

material dated April 16, 1998, BE AND ARE HEREBY APPROVED subject to removall o~ ihe 

following items: 

Rural Expansion Phase I cost overruns: 

Assiniboine River crossing 

Engineering and consulting 

One-half of Capitalized Interest 

1998 Forecasted Rural Expansion Phase II 

Hanover Regulator Station 

Expenditure related to CAD 

Expenditure related to OMR 

$ 667,000 

844,000 

293,000 

11,398,000 

169,900 

76,000 

152,200 

2. Centra's request to include yard piping as a component of Rate Base BE AND is HEREBV 

DENIED from the date of this Order. 

3. The request for a $180 annual maintenance fee for those customers currently owning ~heir 

yard piping BE AND IS HEREBY APPROVED. 

4. The request for approval in principle for the implementation of the new Banner CIS, BE AND 

IS HEREBY DENIED. Centra is directed to file with the Board a detailed app!iCBliion 

outlining the intended course of action related to CIS at the earliest possible dalle. 

5. Capital expenditures planned for the new CiS communication software Blno1 ~raining in 

excess of the $915,000 planned for computer terminal replacements should be included i~ 

Construction Wok in Progress. 

6. Centra file a status report to the Board on the progress of its Y2K remedli~tion by no la~~r 

than November 30, 1998. 

7. In future GRA applications, Centra provide more comprehensive evidence that major 

computer hardware and software acquisitions are obtained on a competitive pricili'lg) b21sh~. 
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8. All costs associated with travel and living expenses related to the outsourcing of Information 

Services & Technology BE AND ARE HEREBY DENIED as a component of revenue 

requirement. 

9. In future filings presented to the Board, Centra submit complete unabridged copies of all 

documentary evidence or indicate on the document that it is abridged, and notify the Board 

the nature of the omissions and the reasons why the information cannot be entered into 

evidence. 

10. Continuation of the Return on Equity Formula using the November Consensus Report and 

an overall allowed Rate of Return of 8.893% for the 1998 test year BE AND IS HEREBY 

APPROVED. 

11. The request to adjust capitalization for Rate of Return purposes so that total capitalization is 

equal to Rate Base BE AND IS HEREBY DENIED. 

12. A report to the Board be filed by November 1, 1998 assessing the outsourcing of total 

portfolio supply and release and resale of excess capacity. 

13. Price management losses of $9 million related to the basis differential position and 

$18.25 million related to dynamic hedging and other trading losses BE AND ARE HEREBY 

DENIED as a component of revenue requirement. 

14. Centra refile its calculation of the price management deferral account balance as of 

December 31, 1997 and its calculation of the forecasted 1998 price management deferral 

account balance as of December 31, 1998. 

15. The estimated 1998 price management losses, adjusted for the amounts disallowed by the 

Board, should be accumulated in the 1998 price management deferral account to be dealt 

with by the Board at a later date. 

16. The amortization, depreciation, municipal and other taxes, and income taxes as filed BE 

AND ARE HEREBY APPROVED, subject to required adjustments resulting from this Order. 

17. The request for approval of fees for inspection related to new or replacement gas 

installations BE AND IS HEREBY DENIED. 

18. The request for a $35 and $55 re-inspection fee BE AND IS HEREBY APPROVED effective 

January 1,1999, subject to a review of implementation matters with HVAC. 
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19. Centra should design the 1998 rates in a manner such that all customer classes receive ~he 

benefit of the proposed change in accounting treatment. The rate for the SGS class, which 

would normally be assessed an additional amount equivalent to the benefit received by 

other customers, should be designed so that this incremental amount is not relfected on the 

rates. This amount, plus carrying costs, will be recovered by Centra from customer clBlssss 

to be determined pending final resolution of the cost allocation issues relBlted to 

transmission costs. 

20. All deferral account balances as of December 31, 1997, other than price mBlnBlgement 

losses, BE AND ARE HEREBY APPROVED. 

21. All approved deferral account balances as of December 31, 1997 shall be recovered by WalY 

of a rate rider ending December 31, 1998. 

22. The request for the elimination of the bad debt deferral acount BE AND ~S HEREBY 

APPROVED. 

23. The request for approval of the General Terms and Conditions of Service 2lno1 ihe Terms 

and Conditions of Service for Billing and Collection BE AND IS HEREBY APPROVED. 

24. Centra andlor CHES file by July 31, 1998 with the Board on application ~or 2lpprov211 o~ f21tes 

for services. 

25. Centra provide the Board with an independent report of the market vBllue 01 reniBlI contrBlcts 

which were transferred to Centra Energy Services by September 30, 1998. 

26. Centra immediately file for approval a revised calculation of Rate Bass, Revenue 

Requirement, Operating Expenses, Cost of Service and Rates so thSlt new rSltes malY 00 

effective August 1, 1998. The revised filings should include all supporting schedules alnoJ 

customer impact summaries, which reflect adjustments made by the Board. This 

information should include a revised summary of the 1998 normalized gas volume$, which 

will include the Board decisions in respect of Phase II expansion projects CIne! other projed 

updates and updated information on deferral accounts and rate riders. 

27. Centra should immediately file an update of the June 10, 1998 filing to the Bo~rd in 

connection with the 1998 cost of gas update, revised as necessary to refled alii of ihs 

updates resulting from the GRA decision. 

p 
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28. Rates which were approved on an interim basis in Board Order No. 33/97 and 94/97, BE 

AND ARE HEREBY CONFIRMED as final. 
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